2018

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Showcase Victoria Tuesday 17 & Wednesday 18 April 2018
Darebin Arts Centre
Follow the event feed #ShowcaseVictoria

PROGRAM

DAY ONE – TUESDAY 17 APRIL

/REGISTRATIONS

8:15 AM – 9:00 AM

/ SESSION 1

9:00 AM – 11:00 AM

Welcome to Country
Introductions - MC Christine Dunstan
Mission Songs Project | Jessie Lloyd Music
Rice | Griffin Theatre Company
Three Birds One Cock | Three Birds Theatre
The Man In The Mail | Joshua Phillips
Lady Beatle | The Little Red Company and Critical Stages
Splash Test Dummies | Trash Test Dummies Pty Ltd
/ MORNING TEA					

11:00 AM – 11:25 AM

/ SESSION 2

11:30 AM – 1:00 PM

Entropy | TEOC Circus
The Merger | Hey Boss
Enter Ophelia | Essential Theatre & Three Birds Theatre
The Tribe | Urban Theatre Projects
Anya Anastasia: The Executioners | Anya Anastasia
The Bottle Collector | Asking for Trouble
/ LUNCH

1:00 PM – 1:55 PM

/ SESSION 3

2:00 PM – 4:15 PM

Compassion by Lior and Nigel Westlake | Musica Viva Australia
Stardust / The Mission | The Space Company
Children are Stinky by Circus Trick Tease | NCM
Only a Year | Sarah Austin and Co
Swansong | Red Hot Productions
Two Guys in a Box | Dogspoon and Cluster Arts Pty Ltd
Romeo Is Not The Only Fruit | Jean Tong
Chasing Smoke | Natano Fa’anana & Cluster Arts
Deep Soulful Sweats | Deep Soulful Sweats
/ AFTERNOON TEA				

4:15 PM – 4:40 PM

/ VICTORIAN TOURING FORUM

4:45 PM – 6:00PM

An update on the statewide touring review and touring in 2019.
Facilitated by Creative Victoria

Showcase Victoria 17 & 18 April 2018 - Darebin Arts Centre

PROGRAM

DAY ONE – TUESDAY 17 APRIL

/ DRINKS, NIBBLES & NETWORKING

6:00 PM – 8:00PM

/ EXPO

6:00 PM – 8.00 PM

Biladurang | Kukuni Arts
Bread Crumbs | Liberty Gilbert
Inventi Plays Symphonies | Inventi Chamber Orchestra

Le Petit Circus & Rouge | Highwire Events and Entertainment
Madame Nightshade’s Poison Garden | Anna Thomson
Melbourne Chamber Orchestra Touring Season 2019 | Melbourne Chamber Orchestra
Melbourne Youth Orchestra | Melbourne Youth Orchestras
Music For Victoria | Melbourne Recital Centre
Nancy Sinatra - You Only Live Twice | Winding Road Productions
Nude | Citizen Theatre
Sista Girl | Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company
The Amazing Travelling Comedy Tour | The Amazing Travelling Comedy Tour
Trinket the Robot | Little Wing Puppets
Urban Sea Shanties | Fred Smith Productions

Showcase Victoria 17 & 18 April 2018 - Darebin Arts Centre

PROGRAM

DAY TWO – WEDNESDAY 18 APRIL

/REGISTRATIONS

8:30 AM – 9:00 AM

/ NETWORKING BREAKFAST & SPEED DATING
9:00 AM – 10:25 AM
/INSTALLATIONS
Child in the Wild | Wild System
The Whale’s Tale | Born in a Taxi
/ SESSION 4					

10:30 AM – 12:15 PM

By a Thread | One Fell Swoop Circus
Taking the Waters | Lemony S Puppet Theatre
The Magnolia Tree | The Wolves Theatre Company
Congress | All the Queen’s Men

Scott’s BMX Trick Bike Show | Scott Hone

I See You Like This | Jessica Wilson
Alice Skye in concert | Penney and Logan
/ LUNCH						
/ SESSION 5

12:15 PM – 1:10 PM
1:15 PM – 2:30 PM

Sun Rising, The Songs That Made Memphis | Sun Rising
American Song | Red Stitch and Critical Stages
Chores | Cluster Arts Pty Ltd and Hoopla Clique
Driftwood | Casus Circus
The Hunter. The Hunted. | James Pratt Company 13
/ AFTERNOON TEA				

2:30 PM – 2:55 PM

/ SESSION 6					

3:00 PM – 4:30 PM

ORCHA | ORCHA
Oil Babies | Lab Kelpie
The Travelling Sisters – Toupé | MILKE
The Iron Maiden | Happy Haps Productions
BLOOD ON THE DANCE FLOOR | ILBIJERRI Theatre Company
Sunset Strip | Critical Stages

/ WRAP-UP & GOODBYES				
/ SHOWCASE VICTORIA 2018 CONCLUDES!

4:30 PM
**Program subject to change

Showcase Victoria 17 & 18 April 2018 - Darebin Arts Centre

Mission Songs Project
Jessie Lloyd Music
Musical time travel into the missions era

Genre:
Live Music
Written by:
Jessie Lloyd

Contact : Jessie Lloyd
0404496877

jessielloydmusic@gmail.com

VIC

http://jessielloyd.com/

Directed by:
Jessie Lloyd

General information

Availability: 30/01/2019 30/11/2019
Duration (mins): 60mins
or ages: 35 - 60

Short review
''The stories are heartfelt and beautifully sung – perhaps not with
the campﬁre instruments of their natural settings, but the end result
is one that adapts well to the contemporary stage and travels to a
diverse and broad audience – for The Mission Songs Project, this is
mission accomplished, and accomplished incredibly well.” Elizabeth Walton, Timber & Steel

Creative team
Jessie Lloyd - Creative
Producer/Performer, Emma Donovan
- Performer, Deline Briscoe Performer, Jessica Hitchcock Performer
Touring party(6 peoples)
Jessie Lloyd | Creative
Producer/Performer
Emma Donovan | Performer
Deline Briscoe | Performer
Jessica Hitchcock | Perfomer
Tilman Robinson | Sound Engineer
Mere-Rose Paul | Tour Manager

Synopsis
Mission Songs Project is an initiative to revive contemporary
Australian Indigenous songs from 1900 to 1999, focusing on the
Christian missions, state run settlements and native camps where
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people were relocated.
Searching for the secular songs that were sung after church, the
project looks to explore the day to day life of the mission days, from
cultural identity to love and loss. These unique songs consist of
almost forgotten stories that shed light into the history of our
Indigenous elders, families and communities.
Performed as a vocal quartet, Jessie presents a rare performance

Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

style found only in Indigenous communities; such as family
gatherings, social events or yarns over a cuppa. Story-telling, a
major component of the performance, gives historical context and
personal experiences into the tunes sung from the missions era,
making the show warm, humorous and heartfelt.

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 0.00
Per perfomance $ 5,500.00
Royalties 5%

Mission Songs Project faithfully explores the musical journey of
Indigenous Australian music and connects the traditional with
contemporary, revealing the continuation of cultural practice and
song traditions into the 21st Century.

APRA Obligations
APRA live performance reports to be
completed after every performance
by artists
Notes
This fee includes costs for sound
engineer
Industry Reference
Jim Cathcart
Fremantle Arts Centre
08 9432 9567
JimC@fremantle.wa.gov.au

History & background
A composer, performer and creative entrepreneur, Jessie Lloyd is a
cultural practitioner of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander music
who is dedicated to the continuation of song traditions through the
presentation of stories and song. Her mission is to produce, perform
and progress Australian music through innovative concepts,
collaborative projects and cultural practice. Maintaining an
authenticity that contributes to the rich diversity of Australian arts
and its audiences, and working towards positive and progressive
social opportunities, values and attitudes.
Marketing selling points
The performance is a musical time travel into the Aboriginal
missions during the missions era of 1901 to 1967. A corner of
Australian history never before been made accessible.
The performance showcases a collection of 'mission songs' from the
missions era, with mission songs being now a newly recognised
genre of Australian Music.
The performance is delivered by some of the ﬁnest Indigenous
vocalists in the country, with each of the singers sharing their family
histories connecting to the mission days.
Key audience and marketing notes
This performance is suited for a middle aged to senior audience,
particularly those who have an interest in history or cultural
heritage. And provides an opportunity for those interested in
understanding or engaging with their local Indigenous community,
through historical insights and cultural contexts.
We average 40% of our audiences buying CDs after shows, this is
quite high as the merch contains songbooks and resources that can
be used by community choirs or local schools to incorporate more
Indigenous content.
This show is highly suitable for Indigenous community and elders.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Mission Songs Workshop: Talking about the research component of
the project, the historical and cultural contexts to songs and the
missions era, teaching a few songs. Q&A is encouraged. Suitable for

local choir leaders or school teachers.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Download Now

Black box or hall, indoor setting is best
2
1

Lighting requirements
General lighting rig set up for live music
Audio requirements
4 x vox mics
2 x DI for acoustic guitar and ukelele
Staging requirements
Just a ﬂat clear stage please
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 6
Depth: 3

Transport notes
2 x station wagons

Height: 3
Wing space: NA

Rice
Griﬃn Theatre Company
A new Australian play brimming with sharp observations on globalisation, power and politics.

Genre:
Drama

Contact : Estelle Conley

Written by:
Michele Lee
Directed by:
Lee Lewis
Availability: 01/01/2018 31/12/2019
Duration (mins): 85
or ages: 16+
Creative team
Designer, Renee Mulder. Lighting
Designer, Jason Glenwright.
Composer & AV Designer, Wil
Hughes. Associate Sound Designer,
Tony Brumpton. With Kristy Best,
Hsiao-Ling Tang.
Touring party(4 peoples)
Hsiao-Ling Tang | Yvette (actor)
Kirsty Best | Nisha (actor)
Kirby Brierty | Production Manager
Karina McKenzie | Stage Manager
Media
Promo Video 1

0438700158

estelle@griﬃntheatre.com.au

NSW

http://www.griﬃntheatre.com.au

Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 28,000.00
Weekly fee $ 13,000.00
Per perfomance -$ 35,006,500.00
Royalties 15.5
APRA Obligations
NA
Notes
The fee also does not include LAHA,
ﬂights & ground transfers,
accommodation, freight & royalties –
this would be additional.
Bump- in 4 hours set, 4 hours tech
time (this does not include pre-rig)
Industry Reference
Lyn Wallis
Hothouse Theatre
lyn@hothousetheatre.com.au

General information
Short review
“Superbly acted by Best and Tang with joy, relish and stage
chemistry, the direction from Griﬃn’s Lee Lewis is pinpoint.” The
Australian
Synopsis
Michele Lee is an important emerging voice in contemporary
Australian writing. Ambitious in form and idea, her observations on
race, gender and power both sharp and tender. With 'Rice', Michele
sets the personal politics of two women against the politics of global
food production.
Nisha is a high-ﬂying young executive at Australia’s largest
producer of rice—precocious, headstrong and determined to
become Australia’s ﬁrst female Indian CEO. She’s presently closing
in on a secret deal with the Indian government, which will place her
company at the centre of India’s rice distribution. Working late
every night, Nisha encounters Yvette, the ‘Chinese cleaner’ of her
oﬃce building. As the nights wear on, she soon realises that Yvette
has more to oﬀer than merely clearing away her dishes.
'Rice' won Michele Lee the Queensland Premier’s Drama Award
2016-2017. Helpmann Award-winning director Lee Lewis directs this
insightful new work.
'Rice' premiered at Queensland Theatre in 2017, followed by
seasons at Griﬃn and Hothouse Theatre. At all three venues the
production was met with praise from critics and audiences alike.
History & background
For nearly 40 years, Griﬃn has been bringing the best Australian
stories to the stage. Griﬃn is a major force in shaping the future of
Australian theatre: it is a home for the courageous and the curious,
for the imaginations that inspire us. Iconic Australian stories such as
The Boys, Holding the Man and The Heartbreak Kid had their world
premieres at Griﬃn. Our home is the Stables, Sydney’s most
intimate and persuasive stage. Its capacity, however, is limited. As
such, touring our productions is vital in providing more audiences
across the country with access to great Australian theatre.
Marketing selling points
- Winner of the Queensland Premier’s Drama Award 2016-2017
- Winner of the Victorian Premier’s Literary Award 2018
- Directed by Helpmann Award-winning director Lee Lewis
- With a growing body of work that centres on female identity,
otherness and Asian-Australian stories, Michele Lee is ﬁrmly
establishing her voice across stage, radio and ﬁction
- Two strong female protagonists
- A powerful, tender interrogation of race, gender and the vastly
diﬀerent relationship that migrants of varying generations have with
Australia
- Both deeply intimate and powerfully global in its reach
- Griﬃn is well-known in the regions, there is conﬁdence in the

brand
Key audience and marketing notes
Appeals to theatre going audiences aged 16 plus. It is a
contemporary story that intertwines the challenges of corporate life
with those of very relatable characters. The two women actors are
phenomenal, and audiences have loved the smart, fast-paced
dialogue and skill of the actors moving eﬀortlessly between almost a
dozen characters.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Masterclass or workshop on character transformation / playing
multiple characters. For theatre makers and actors.
Technical Information
Technical Rating

B

What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

Proscenium Arch, Black Box
8
4

Lighting requirements
Lighting plan can be supplied.
Audio requirements
SX plan can be supplied.
Staging requirements
No ﬂy system, orchestra pit or piano required. There is use of haze.
Set design plans can be supplied on request.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 7
Depth: 5

Height: 3
Wing space: Not required

Transport notes
Freight & transport for touring party of four. Set is road freight only.

Three Birds One Cock
Three Birds Theatre
Hitchcock's iconic blondes star in a black comedy dripping with noir, glamour, murder and suspense.

Genre:
Drama
Written by:
Candace Miles, Madelaine Nunn,
Anna Rodway
Directed by:
Candace Miles, Madelaine Nunn,
Anna Rodway
Availability: 01/02/2019 15/12/2019
Duration (mins): 60
or ages: 13-100
Creative team
Candace Miles, Madelaine Nunn,
Anna Rodway
Touring party(4 peoples)
Candace Miles | Performer/Creator
Madelaine Nunn | Performer/Creator
Anna Rodway | Performer/Creator
TBC | Technical
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3

Contact : Madelaine Nunn
0478095747

threebirdstheatre@gmail.com

VIC

https://www.facebook.com/threebirdstheatre/

General information
Short review
"Brilliant theatre... Funny, precise and performed with a ferocious
intensity." - Ian Pidd, Melbourne Fringe Living Legend 2015
Synopsis
2016 GREEN ROOM AWARD NOMINATED 'BEST ENSEMBLE'
METANOIA THEATRE
Three of Alfred Hitchcock's iconic blondes from Vertigo, Psycho and
The Birds ﬁnd themselves trapped in an absurd "whodunnit" murder
mystery. Something sinister is lurking in the shadows and things are
not quite what they seem.
Terriﬁed that any one of them could be the next victim, these
blondes must use their feminine charm and cunning skills to unravel
a storyline much darker than they realize, tumbling towards morbid
endings of their own.
Footsteps! Gunshots! Lingerie! Deception! Will all go to plan for
these strong-willed bombshells?
A black comedy dripping with noir, glamour, murder and suspense.

Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 11,000.00
Weekly fee $ 7,550.00
Per perfomance $ 2,000.00
Royalties 17%
APRA Obligations
N/A

Industry Reference
Phil Hayden - Festival Director
Poppy Seed Theatre Festival
+61 412 632 540
phil@poppyseed.net.au

★★★★ - TheatreGuide 2016
★★★★ - Great Scott! 2016
"Brilliant theatre... performed with a ferocious intensity" - Ian Pidd,
Melbourne Fringe Living Legend 2015
History & background
Three Birds Theatre (Candace Miles, Madelaine Nunn and Anna
Rodway) is a wacky and wonderful Green Room Award-nominated
independent theatre trio. Committed to writing and performing our
own original works, we have toured as part of RAV Arts and
Education Programs, to Nati Frinj, Adelaide Fringe Festival and had
engagements with Mansﬁeld and Horsham Councils. TBT strives to
create a strong visual world, hence our costumes, physicality, witty
scripts and a handful of strong lighting states is all we need. Touring
enables us to nurture and strengthen relationships with locals and
new audiences alike.
Marketing selling points
Three Birds One Cock is visually stunning, with an original script and
sound design, and authentic and bold costumes – these features
immediately make it an attractive selling-point for audiences. We
instantly drop them into a world – be that the noir, murder mystery
trapping Alfred Hitchcock’s iconic blondes. As Alfred Hitchcock and
his ﬁlms are iconic and inﬂuential points in pop culture and dilm
history, this has also been an appealing pull for crowds; taking these
heroines and giving them their own stories with a contemporary
punch. The promo images & footage are eﬀective at pulling
numbers.
Key audience and marketing notes
Three Birds One Cock has been produced and performed in a variety
of contexts and has engaged a range of demographics. At both its
Melbourne and Adelaide Fringe seasons and as an Independent
season part of Metanoia at the Mechanics Institute, women age
30-60 within the inner suburbs of Melbourne made up the main
demographic of ticket-buyers for Three Birds One Cock. However in
the Regional Arts Victoria’s Family and Education Program, Three
Birds toured to schools and the ages ranged from 13- 60 in the
audience and a there was a mix of men, women and children
responding to the work.
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
- Working with children through game-playing and physical activities
- Masterclasses on physical/clowning work
- Working with young people on conversations/activities around
stereotypes, female gaze and the way media manipulates the way
we see the world
- Classes with drama students – looking at ways of engaging with
text and using physical gesture and shape to tell story and
character
- Q and As with members of the community or with students – our
work with RAV Arts & Education has prepared us well for the kinds
of conversations and questions that can arise when students

witness a work.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Has ability to be versatile- Black box
preferable, though has been
4
3

Lighting requirements
Lighting system with desk to achieve set lighting states
Audio requirements
PA/audio system
Staging requirements
SET - TOURING VERSION
Door
3 x chairs
1 x dresser
1 x mannequin prop which lies on the ﬂoor
Lighting rigged on t-stands ideally
Strobe lighting
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 5m
Depth: 5m

Height: ﬂexible
Wing space: 2m / ﬂexible

Transport notes
1 tonne van to move set, lighting and sound equipment and vehicle
that can transport 4 people. In the past tour with RAV Arts &
Education, Three Birds toured with one van and an accompanying
car with 2 members in each vehicle. This production cannot travel
by plane due to the nature of the size of the set pieces.

The Man In The Mail
Joshua Phillips
Meet the man who lives in a box and travels the world by mail

Genre:
Circus
Written by:
Joshua Phillips

Contact : Joshua Phillips
0439436525

joshua_r_phillips@hotmail.com

VIC

Directed by:
Joshua Phillips

General information

Availability: 22/10/2017 12/12/2018
Duration (mins): 60
or ages: 15-60

Short review
“The Man In The Mail is a beautiful production. The show is poignant
and funny in all the right places. The incredibly clever set reveals its
mysteries in surprising and delightful ways, that perfectly showcase
Joshua’s breath-catching circus skills. The story is lovely and
Joshua’s perfect diction makes him a delight to watch and listen to."
- Marisa Cesario, Gasworks Arts Park

Creative team
Aurora Kurth - creative direction
Touring party(2 peoples)
Joshua Phillips | Performer/creator
Hannah Cryle | sound operator/ stage
manager
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 1,500.00

Synopsis
An adventure tale inspired by the outlandish stories of science
ﬁction writer Jules Verne.
The show combines storytelling and circus, drawing on stories from
classic literature. These stories are the lesser known adventure
novels of science ﬁction writer Jules Verne. The spectacle of circus
acts compliment and integrate with the adventures of the central
character Kinko Klork. Kinko is a circus performer who, at the dawn
of the 20th Century, travels the world as freight for reasons that are
explained in the show. I want to inspire audiences to delve into
classic literature. The work is semi- autobiographical, dealing with
the highs and lows of the central character as he describes his life
on road. This is made more evocative through the use of the set: a

Weekly fee $ 6,000.00
Per perfomance $ 2,500.00
Royalties 10

huge wooden crate in which the character lives and travels. I want
to show audiences that gloriﬁed lifestyles are often nothing what
they appear to be and are in fact quite conﬁning.

APRA Obligations
Venue will require a casual public
performance licence, usual cost is
approx $108

History & background
I have been self-producing circus productions for over 10 years.
These productions vary in style which I feel is important to keep
performances fresh and explore new ideas and concepts. Having
come from a regional town in NSW I really appreciated seeing new
and innovative work. Nowadays I'm on tour for more than half the
year and Once again I appreciate getting to see new places all the
time.

Notes
Can tour in tandem with The Iron
Maiden and/or The Very Circusy
Caterpillar by Hannah Cryle at Happy
Haps Productions.
Industry Reference
Marisa Cesario
Gasworks Arts Park
(03)86064203
marisa@gasworks.org.au

Marketing selling points
It's a narrative driven circus show
The set is fully integrated into the show
Nostalgic story-telling of a bygone era
Steeped in literary history, reimagined for modern audiences
Directly based on various novels of Jules Verne
The show is not oﬀensive to anyone
Key audience and marketing notes
Families with kids aged 10 and up. For high school kids it's a show
that would be a great stepping stone to encourage them to explore
other dramatic works
Late 30's to early 60's couples and singles. People who would
normally patronise local theatres.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Yes i can oﬀer circus workshops for various ages including team
building and co-ordination.
I particularly enjoy teaching juggling to adults.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
designed for a black box, will adapt to
pros. arch and other ﬂat ﬂoor venues
3
1

Lighting requirements
Narrowed in general wash with changeable backwash colours
Several lights focused higher as the circus acts reach up to 4 metres
high
Several speciﬁcally focused proﬁle spots
Audio requirements
Music cues played on cue lab on a mac provided
Staging requirements

Set is designed to look like a wooden box 1.4m cubed. It sits centre
stage in a diamond formation. The box opens out to form a footprint
approx 4m wide x 3m deep.
The box assembles and disassembles on stage pre and post show,
takes approx 15 mins
In the box are various circus props including 4 chairs.
No ﬂy system required. No technical warnings. No pit or piano
required.
Theatrical haze used.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 5
Depth: 4

Height: 4
Wing space: 1

Transport notes
8 cubic metre van
The set and props cannot travel by plane

Lady Beatle
The Little Red Company and Critical Stages
A kaleidoscopic journey through the Beatles' most monumental hits.

Genre:
Cabaret
Written by:
Adam Brunes & Naomi Price

Contact : Chris Bendall, Critical Stages
02 9252 6340

chris@criticalstages.com.au

QLD

http://criticalstages.com.au

Directed by:
Adam Brunes & Naomi Price

General information

Availability: 01/02/2019 30/11/2020
Duration (mins): 70
or ages: 18-65+

Short review
"Utterly brilliant... I found the show so powerfully sentimental that I
was misty-eyed for much of it and was so thankful to hear the
soundtrack of my life played with such verve and love." Read more
at http://bit.ly/2ioIgBT

Creative team
Created by Adam Brunes & Naomi
Price; Lighting Design: Jason
Glenwright; Sound Design: Jamie
Taylor; Costume Design: Leigh
Buchanan; Starring Naomi Price with
Mik Easterman, Andrew Johnson,
Michael Manikus and Jason McGregor
Touring party(8 peoples)
Naomi Price | Lead Performer
Mik Easterman | Drums
Andrew Johnson | Bass Guitar
Michael Manikus | Piano
Jason McGregor | Guitars
Jamie Taylor | Audio Engineer

Synopsis
From the creators of celebrated Australian works Rumour Has It and
Wrecking Ball comes the must-see live music event of the year:
Lady Beatle - a kaleidoscopic journey through the Beatles' most
monumental hits.
Starring Australian stage and screen star Naomi Price (The Voice
Australia, Beautiful: The Carol King Musical, Ladies In Black) and
inspired by true accounts, Lady Beatle weaves a fantastical tale
soundtracked by the Beatles' biggest chart toppers, including Lucy
in the Sky With Diamonds, Eleanor Rigby and Penny Lane.
Flanked by a live band, Price transports audiences to 1960s
Liverpool for a rollicking magical mystery tour about four boys who
changed the world of music. For the entire 70mins, the audience is

Sam Gibb | Lx Operator
tbc | Tour Manager
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 29,348.50
Weekly fee $ 27,958.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00
Royalties 14
APRA Obligations
Presenting venues must have a
standard APRA live performance
licence.

Industry Reference
Ali McGregor
Adelaide Cabaret Festival
ali@alimcgregor.com

very much part of the ride, as Price riﬀs oﬀ the cuﬀ, invites them to
join in the big numbers, and ultimately has them on their feet for
the show's epic mega-mix ﬁnale dance party.
Lady Beatle premiered to nightly standing ovations at La Boite in
2017, where it was lauded "one of the best shows of the decade"
(XS Entertainment). Subsequent sold out seasons at Adelaide
Cabaret Festival, Noosa Alive & NORPA Lismore followed in its debut
year.
History & background
At the heart of THE LITTLE RED COMPANY's self-produced work is
artform development of contemporary Australian cabaret; drawing
together world-class artists from diverse backgrounds and creating
commercially viable productions of universal resonance. CRITICAL
STAGES is one of Australia's leading producers of touring theatre.
It's brief is to make outstanding independent theatre accessible to
audiences everywhere. The company has toured productions by
some of Australia's leading theatre makers to regional and remote
audiences across Australia and New Zealand.
Marketing selling points
The show is unique in that it can sit equally well as part of theatre,
music and cabaret programs.
Previous season have drawn capacity audiences and standing
ovations at each performance.
With great reviews, audience testimonials, production stills,
professional trailer and marketing collateral all ready to go to
support marketing campaigns, we will work closely with presenters
to support bringing this work to a broad audience.
The Little Red Company's RUMOUR HAS IT recently had a hugely
successful National Tour.
Key audience and marketing notes
Audience for this work are fans of music and cabaret and, of course,
lovers of The Beatles. Age range is broad and previous seasons
have shown that Lady Beatle appeals equally to younger audiences
from 15+ through to older patrons 65+. Verbatim audience
feedback indicates it's a work of universal resonance:
"Touching, relevant, inspiring, thought-provoking: everything
theatre should be."
"I heard the Beatles' songs in a way I had never considered before.
Absolutely amazing."
"It was the most exceptional piece of theatre I've seen in years".
Content warning
No

Technical Information

Technical Rating
What is this?

C

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
Lady Beatle can been performed in
cabaret mode with tables and chairs,
Theatre formats
and in proscenium arch venues, town
halls, and live music venues.
Bump in (hours)
8
Bump out (hours)
2
Lighting requirements
The touring production will use a combination of venue lamp stock
and touring ﬁxtures. A full lighting pre-rig is required prior to
company arrival in the venue, including patch, ﬂash and colour. An
ETC Ion Lighting Desk or equivalent will tour with the production.
Preliminary lx plan can be downloaded from
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3safo2wqq3mxtlo/AABs4BfkuWG7SjP7
plPfKnsha?dl=0
Audio requirements
The production features a live band, and the Company will be
travelling with their own audio engineer.
A full audio pre-rig is required prior to company arrival. The
Presenter will provide PA with 4 surround sound positions, backline,
mics, mic stands, and cabling. The Presenter must provide a piano,
tuned to concert pitch prior to the arrival of the touring party. The
musicians will supply their own instruments, with the exception of
the piano. The Company will provide a laptop with Qlab and an
audio interface to operate the sound. Qlab will be operated by the
touring audio engineer.
Preliminary stage plan and input list for the production can be
downloaded from:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3safo2wqq3mxtlo/AABs4BfkuWG7SjP7
plPfKnsha?dl=0
Staging requirements
The set includes 4 rostra and a touring lighting element that will be
rigged during bump in.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 8
Depth: 6

Height: 4
Wing space: 1

Crew notes
Bump in
Lighting 2 crew x 8 hours
Lighting crew to bump in touring ﬁxtures and for focus
Sound 1 crew x 4 hours
Bump out
Lighting 1 crew x 2 hrs
Sound 1 crew x 2 hrs
Assist in de-rig, bump out and pack all touring equipment.
Transport notes
The production can travel in a 3 tonne truck.

Splash Test Dummies
Trash Test Dummies Pty Ltd
The Dummies are here with some splish splashing circus set to drown you in tears of laughter

Genre:
Family
Written by:
Jamie Bretman, Jack Coleman and
Simon Wright
Directed by:
Claire Bartholemew, Liz Skitch
Availability: 01/07/2018 31/12/2019
Duration (mins): approx. 60 mins
or ages: 5-12yrs parents &
grandparents
Creative team
Performers: Jamie Bretman, Jack
Coleman, Simon Wright, Lighting
Design: Chris Payne, Puppetry
Consultant: Hamish Fletcher (Bunk
Puppets)
Touring party(4 peoples)
Jamie Bretman | performer
Jack Coleman | performer
Simon Wright | performer
Chris Payne | technical operator/
stage manager

Contact : Lauren Eisinger
0415254894

producer@laureneisinger.com

VIC

http://www.trashtestdummies.com

General information
Short review
“Delightfully intelligent, highly entertaining.”
★★★★1/2 - Herald Sun
“There’s nothing they can’t do and their skills are ﬁrst class.”
★★★★ - Adelaide Advertiser
"Fantastic show guys, thankyou for keeping 2 adults and 8 kids
laughing non stop for the whole hour - magic!" - Audience Member
Synopsis
Rub-a- dub-dub, The Dummies are back with some splish splashing
circus set to drown you in tears of laughter.
From the makers of hit show Trash Test Dummies comes a new
production of oceanic proportions! Splash Test Dummies are here,
ready to roll out their beach towels and spring into a brand new
hour of circus-ﬁlled hilarity for the whole family. See a brilliant array
of catch-your-breath stunt work, acrobatics, juggling and the sidesplitting, slapstick comedy for which the dummies are famous.
Join the Dummies and come diving from bathtubs to beaches in this
new aquatic adventure!

Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

Trash Test Dummies have been delighting audiences young and old
with a nuanced blend of circus, comedy and imaginative play,
creating shared and treasured experiences for families across
Australia and around the world. Now, they're ready to take you on a
new adventure.

Budget
Remount cost $ 4,500.00
Weekly fee $ 8,000.00
Per perfomance $ 3,500.00
Royalties 8%

The blend of physical comedy, circus and imaginative play give the
show a unique wonder and charm. Like a Pixar ﬁlm or an episode
from Sesame Street, the show appeals on several levels with
cultural references that resonate across generations. At the
forefront of the show is the timeless and universal sense of fun and
imaginative play.

APRA Obligations
Dramatic Context licence required if
venue does not already have blanket
deal with APRA
Notes
Venue to provide accommodation,
per diems and travel
Industry Reference
Marisa Cesario
Gasworks Arts Park, Programming
Co-Ordinator
03 8606 4203
marisa@gasworks.org.au

History & background
Jamie Bretman, Jack Coleman and Simon Wright are highly skilled
circus performers who created Trash Test Dummies in 2013 and
have been touring nationally and internationally ever since. They
have performed for sell out crowds and have been critically
acclaimed in Australia, Asia and Europe winning a host of awards
including the coveted Best Children's Presentation at Adelaide
Fringe Festival 2015. The company are ﬁrm favourites on the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival program each year and continue to
delight fans young and old with their trademark blend of circus,
comedy and imagination.
Marketing selling points
Selling to an audience:
- like a pixar ﬁlm, the show appeals across generations creating a
shared experience for parents and grandparents and their children.
- A high energy hour of circus, slapstick and comedy
- Trash Test Dummies have been awarded Best Children's
Presentation at Adelaide Fringe 2015
- highly reviewed and in demand across the UK, Australia and
throughout Asia
What should venues do to sell the show?
- Splash Test Dummies photograph very well so image based
marketing works wonderfully. Company can provide images and
video
- Company can run circus and clowning workshops
Key audience and marketing notes
Primary school aged students (5-12 yr olds), their parents and
grandparents.
The blend of physical comedy, circus and imaginative play give the
show a unique wonder and charm. Like a Pixar ﬁlm or an episode
from Sesame Street, the show appeals on several levels with
cultural references that resonate across generations. At the
forefront of the show is the timeless and universal sense of fun and
imaginative play.
Trash Test Dummies do meet and greet sessions with their
audiences after every performance building incredible rapport with
community creating lasting impressions.
Content warning

No
Community Engagement activities
Company can oﬀer two diﬀerent types of workshops to the local
community whilst on tour, a clowning and physical theatre focused
workshop and a circus skills workshop.
Each workshop can cater for up to 30 participants ages 6+ and lasts
for an hour. Participants don't need any prior ability and will leave
having learnt some of the moves they have seen in the show,
creating a strong connection between the performance, the artists
and their own experience.
Trash Test Dummies do meet and greet sessions with their
audiences after every performance building incredible rapport with
community
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Proscenium Arch or thrust stage.
5
2

Lighting requirements
Splash Test Dummies will use house rig at pre-rigged theatres and
can work with regional venues to accommodate facilities.
The company have toured with their own LX and sound kit across
regional WA with Country Arts WA and QLD with Artour.
Full tech specs available on request.
Audio requirements
Powerful, full frequency range, good coverage system
Monitors/ foldback either side of stage preferably in the wings.
Sound desk
4 channel min
Auxiliary input required for Audio playback
Hand held microphone for post show announcement.
Staging requirements
Minimum stage: 8m x 6m
Minimum height: 4m (must be lit such that cast can perform stunt
work at this height)
Black masking wings
Black masking upstage
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 8
Depth: 6

Height: 4
Wing space: .1.5

Crew notes
Access to washing machine and dryer preferable but not essential
Dressing room access required 2 hours prior to performance
Transport notes
Company travel with freight in 1 tonne van.
Venue to provide access to loading dock.

Entropy
TEOC Circus
Where gravity doesn’t always pull downwards…

Genre:
Circus
Written by:
TEOC Circus

Contact : Anna Murray
0422970255

teoccircus@gmail.com

VIC

http://www.teoccircus.com.au

Directed by:
TEOC Circus and Emma Serjeant

General information

Availability: 10/09/2018 30/12/2019
Duration (mins): 55
or ages: 8+

Short review
“Great chemistry, a sassy conﬁdence and droll sense of humour” The Advertiser
“Fun, witty, audacious and intriguing” - The Melbourne Observer

Creative team
Anna Murray, Josie Wardrope, Alyssa
Moore, Rachael Boyd
Touring party(5 peoples)
Anna Murray | Artist and producer
Josie Wardrope | Artist and producer
Alyssa Moore | Artist
Rachael Boyd | Artist
Frank Minniti | Technician
Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Synopsis
Elegant by nature, sophisticated in style, “Entropy” explores what
happens to regular circus acts when additional factors are
introduced. Bodies entangled in rope are pushed oﬀ balance and
props are stolen mid-trick, water spilt and apples split. There is a
sense of play, keeping audiences enthralled by the peeling of apples
and breathtaking acrobatics equally.
Dynamic and powerful, these acrobats show an incredible level of
physical prowess whilst maintaining femininity. They perform aweinspiring lifts and balances with apparent ease, defying their lithe
physiques.
A distinctive element threaded through the show is a white rope.
This rope is continually moving to entrap bodies and dictate
movement. It rarely leaves the stage and is just as crucial as any

Budget
Remount cost $ 4,396.00
Weekly fee $ 7,577.00
Per perfomance $ 5,000.00
Royalties 2%
APRA Obligations
Currently acquiring APRA licences

Industry Reference
Elena Kirschbaum
Gluttony
0407267239
elena@gluttony.net.au

cast member. The movement and style accompanying most of the
work done with the rope is reminiscent of contemporary dance,
providing balance from afar as well as pulling traditional acrobatics
oﬀ-center.
Delving into the absurd, these ﬁery female acrobats entwine their
skills and bodies to create a world where gravity doesn’t always pull
downwards.
History & background
As one of very few all-female acrobatic troupes, we hope to provoke
a shift in the way feminism is perceived. By subverting expectation
and not displaying our empowerment through sex appeal or antipatriarchal statement, we inspire changes in attitude around gender
equality and create connections to real life positive role models.
World class with our physical skills and unique performance style,
we are encouraging audiences to overcome stereotypes of women
in circus and modern culture. We are thrilled to be bringing such an
important piece of work to light in this time of change.
Marketing selling points
The major selling point of Entropy is our relatability as female role
models. By performing skills that are traditionally performed by
men, we demonstrate our power as individuals and as an ensemble.
Our stand point as feminists is to act as equals, not to draw gender
comparisons or preach anti-patricialism.
The overwhelming audience feedback is that Entropy is empowering
for women and inspiring for all. Described as having "...feminine
aesthetic without using sex as a selling point."
Key audience and marketing notes
Entropy is a leading show in its genre and has started to open many
important conversations around the topics of equality and feminism.
TEOC has worked hard to gain a reputation as 'fourth wave
feminists' - women who do not obtrusively preach our beliefs.
Instead, through our art we give the opportunity for growth,
awareness and shifts in perspective as individuals and as a
community.
For this reason, we appeal strongly to young feminists and parents
of girls age 8 to 18 who are looking for instrumental role models for
their children.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Q and A sessions/post show discussions - A great way to help break
down stereotypes. As we are an all-female ensemble in a feminist
time, being able to engage and discuss with our audiences what
Entropy means to us, to them, and the social impact is an important
process that we are devoted to.
Workshops - We are able to run basic workshops in the venue (or
nearby) as a way to familiarise audiences with circus. Please note
that workshops can be tailored to suit diﬀerent needs, age groups
and abilities.

Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

C, D
Black box, Flat ﬂoor, Hall, Outdoor
raised stage, Thrust, Speigeltent (stage)
4
1

Lighting requirements
Currently acquiring a lighting design
Audio requirements
Powerful, full frequency range, good coverage system for rrerecorded music played from CueLab on Mac (auxiliary input
required)
Staging requirements
Spaghetti straps rigged from a single point at a minimum of 6
metres.
Point must be rigged by a qualiﬁed rigger from a minimum 1 tonne
safe working load truss/beam.
Point should centre stage or as close as possible.
The performers who are trained aerialists carry out all the mid show
rigging.
Depending on the set up of the venue the bump in may take longer
and/or we may need the assistance of a venue rigger. If each venue
can send a copy of the venue layout we can tell them in advance if
the rigging is going to be complicated enough to need more
time/riggers.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 4
Depth: 4

Height: 5.5
Wing space: 1

Transport notes
All set and props can be transported by plane in oversize luggage.
Ground travel should accomodate for 5 people and 10 large oversize pieces of luggage

The Merger
Hey Boss
If they can swing a hammer, they can kick a footy.

Genre:
Drama
Written by:
Damian Callinan

Contact : Peta Spurling-Brown
0401437886

peta@heyboss.com.au

SA

http://www.heyboss.com.au

Directed by:
Matt Parkinson

General information

Availability: 01/05/2020 30/07/2020
Duration (mins): 70
or ages: 15-65

Short review
'Much is packed into the hour, so much so that it wouldn't surprise
to one day see 'The Merger' given a bit of space to breathe and
develop its characters and themes in the form of a feature ﬁlm
script.' [Herald Sun]

Creative team
Damian Callinan
Touring party(2 peoples)
Damian Callinan | Writer/Performer
Zillah Morrow | Stage/Tour Manager
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Budget

'Callinan is a masterly performer. He oﬀers nuanced, credible
characters and a funny, sometimes touching script. He has created
a ready-to-go one-man sitcom.' [UK Chortle]
Synopsis
After it's successful transformation into a feature ﬁlm to be realised
in cinemas in mid 2018, Damian Callinan's multi award nominated,
one man tour de force returns to the stage.
The Barry Award Nominated sequel to his multi-award winning
Sportsman's Night, Damian revisits the dysfunctional Bodgy Creek
Roosters Football Club. The township has seen better days - the
mill's closed; the Tidy Town sign has fallen into the long grass and
the weir is as dry as a spinster's gusset. The dying town is about to

Remount cost $ 9,300.00
Weekly fee $ 11,600.00
Per perfomance $ 3,500.00
Royalties 10%
APRA Obligations
Theatrical Context License

Industry Reference
Craig Harrison
Gravity & Other Myths (formerly Arts
SA & Country Arts)
0408169991
craig@gomcircus.com.au

claim its next victim.
Unable to ﬁeld even one full side, the footy club will either have to
fold or merge with their arch rivals - the Hudson's Flat Cougars. But
prodigal son coach Troy Carrington has other ideas; to save the club
he embarks on a programme to recruit players from the Asylum
Seekers Refuge Centre. Will the new players cope with pre season
training while fasting for Ramadan?
'The Merger' is Callinan at the top of his game mixing comedy,
pathos & improv as he tells the Roosters' story through character
based narrative from Sayyid, the AFL obsessed Afghani to
boisterous brute Club President Bull Barlow, to his cinematically
inclined grandson Neil.
History & background
Hey Boss is an award-winning production and management
company working with some of the most exciting theatre, music,
and comedy shows in the global fringe circuit. Hey Boss is focussed
on fostering sustainable careers for its artists and extending the
reach of their work. Regional touring is a part of many of Hey Boss’s
artists’ objectives in order to extend the life of the original works.
Some pieces are created with regional audiences in mind for this
speciﬁc purpose.
Marketing selling points
Local communities can be involved in the promotion of the show by
aligning the themes of football and asylum seekers. Asylum Seeker
resource centres and local football clubs can and should be involved
in potential cross-promotion/publicity and fundraising/awareness
activities.
Damian's 'celebrity' and the feature ﬁlm should be used to elevate
the proﬁle of the show.
Key audience and marketing notes
The show has broad appeal:
Upper-high school students can be engaged around the themes of
immigration, racism and acceptance in contemporary Australia.
Damian's whip-smart humour and cultural/political reference see
audiences of all ages engaged. With those who know Callinan from
his TV proﬁle (30s-50s), to those who will see this ﬁlm when it hits
cinemas in 2018 (teens-seniors), and the existing regional fans from
Damian's extensive touring over the last decade.
Content warning
Yes

Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Adaptable to most spaces [not outdoors]
-1
-1

Lighting requirements
Basic stage wash & 2 focused specials
Audio requirements
Jack input to Qlab on Mac laptop
Staging requirements
The set comprises a 2 step ladder, small puppet theatre and 1.2m
high plinth
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 3m
Depth: 3m

Height: NA
Wing space: NA

Enter Ophelia
Essential Theatre and Three Birds Theatre
A gothic black comedy about secrets, madness & mansplaining

Genre:
Drama

Contact : Sophie Lampel

Written by:
Candace Miles, Madelaine Nunn and
Anna Rodway
Directed by:
John Kachoyan
Availability: 01/04/2019 01/10/2019
Duration (mins): 70
or ages: 15 +
0409790462

sophie@essentialtheatre.com.au

VIC

http://www.essentialtheatre.com.au

Creative team
Amanda LaBonte, Sophie Lampel,
Candace Miles, Madelaine Nunn,
Anna Rodway & John Kachoyan
Touring party(6 peoples)
Amanda LaBonte | Performer/creator
Sophie Lampel | Performer/creator
Maddie Nunn | Performer/creator
Candace Miles | Performer/creator
Anna Rodway | Performer/creator
Joey Burford | Stage Manager
Media
Promo Video 1

Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 15,205.00
Weekly fee $ 9,226.00
Royalties 19%

Notes
We are aiming to use the sell oﬀ
model for this tour
Industry Reference
Paul McKee
Sevenhill Cellars
08 88434222
paul@sevenhill.com.au

General information
Short review
"Essential Theatre delivers the gravity and depth behind the words
superbly, & electrify their modest space. Shakespeare would be
proud ★★★★" Edinburgh Guide '17
Three Birds Theatre "Sharp as a razor, very witty, very funny &
beautifully directed with much visual humour" Stage Whispers '16
“Kachoyan’s direction is quite breathtaking..Rarely is a vision so
perfectly realised”
Stage Whispers '16
Synopsis
Enter Ophelia is an exciting collaboration between two energetic
female led theatre companies and an experienced and dynamic
dramaturg. Each party brings with them a unique skill. Essential
Theatre is known best for their innovative interpretations of
Shakespeare, Three Birds Theatre are
best known for their provoking, physical and highly entertaining new
works, and John Kachoyan is reputed as a writer/director with great
sensitivity and sensibility.
Enter Ophelia uses Shakespeare as the catalyst to create this
original piece, it will be a brilliant mash up of traditional
Shakespearean text and contemporary language - witty, tragic and
provocative. Plucking Ophelia from her “sewing closet”, stiﬂed by a
father, a lover and a brother, amidst
the male-dominated “prison” of Denmark, this work will drop
Ophelia into a contemporary setting where she will ﬁnally be given
the chance to have her own voice.
History & background
Essential Theatre are best known for Shakespeare in the Vines, a
national tour of Shakespearian comedies to wineries across
Australia. The company has successfully sustained this tour for 16
years and sees ﬁrst hand the positive eﬀects of art visiting regional
communities. Each year returning audience members express their
gratitude and delight for our productions. Touring is an incredibly
satisfying and challenging artistic venture and we see ﬁrst hand that
it is a win win for audience and performers alike. It is and will
continue to be a major part of our operations.
Marketing selling points
This is a dynamic and unique collaboration. Essential Theatre are
leaders within the theatrical landscape having recently come back
from a successful international tour to Edinburgh garnering 5 star
reviews. Three Birds Theatre are passionate young VCA graduates,
recently acknowledged with a Green Room nomination for their
work. This is the ﬁrst time these companies have come together to
create this Australian premiere.
Drawing from the traditional world of Shakespeare, Enter Ophelia
will surprise audiences with it's dark dramatic turns and fantastical
comic moments.
Key audience and marketing notes
This piece has a wide appeal and the marketing net can be thrown

over a large demographic.
Audiences that traditionally enjoy and follow Shakespeare will be
intrigued to see what this new work does with Shakespeare's
infamous role, Ophelia. Curiosity will be sparked to see how the
plight of our Ophelia parallels with women in 2018.
It will also appeal to those interested in new Australian works and
female led story telling.
Audiences who follow Essential Theatre's Shakespeare in the Vines
tour, reaching close to 8000 people each summer, will also be
interested in this new work.
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
Workshops, educator kits and master classes will be made available
if requested.
We can oﬀer 2 x 2 hour masterclasses to mid-senior high school students and to
local theatre adult theatre companies
Workshop 1 - masterclass in Shakespeare language, text analysis,
themes and archetypes
Workshop 2 - physical improvisation, creating character, clowning
Our ensemble all have a vast array of experience which will ensure
workshops will be creatively engaging and thought provoking
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

C

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
Proscenium Arch, Black Box, Thrust, Flat
Theatre formats
Floor, Hall
Bump in (hours)
4
Bump out (hours)
1
Lighting requirements
A default lighting state with the capacity to alter between 5 lighting
states
Audio requirements
Simple PA system
Staging requirements
Minimal staging requirements.
Our production is currently in development. We have a season at La
Mama Theatre in early 2018. Future staging requirements will be
based on that season

Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 10
Depth: 8

Transport notes
1 x Commuter van
8 x seater people mover

Height:
Wing space:

The Tribe
Urban Theatre Projects
An Arab-Australian story performed simply and powerfully by the inimitable Hazem Shammas

Genre:
Drama
Written by:
Michael Mohammed Ahmad & Janice
Muller. Based on the novel by
Michael Mohammed Ahmad
Directed by:
Janice Muller
Availability: 01/01/2019 31/12/2019
Duration (mins): 50
or ages: Recommended 13+
Creative team
Adapted by Michael Mohammed
Ahmad & Janice Muller | Based on the
novel by Michael Mohammed Ahmad
| Director Janice Muller | Performer
Hazem Shammas | Composer &
Performer Oonagh Sherrard | Stage
Manager & Lighting Design Frank
Mainoo
Touring party(4 peoples)
Hazem Shammas | Performer
Oonagh Sherrard | Composer &
Performer

Contact : Adam McGowan
02 9707 2111

adam@urbantheatre.com.au

NSW

http://www.urbantheatre.com.au

General information
Short review
You couldn’t get a more perfect setting for the story – a pregnant
moon, a sky that felt like it was on the verge of busting open with
summer rain… Shammas is a wonderfully expressive storyteller,
with an easy, natural charisma that transﬁxes your attention. You’ll
laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll wish the story didn’t end.
Dee Jeﬀerson, Time Out (5 Stars)
Synopsis
Performed by the inimitable Hazem Shammas, The Tribe is a story
of belonging and family, told by Bani as a small boy ﬁnding his way
in a young country by recounting tales of the old. At the heart of
The Tribe is Bani’s love for his Tayta, his grandmother and core
presence in his life, who carries all the truths of ‘The Tribe’ – a small
Muslim sect who ﬂed to Australia from Lebanon.
Performing alongside cellist and composer Oonagh Sherrard,
Shammas’s Bani is like a visionary child channelling a Bedouin
storyteller, captivating his audience under the stars in a suburban
backyard. Based on Western Sydney writer Michael Mohammed
Ahmad’s award-winning novel, The Tribe is an open invitation to

Frank Mainoo | Stage Manager &
Lighting Design
Adam McGowan | Producer &
Company Manager
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 7,500.00
Weekly fee $ 13,500.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00

Industry Reference
Jade Lillie
Former Director/CEO of Footscray
Community Arts Centre
0466 908 972
hello@jadelillie.com

listen to an Arab-Australian story from our backyard, in our
backyards.
The universal themes of The Tribe make this work a powerful means
of connecting communities and breaking down stereotypes, and the
strength of the work is its proven ability to connect. The intimate
and unique staging of the show supports a personal, direct style of
storytelling.
History & background
Urban Theatre Projects (UTP) embraces big ideas and universal
themes to create contemporary work that reﬂects the voices and
faces of Australia. UTP takes work out of the theatre and into the
everyday, re-imagining what theatre can be. Based in Bankstown in
Sydney’s south-west, the Company works with diverse artists across
artforms to create site-speciﬁc and distinctive experiences that
connect people across cultures, generations and geographies.
UTP plays a vital role in Australia’s cultural landscape. The Company
has created over 90 new Australian Australian works in its 35-year
history.
Marketing selling points
- A unique evening of theatre under the stars
- An intimate evening of storytelling in a suburban backyard
- An Arab-Australian story that speaks across cultures and
generations
- Based on an award-winning novel by Western Sydney writer
Michael Mohammed Ahmad who is soon to release his second novel
The Lebs (published by Hachette)
- Performed by Hazem Shammas soon to be seen in the SBS miniseries Safe Harbour. Shammas has performed with Australia's
leading theatre companies including Belvoir, Bell Shakespeare,
Griﬃn Theatre Company and State Theatre Company of South
Australia.
Key audience and marketing notes
The Tribe is a work for theatre audiences. Those who are interested
in contemporary Australian storytelling will come to see this show.
At it's heart, it is a story about family, so it has broad audience
appeal.
The show will also appeal to audiences who enjoy and seek out
unexpected and unique theatrical experiences as it oﬀers them the
chance to experience intimate storytelling in a neighbourhood
backyard.
The Tribe oﬀers presenters the opportunity to connect with diverse
and potentially new audiences in their area given it's an ArabAustralian story.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
The community engagement process in the lead up, through the call

out for backyards, has proven to be an eﬀective tool in establishing
relationships with local community members. UTP works closely with
the Presenter to support them through this process and share key
learnings from previous presentations.
UTP can oﬀer a range of workshops and masterclasses with the two
performers. These can be tailored based on the needs of the
Presenter.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats

Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
The Tribe is designed as an intimate,
outdoor experience – in a backyard or
small civic park, with the audience
seated on picnic blankets, stools, chairs
or benches. Can also be performed in a
Black Box.
4
2

Lighting requirements
Presenter to supply:
7 x Fluorescent batons
1 x 4pack lighting desk
8 x 50w Birdies
All necessary cables
Audio requirements
Presenter to provide:
1 x Wireless Microphone
1 x Microphone Stand
2 x Speaker stereo setup
2 x Speaker stands
2 x Monitor speakers (fold back)
1 x LXR to JACK cable or Adaptor
Company to supply:
1 x Cello
1 x Laptop running sound eﬀects for Cello
1 x Laptop running Qlab
1 x Motu Sound interface
1 x 8 Channel sound mixer with Aux and FX
Staging requirements
The Tribe is designed as an intimate, outdoor experience – in a
backyard or small civic park, with the audience seated on picnic
blankets, stools, chairs or benches. For an outdoor presentation, the
following is required:
Presenter to supply:
1 x Chair for Cello player
1 x Outdoor bench
1 x Outdoor wooden table

1 x Rostra for Cello player – (Site-speciﬁc. Only if height is required)
1 x Milk crate
AUDIENCE AND SEATING
Array of seating at varying heights to maximise visibility for 60-100
audience members, including picnic blankets, milk crates, stools,
chairs and benches.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 5
Depth: 3

Height: 2
Wing space: 0

Crew notes
Site Requirements:
• Access to power
• Driveway access to backyard
Ideal but not mandatory:
• Awning for cellist
• Access to backyard toilet
• Access to backyard laundry or area for ‘green room’
• Access to garage/shed to store equipment overnight.
Transport notes
Company and equipment can travel in a 8 seater people mover. The
production elements that the company tours with can travel by
plane.

Anya Anastasia: The Executioners
Anya Anastasia
Brand-spanking new political satirical comedy from celebrated cabaret song-writer Anya Anastasia

Genre:
Cabaret
Written by:
Anya Anastasia

Contact : Anya McNicol-Windram
0412160811

info@anyaanastasia.com

VIC

http://www.anyaanastasia.com

Directed by:
Anya Anastasia

General information

Availability: 01/09/2018 30/06/2019
Duration (mins): 60
or ages: 10-110

Short review
"The Executioners is, I believe, her strongest show yet. It’s her most
accessible, most current and universal of message. It’s smart,
sharp, funny, entertaining, and often horrifyingly close to the bone."
-Karen (audience)
"Talk is cheap. But conversation – informed, passionate and
entertaining conversation – is priceless." (reviewer)

Creative team
Anya Anastasia - Singer, writer,
director. Gareth Chin- musician, coperformer. Lucian McGuiness sound
design. Jonny Duncan - Sound
Engineer. Chris Bennet- ﬁlmmaker,
projections, designer. Michelle
Thorne - Lighting Designer.
Touring party(4 peoples)
Anya Anastasia McNicol-Windram |
Singer
Gareth Chin | Musician
Michelle Thorne | Lighting operator
and designer
Jonny Duncan | Sound Technician

Synopsis
The Executioners is the cutting-edge, and tongue in cheek,
provocative cabaret from the internationally celebrated Anya
Anastasia. The Executioners cuts cleverly close to the bone as Anya
indulges and dismembers the nations political and social current
aﬀairs.
This hard-hitting show articulates the social discomfort and
disconnect that has taken over the 21st century, tackling society’s
suckling dependence on technology, social media, and the current
political landscape, in Anya’s very personalized and direct, no
holding back approach.

Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 7,678.75
Weekly fee $ 8,478.75
Per perfomance $ 4,000.00
Royalties 8%
APRA Obligations
original

Industry Reference
Heather Croall
Adelaide Fringe
08 8100 2050
heather.croall@adelaidefringe.com.au

“This show is a thrilling new vehicle for me- I’m using my craft to
provoke the conversations I want the world to be having Broadcast
through tight choreography, lighting eﬀects and interwoven
soundscapes, The Executioners is laying naked the truth of about
technological overindulgence and the sensory overload in daily life,
and trying to combat the sense of helplessness in the face of big
issues.”
Written and performed by award-winning cabaret chanteuse and
rabble-rouser Anya Anastasia, and her partner in crime - composer
Gareth Chin, this multi-disciplinary cabaret also features cinematic
projections designed by ﬁlm-maker Chris Bennett.
History & background
With an international reputation and great national touring
momentum with my show Rogue Romantic, I have written a new
work that turns the spotlight onto Australian social and political
issues. This new work uses the interactive nature of cabaret to
spark conversation about current issues and provides a platform for
both the artist and the audience to talk back to the trends and news
of the time. I want to take this show far and wide to areas with
diﬀerent demographics to share these ideas and hear feedback from
people from all walks of life represented by our nation's governing
bodies.
Marketing selling points
*original music and songs
*promoting political engagement
*female singer and songwriter
*interactive show designed for a fun night out where the audience is
featured and celebrated from the start to ﬁnish of the show
*award-winning internationally acclaimed singer and songwriter
*Winner of the Voice Magazine's Pick of the Edinburgh Fringe
*Winner of the Adelaide Advertiser's Best in Adelaide Fringe award
*(hopefully by this time next year) "as seen on ABC documentary
Mad March
Key audience and marketing notes
* Those with interest in / students of: philosophy, politics,
international studies, journalism (because of the social and political
content.)
* High-school students due to the strong social media commentary
that is also reﬂected in clever social media marketing strategies
provided to producers.
* Parents of teenagers who have their own questions and concerns
about the world their children are growing into.
*People looking for a fun night out at the arthouse
*Lovers of Music
*Lovers of brechtian immersive, experiential theatre
*Lovers of comedy.
*People who have been to an Anya Anastasia show
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities

Yes.
UKULELE PLAYING & SONGWRITING WORKSHOP:
1.5hour workshop up to 20 people
$600+GST
ASPIRING PERFORMER / PRODUCER MASTER-CLASS AND Q&A
$400+GST 40minute talk, 20 minute Q&A
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

C

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
Flexible. Prosc Arch, Black Box, Thrust,
Theatre formats
Flat Floor, Hall.
Bump in (hours)
6
Bump out (hours)
2
Lighting requirements
Strobe eﬀects, back drop for projection, projector, 4 x moving lights,
general front wash, general back wash. Company provides handheld
and practical lights.
Audio requirements
Venue with piano is preferred. Artists supply all instruments,
associated tech below.
2 x vocal mics with boom stands (1 handheld wireless)
playback capability from laptop
Keyboard (needs DI)
Ukulele (needs DI)
Sitar (needs DI)
Accordion (needs mic on boom stand)
Staging requirements
2 people on stage, minimal set. Backdrop for projection is required,
can be realised on many types of stages.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 3.5
Depth: 2.5

Height: 0
Wing space: 0

Transport notes
1 tonne van and small car for additional passengers.

The Bottle Collector
Asking for Trouble
From an unlikely collection of objects, stories appear with poetic imagery and inspiring physicality

Genre:
Family
Written by:
Asking for Trouble

Contact : Christy Flaws
0431 608 389

info@askingfortrouble.com.au

VIC

http://www.askingfortrouble.com.au/

Directed by:
Asking for Trouble

General information

Availability: 01/01/2019 30/12/2020
Duration (mins): 55
or ages: 3 - 12yrs, Families

Short review
Quote from previous show, KAPOW!

Creative team
Christy Flaws- Creator/ Performer,
Luke O'Connor- Creator/ Performer,
Ken Evans- Designer, Biddy ConnorSound Designer, Amanda FairbanksCostume Designer
Touring party(3 peoples)
Christy Flaws | Performer
Luke O'Connor | Performer
Brendan Jellie | Technician/ SM
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3

“Asking For Trouble always manage to very gently tap into
childhood emotions, in this instance the desire to ‘be good’ and the
apprehension of venturing far from home. This is done ever so
lightly but gives the performance an extra layer that is so often
missing in children’s theatre.”
Caitlin Crowley - Chortle
Synopsis
Asking for Trouble has created three highly successful touring works
for families, each referenced a diﬀerent kind of play we have
observed during our time spent with young people. Bubblewrap &
Boxes began from the endless play involved with a simple
cardboard box, KAPOW! – the desire to be special/brave and the
wonderful world of superhero admiration and FoRT explores
children’s delight in using everyday objects to create spaces and
stories. The Bottle Collector continues our artistic interrogation
around childhood play. Created in response to a local Clunes
landmark - The Lee Medlyn Home of Bottles and our delight in

Marketing Materials

observing the kind of exploration, which involves collecting feathers,
shells or chewing gum...mixing up potions or capturing small
creatures in a glass jar.

Budget
APRA Obligations
None
Notes
The weekly touring cost of The Bottle
Collector is estimated to be $9000
with a remount of $2000.
Industry Reference
Marisa Cesario
Gasworks Arts Park
03 8606 4203
marisa@gasworks.org.au

In 2017 we were invited to create a 10 minute performance as part
of Booktown Festival in Clunes, we have since undertaken a creative
development to develop the work further.
We are delighted to have received funding through the Regional
Centre for Culture to premiere the work in Clunes in April 2018 and
we will then tour as part of both Small Gems and Regional Arts
Victoria’s Education & Families program in late 2018.
History & background
Founded in 2008 by Christy Flaws and Luke O’Connor, Asking for
Trouble makes theatre that challenges audiences to be brave and
generous, using circus, theatre and clown we make accessible,
engaging and physical work for families. We love connecting with
regional communities as audiences and collaborators, touring
enables us to be a sustainable independent company in Victoria.
Originally based in Brunswick after years of touring the state we fell
love with the country and decided to move to Regional Victoria, we
are now based in Clunes.
Marketing selling points
We are working to develop a marketing strategy for our premiere
season in 2018 and will have more information available soon.
Key audience and marketing notes
Children, Families, School Groups, School Holiday Programs. The
show is best suited to children and their families particularly 3 –
12yr olds who like being physical, playing creatively with objects,
and anyone who has ever had a collection. Fans of movies like
Despicable Me and Minions; Dance and Circus schools, Circus and
contemporary clown audiences.
Parents interested in encouraging imaginative non-screen based
play.
The Bottle Collector is visual/physical theatre and is ideal for ESL
and deaf communities.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Both Luke and Christy are exceptional workshop facilitators with
over 12 years experience each.
They can tailor workshops to suit a large range of participants
including:
- Primary aged student
- Secondary aged students
- PD's for teachers, artists and social workers
who work with youth
- Masterclasses for professional performers
Workshop content can focus on Circus Skill Development, Physical
Movement for non Dancers, Devising (Acts and Shows), Ensemble
Physical Theatre, Improvisation (Body, Voice and Story) and Clown
(for beginners).

Education kits can be supplied to Teachers upon request.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

C/D
Proscenium Arch, Black Box, Flat Floor
Hall.
3.5
1

Lighting requirements
As with our previous shows we will develop detailed lighting designs
to suit performances in small, medium and large venues.
Audio requirements
The sound requirements for The Bottle Collector will be
straightforward. The venue to provide a quality FOH PA with
coverage for the whole audience, foldback
(only necessary for larger spaces) and all appropriate cabling, power
and
processors. The only audio input required is a stereo DI feed for the
show laptop, running Qlab.
We can tour with our own PA if required, for unequipped venues.
Staging requirements
The set is still in development but what we know is as with our
previous shows it will be built to tour easily and adapt to diﬀerent
sized performance spaces. We will be providing our own smoke
machine.
Our minimum stage dimensions are 5mW x 4mD x 4mH. Our ideal
dimensions are 7mW x 6mD x 5mH
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 5
Depth: 4

Height: 4
Wing space:

Crew notes
Only one venue technician is required for The Bottle Collector who is
familiar with both the
standard LX and audio systems. We provide one touring SM/Tech.
Our
touring tech can operate the sound and LX cues simultaneously, if
that can
be accommodated by the venue. Otherwise, the venue must provide
a sound
technician for show calls and communications with the LX position.
If the venue requires us to bring our own Sound and Lights we
require someone to open the venue and show us the where the
facilities are (toilets, lights, switchboard etc).
Transport notes
All props, set pieces, cast and crew will tour in a single 1 tonne truck

Compassion by Lior and Nigel Westlake
Musica Viva Australia
A symphony of songs on compassion, performed by Lior and 7 outstanding chamber musicians.

Genre:
Live Music
Written by:
Lior and Nigel Westlake

Contact : Tim Matthies
0407 273 494

tmatthies@musicaviva.com.au

VIC

https://musicaviva.com.au/

Directed by:
n/a

General information

Availability: 27/02/2019 17/03/2019
Duration (mins): 90
or ages: 15 and up

Short review
"There is plenty to admire about Compassion’s honesty and vision,
in addition to its extraordinary beauty." Graham Strahle, Music
Australia

Creative team
Compassion by Lior and Nigel
Westlake, Lior - Voice, Tinalley String
Quartet, Daniel de Bora - piano,
Claire Edwardes - percussion, Andrew
Meisel - bass

Synopsis
Compassion was written by singer/songwriter/composer Lior and
composer Nigel Westlake and premiered with the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra at the Sydney Opera House in late 2013.

Touring party(9 peoples)
Lior | Vocals
Adam Chalabi | Violin
Lerida Delbridge | Violin
Justin Williams | Viola
Michelle Wood | Cello
Daniel de Borah | Piano
Claire Edwardes | Percussion
Andrew Meisel | Bass

Compassion is based on seven ancient Hebrew and Arabic texts,
written in response to the vicious and implacable cycle of violence
in the Middle East. Lior’s gloriously soulful voice and Westlake’s
radiant music achieve the seemingly impossible: the uniting of Islam
and Judaism in a joyful celebration of compassion and its ability to
bring people together across the divides of race and fear.
A chamber version of Compassion has been commissioned for
premiere at the 2018 Adelaide Festival by Tinalley String Quartet.
This Octet version features some of Australia’s best musicians oﬀers
the opportunity to take this amazing and inspiring work to venues

TBC | Sound Engineer

around Australia in 2019.

Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Compassion will be performed as the second half of the concert. The
ﬁrst half of the concert will feature works connected to the theme of
Compassion performed by Lior, Tinalley String Quartet and the other
musicians.

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 0.00
Per perfomance $ 11,000.00
Royalties n/a

History & background
Musica Viva is the largest presenter of chamber music in the world,
a truly national company with oﬃces in every Australian state and
territory, reaching approximately 360,000 people directly every
year.

APRA Obligations
Musica Viva will pay APRA obligations
for all performances

We are a Major Performing Arts organisation with over 70 years’
experience presenting and touring chamber and ensemble music.
Regional touring has been part of the organisation’s activities since
its inception. We partner with professional venues, festivals and
regional conservatoriums to present around 65 concerts and
workshops each year.

Industry Reference
Karen Patterson
Shoalhaven Entertainment Centre
02 4429 5753
karen.patterson@shoalhaven.nsw.gov.
au

Marketing selling points
Compassion is a symphony of songs that unites the soulful power of
Lior's voice with the radiance and vivid drama of Nigel Westlake's
orchestral style. Poetic, beautiful and rewarding, this unique
collaboration celebrates the liberating power of compassion that can
bring people together across the divides of race and fear.
Lior is a compelling performer with strong stage presence, a
searing, unique voice and is one of Australia’s most recognised and
respected musicians, straddling the classical and pop worlds.
The other collaborating chamber musicians are also among
Australia’s best.
Key audience and marketing notes
This show will appeal to fans of Lior, the music of Nigel Westlake,
chamber music, chamber orchestras, crossover classical music,
Tinalley String Quartet, shows with emotional impact, and live
performance experiences that leave a lasting impression.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Compassion will be performed by 8 of Australia’s best ensemble
musicians including renowned singer-songwriter Lior.
These musicians can provide excellent opportunities for local and
student musicians to develop skills through masterclasses and
workshops. In addition to instrument-speciﬁc masterclasses (e.g.
violin, percussion), and chamber music masterclasses for local
chamber groups, Lior can present songwriting workshops for local
contemporary musicians.
Technical Information

Technical Rating
What is this?

D

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
Proscenium Arch, Black Box, Thrust, Flat
Theatre formats
Floor, Hall
Bump in (hours)
4
Bump out (hours)
2
Lighting requirements
The whole show will be possible on any rig in any theatre. Simple
lighting – warm white lighting from overhead so the musicians can
read the music without shadows, and some warm wash lighting of
the performance area. LX sheet to be provided.
Audio requirements
Venue to provide PA and 32 channel mixing desk
8 x foldback wedges through 6 x sends
13 x tall booms
5 x short booms
3 x violin mounts
1 x cello mount
1 x bass mount
12 x instrument mics (pref 6 x Schoeps MK4 or Neumann KM84, 6 x
Sennheiser MKH40)
5 x drum mics (pref 4 x AKG 414, 1 x Sennheiser e902 or Beyer
M88)
1 x piano DI
2 x piano mics (pref DPA 4099P or Earthworks PM40)
5 x vocal mics (for strings - pref DPA 4099)
1 x bass DI
1 x vocal mic for Lior (pref DPA D: Facto II
*Some mics will be provided depending on what is available at
venues.
Staging requirements
Tuned grand piano and piano stool
4 orchestral chairs or hard-backed armless chairs
Three stools
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 5
Depth: 4

Height:
Wing space:

Transport notes
3 tonne truck, 8 seat people mover. Musicians will provide
instruments. Production can travel by plane. Percussion will be
sourced by Musica Viva in Melbourne.

Stardust / The Mission (double bill)
The Space Company
Tales of love, music and war - and all the things that get left behind...

Genre:
Drama
Written by:
Joel Carnegie (Stardust) & Tom
Molyneux (The Mission)
Directed by:
Tom Molyneux (Stardust) & James
Jackson (The Mission)
Availability: 01/01/2019 31/12/2019
Duration (mins): 90
or ages: 35-70
Creative team
Joel Carnegie (Creator/Performer Stardust), Tom Molyneux
(Creator/Performer - The Mission,
Director - Stardust), James Jackson
(Director - The Mission), Justin
Gardam (Sound Designer), John
Collopy (Lighting Designer)
Touring party(3 peoples)
Joel Carnegie | Actor
Tom Molyneux | Actor
TBC | Tour Manager

Contact : Joel Carnegie
0417576344

hello@thespacecompany.com.au

VIC

http://www.thespacecompany.com.au

General information
Short review
Reviews for Stardust:
“This show truly is a treat.” Kirsti Melville, ABC RN
"Fascinating! A wonderful production... that deserves top honours.
This is Australian musical and social history at its best..." - Audience
Member
Reviews for previous work featuring Tom Molyneux:
“Delightful in his intense commitment.” Stage Whispers
“Tom Molyneux smashes through the fourth wall.” SameSame
Synopsis
STARDUST:
For 25 years, a locked wooden dresser sat in the family garage of
ABC/BBC presenter, Joel Carnegie. The dresser was a once prized
possession of his grandfather, Col Brain. Col was one of Victoria’s
most well-regarded musicians, but his dresser hadn’t been opened
since he died. So what was inside? Told through the eyes of his
grandson, herein lies the discovery of a time capsule of Australian
musical life, in a heart-warming (multi-award winning) quest to
uncover what Col wanted us to know about his life by the things he

Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 12,793.00
Weekly fee $ 6,278.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00
Royalties 15%*
APRA Obligations
*APRA fees included in above
royalties %. The Producer has
previously obtained APRA clearance
for the songs utilised in the
production and will obtain further
licences for usage once future
touring dates conﬁrmed.
Notes
For interested venues, we can also
oﬀer a per-performance fee rate.
We are currently in funding
discussions with the City of Greater
Geelong for sponsorship which may
reduce the cost of the remount.
Budget has been developed in
consultation with Auspicious Arts and
the small / medium sector.
Budget excludes
travel/accommodation/per diems and
additional brass band/workshop
engagement.
Industry Reference
Kaz Paton
City of Greater Geelong
03 5272 4707
KPaton@geelongcity.vic.gov.au

left behind.
THE MISSION:
Alan McDonald, a “Fighting Gunditjmara” man from South-West
Victoria, was one of the State’s ﬁrst Indigenous soldiers to enlist for
war. Alan fought at some of WWI’s most famous campaigns,
including Gallipoli and Beersheba - only to be denied a soldier’s
settlement on his return home, and forced from his land at the Lake
Condah Mission. So what drives someone to ﬁght for a country that
doesn’t recognise them? How do you keep ﬁghting in an unjust
world and why?
The Mission explores Alan’s story, as investigated by his descendant
and fellow Gunditjmara man, Tom Molyneux, in collaboration with
Gunditjmara community members.
History & background
The Space Company is a multi-award winning production house
based in Geelong, Australia, making original radio features and
audio series, podcasts, ﬁlm documentaries, theatrical productions
and multi-artform projects. We make work that oﬀers a mirror to our
changing world, challenging and provoking the status quo and
reﬂecting on the past to inform the future. We are passionate about
sharing stories that we uncover with curious minds, and have a
strong track record of producing work that resonates with local,
Victorian, Australian and global audiences.
Marketing selling points
Stardust is a multi-award winning show - winning "Best Performance
By An Actor" [Joel Carnegie] and "Best Innovation", 2017 New York
Festivals International Radio Awards.
The Mission reunites Director, James Jackson and Actor, Tom
Molyneux - The Nose (Winner, 2017 Sydney Fringe Festival
Director’s Award)
Both shows weave documentary elements into a cabaret/verbatim
theatre format
Highlights local musical talent (brass band extra buy in)
Stardust will receive repeat broadcast with additional tour
promotion on ABC RN (and other ABC outlets)
Audiences will be able to see 2 shows for the price of 1
Key audience and marketing notes
Primary demographic: Adults aged 35-70 who love personal story
narrative based documentaries/radio features/podcasts & quality
theatre experiences that engage them to reﬂect on their own life
and the world around them. Secondary demographic: audience with
interests in jazz/brass music/cabaret, war/military history &
Indigenous Australian history. The unique nature of the double bill
means that our secondary demographic may experience one
theatre show which will sit within their existing interest(s) & another
show that complements/extends/sits outside the art they usually
expose themselves to.
Content warning
Yes

Community Engagement activities
We can oﬀer:
Q&A post-show about the performances for audience members
Workshops for VCE Theatre students
Extra buy-in: We would love to work with your community/region's
brass band to perform during
Stardust & The Mission. Sheet music would be sent in advance for
the band to prepare.
Across 3-4 x 1 hour rehearsals, our personnel would work with the
band either
in person (where possible) or remotely via Skype/phone/email. A
ﬁnal dress
rehearsal would be undertaken prior to performance. The brass
band (ﬂexible instrumentation) would ideally be 6 players inc.
conductor.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

C
Proscenium Arch or Black Box preferred
6
2

Lighting requirements
A generic open white stage wash (both FOH and onstage – either as
high side or back wash)
A generic cool stage wash (focused as above, in L201)
A generic LED stage wash – or at the very least the ability to add
two further colours to a high side/back wash – L195 & L777
5x proﬁles on stage, focused straight down (min. 650W)
5x corresponding proﬁles FOH for face ﬁll of these specials (min.
750W)
6x fresnels (min. 1kW)
2x proﬁles for piano – one from the front and one from behind (min.
750W)
If the Brass Band is used, please add 4x Fresnels or Parcans to light
them (L202 and L195)
2 x Projectors – min 4000 lumens – with shutter (and projection
screen)
Special FX
1x Haze Machine
1x smoke machine
On top of the standard washes, we require 20 dimmer channels for
these specials, lamps, etc.
- LX Console
- ETC Element or ION, 2 universes to accommodate LED wash.
Audio requirements

Sound speciﬁcations
At its most basic, our show requires a stereo PA setup capable of
amplifying two performers, and reproducing digital sound from a
laptop. An alternate setup (extra buy in) can accommodate a sixpiece brass band at the discretion of the venue.
We can utilise existing equipment available at the venue. Any
remaining equipment will need to be hired.
Standard setup (without brass band):
2x PA loudspeaker (e.g. EV ZLX-12P), on stands or ﬂown
1x Foldback monitor (e.g. EV ZLX-12P)
1x Mixing console with minimum 4 mono channels, 1 stereo
channel, and FX capability (e.g. Allen & Heath ZED-10FX)
2x Wireless lavalier microphone system (e.g. Sennheiser EW 112
series), for spoken vocals
1x Dynamic microphone (e.g. Shure SM58 on stand, or ideally Shure
55SH Series II or Shure Super 55) for sung vocals
1x Boundary microphone (e.g. Audio Technica U851R), for piano
pickup
With brass band:
2x PA loudspeaker (e.g. EV ZLX-12P), on stands or ﬂown
2x Foldback monitor (e.g. EV ZLX-12P)
1x Mixing console with minimum 6 mono channels, 1 stereo
channel, and FX capability (e.g. Allen & Heath ZED-12FX)
2x Wireless lavalier microphone system (e.g. Sennheiser EW 112
series), for spoken vocals
1x Dynamic microphone (e.g. Shure SM58) on stand, for sung vocals
1x Boundary microphone (e.g. Audio Technica U851R), for piano
pickup
2x Condenser microphone (e.g. Shure SM81) on stands, for band
pickup
1x Stereo microphone adapter (e.g. Shure A27M)
Staging requirements
No orchestra pit or ﬂy system required. A smoke machine (billowing
smoke eﬀect) is required. Piano required, including tuning (grand
piano preferred, but upright is acceptable. If it’s a deal breaker, a
keyboard can be toured by negotiation).
The set is sparsely populated by props during Stardust, with a large
wall at the rear of the space made of large foam blocks, or similar
lightweight material to be determined. Projection will be used to add
texture and interest to this environment, as well as archival images
and footage. The foam blocks will be lightweight and easy to
manipulate during the action of The Mission, with a central piece of
action involving the metaphorical ‘blowing up’ of the wall. They will
be moved around the space to create diﬀerent locations for the
action of the work.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 6
Depth: 4

Height: N/A
Wing space: 1

Crew notes
Our Tour Manager would also act as Production/Stage Manager.
Venue to provide:
1 x Sound technician specialist for 8 hours (bump in + bump out)
1 x General technician (for assistance with bump in + bump out)
1 x Lighting operator (for each performance)
1 x Sound operator (for each performance)
Transport notes
All staging elements and props will be transportable by a 4.2m
moving van and 1 x car.

Children are Stinky by Circus Trick Tease
NCM
High energy and great circus skills with a great 90's soundtrack!

Genre:
Childrens
Written by:
Malia Walsh and Chris Carlos

Contact : Nic Clark
0422863692

nic.clark@optusnet.com.au

VIC

http://nicholasclarkmanagement.com

Directed by:
Malia Walsh

General information

Availability: 01/01/2018 31/12/2020
Duration (mins): 50
or ages: 4-12

Short review
Stunning acrobatics and explosive charisma leave both parents and
children awestruck. Non-stop interactive fun! 5/5” Winner Childrens Choice Award, Edinburgh Fringe 2016.
Sold Out show- Edinburgh Fringe 2016 and 2017
★★★★★ Fringe Review ★★★★★ Families UK ★★★★★ Ed Festivals
for Kids ★★★★★ Planet Arts ★★★★ The List ★★★★ The Advertiser
★★★★Arts Award Voice

Creative team
Cast -April Dawson, Kyle Raftety or
Malia Walsh, Chris Carlos
Touring party(3 peoples)
April Dawson | Kylie
Kyle Raftety | Jason
Malia Walsh | Kylie, Director,Tour
Manager
Chris Carlos | Jason
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

Synopsis
Sold Out Season at both the 2016 and 2017 Edinburgh Fringe
Festival!
Children are Stinky is packed with lots of fun, lighting fast Hula
Hooping, dare devil balances, astounding strength, incredible
acrobatics and loads of comedy.
Children are Stinky challenges children to step on stage and prove
them selves worthy, smart, co-ordinated and imaginative against
ridiculous circus performers resulting in wonderful interaction and
an audience of proud kids and parents. Children are Stinky has both
adults and kids with their jaws on the ﬂoor wanting to see more.

Budget
Remount cost $ 3,300.00
Weekly fee $ 12,000.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00
Royalties 10
APRA Obligations
Included in royalties

Industry Reference
Robin Batt
Bunjil
0400 876 504
rbatt@casey.vic.gov.au

Malia Walsh (Circus Trick Tease, Men of Steel) and Chris Carlos
(Three High Acrobatics, Circus Quirkus) join forces to create a show
with equal measures of high calibre circus, anarchy and hilarity to
suit an audience of all ages. This collaboration has wowed reviews
and audiences a like with their focus on high skilled and entertaining
circus mix with a fun accessible narrative.
History & background
NCM has been touring Australian work nationally and internationally
for over 5 years providing greater opportunities for Australian artists
to share their work and collaborate with presenters and audiences.
Recent tours include the Uk, New Zealand, Ireland, Taiwan, USA,
regional Victoria and WA with Children are Stinky, Mother's Ruin: A
Cabaret about Gin, Loose Ends, Born in a Taxi, Dislocate, A Slightly
Isolated Dog, Trash Test Dummies, Larry and the Dame and The
Gizmo.
Marketing selling points
Great energy and great soundtrack. Show for the whole family.
Links to all the reviews, awards and star/laurel accreditations like
sold out seasons In Edinburgh 2016 and 2017, promo videos,
example media release.
Presenter pack (see attached) has great colourful images. This
includes both promotion and production images.
Great social media resources with the show as well with images,
circus skills/tricks and "stinky" references.
Team are available to do Outside promotion and Season launch
work to help promote the work.
Script available for Auslan and Audio description purposes.
Key audience and marketing notes
The show is great for family audiences. High energy and great circus
skills with a great 90's soundtrack! Great engagement and
involvement of young people in the show. Great message that kids
are smart, strong, coordinated and creative!
Rave reviews, sell out shows and audiences have lot's of fun!
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
The team are highly skilled circus performers and can provide skills
workshops in all sorts of circus skills. (hula-hoop, balance, juggling
etc)
The team do a meet and greet post show with the audience which
provides a great opportunity for photos.
Script available for Auslan and Audio description purposes. Team
have worked with Auslan interpreters and assisted with Tactile
tours.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

D

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

Can work in all formats
4
1

Lighting requirements
We are quite ﬂexible with lighting and happy to work with techs who
know the venue to create something that works best in your
theatre. We have a speciﬁc lighting design which is available upon
request.
The following is our minimum requirements:
Warm wash
Cool wash
Follow spot or 5 specials 2 x ﬂood lights x
Audio requirements
1 x mic cord
2 x fold backs
C.D. player
Adequate PA to ﬁll venue
Staging requirements
Can be very ﬂexible with staging!
One ﬂat 2 by 2 Centre stage and props to each side. Chairs that we
bring on to set.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 4
Depth: 4

Height: 4
Wing space: N/A

Transport notes
8 seater people mover or Station wagon and yes the production can
travel by plane as excess luggage.

Only A Year
Sarah Austin and Co
An immersive, sensory theatre experience designed for babies aged 0-12 months old.

Genre:
Childrens
Written by:
Sarah Austin

Contact : Sarah Austin
0410595306

sarahaustin1977@gmail.com

VIC

Directed by:
Sarah Austin

General information

Availability: 30/06/2018 30/06/2019
Duration (mins): 40 minutes (
including ten minutes of play time for
babies)
or ages: 0 - 12 months ( Babies)

Short review
I recently took my 5 month old daughter to see Only a Year as part
of the Fringe Festival and was blown away. It was so thoughtfully
put together and so beautifully and carefully performed with Nick
Barlow really reading each little audience members reaction and
playing to it perfectly. I absolutely loved it and my daughter did too!
Thank you so much.

Creative team
Nick Barlow: Performer, Rainbow
Sweeny: Designer, Richard Vabre:
Lighting Designer, Chris Wenn:
Sound Designer, Hannah Murphy:
Design Assistant
Touring party(3 peoples)
Nick Barlow | Performer
Hannah Murphy | Stage Manager
Sarah Austin | Director
Media
Promo Video 1

Synopsis
ONLY A YEAR is an immersive, sensory theatre event designed for
babies aged 0-12 months and their carers. Using the passing of one
year of time as an invitation to explore the sensory experiences of
the seasons, (including wind, rain, nighttime, daytime) the show
explores the idea that the ﬁrst year of a child’s life is experienced by
both infants and career as the longest, shortest time imaginable.
Using a beautiful blend of live music, sound, puppetry, physical
theatre and storytelling, ONLY A YEAR is a delightful and poignant
experience for both babies and carers alike created by an
extraordinary team of experienced artists and designed as a
portable, tourable work for babies and their adults to enjoy

Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

together.
ONLY A YEAR was the Winner of the Best Kids Event at the 2017
Melbourne Fringe Festival.

Budget
Remount cost $ 5,500.00
Weekly fee $ 8,000.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00
Royalties 300
APRA Obligations
None
Notes
Show season includes three
performance per day.
Industry Reference
Simon Abrahams
Melbourne Fringe Festival
0407422496
Simon@melbournefringe.com.au

History & background
Sarah Austin and Co is a collective of talented artists who
collaborate with theatre maker and dramaturg Sarah Austin to
create extraordinary and captivating works for and with children
and young people. Sarah has over a decade of experience of
devising and directing award-winning theatre for young audiences
and from 2008-2014 she was the Artistic Director and CEO of St
Martins Youth Arts Centre in Melbourne. Sarah works with a ranger
of diverse and multi-talented artists to create original, highly visual
work for children underpinned by an inclusive theatre practice
methodology.
Marketing selling points
This show is ideal for new parents who can experience the joy and
wonder of watching their child be captivated by a live theatre
performance.
New mothers can see this work with grandparents and have the
incredible experience of seeing the world through the eyes of a
child.
Key audience and marketing notes
This work is for infants aged 0-12 months old and their adult carers (
mother, fathers, grandparents etc) It has been designed for babies
and adults to experience together.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
The immersive space that this work creates when it tours can itself
be used as a play areas for babies and parents after the show.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

B
Hall with black out
16
6

Lighting requirements
20m 5 way wheelan, RGBA LED Pars, narrow proﬁle, 240v par 64
MFL, 12 way dimmer rack, 3 phase outlet, low wattage lamps with
blue gels( Ballast), DMA cabling
Audio requirements
Apple computer, Q Lab 4 licence, mixing console, Fllor stands for
ART315a or equivalent, 240 v power connection and XLR cables
Staging requirements

The set is a large piece of round green carpet (7000mm in
diameter) , and an overhead rigging system on push up poles, all
designed with covering to make them as tactile as possible. The set
sits in a hall or room which has black out in a space no smaller that
8500x10000mm to ensure room for fans that sit oﬀ the carpet and
an ops desk.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 10000
Depth: 8500

Height: 3 metres
Wing space: N/a

Crew notes
Show tours with one crew member but requires bump-in and FOH
support
Transport notes
The show needs an 8 seater people mover and the set could also
travel by plane if required.

Swansong
Red Hot Productions
Swansong is a mighty tour de force monodrama faultlessly executed

Genre:
Drama
Written by:
Conor MacDermottroe

Contact : Dianne Toulson
61437278886

hotredproductions@gmail.com

VIC

http://www.hotredproductions.com.au

Directed by:
Greg Carroll

General information

Availability: 02/02/2018 30/12/2019
Duration (mins): 80 Minutes
or ages: 15+

Short review
“Swansong is a mighty tour de force featuring an indisputable talent
and his boundless energy and commitment. If you expect intensity
or blatant confrontation from a solo show, Swansong will not
disappoint. Through brilliant, classic theatre; Andre De Vanny (‘Best
Actor’, 2015 Green Room Awards) uses a raw energy in a solo
performance, unraveling heartbreak and horror." Australian Theatre

Creative team
Lighting Design by Cameron Menzies
/ Photography Robert Catto / Dialect
Jenny Kent
Touring party(3 peoples)
Dawn Holland | Production Manager
Elizabeth (Teddy) Downes | Stage
Manager
Andre DeVanny | Actor
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

Synopsis
Swansong is an award winning Irish monodrama written by
acclaimed writer/director Connor McDermottroe. Meet Occi Byrne,
the illegitimate child of a single mother in the Catholic west of
Ireland. Shunned by church, state and family, Occi must ﬁght his
way to adulthood in a dog eat dog world. Violent, tragic and
hauntingly tender, Swansong is the story of a lost soul from one of
the masters of Irish drama.
When he was young, Austin (Occi) Byrne was tormented by the
recurring rhyming taunts of the local bullies who were relentlessly
cruel in the fact that Occi had no father. As he grows older, within
the closed ecclesiatial communities of 1970’s, those taunts escalate

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 3,000.00
Per perfomance $ 2,500.00
Royalties 10
APRA Obligations
NIL
Notes
No set
Basic whatever you have lights
No sound unless venue requires mic
Industry Reference
Dianne Toulson
Theatreworks
0437278886
gm@theatreworks.org.au

in his delicate mind into a chorus. Occi’s quest to ﬁnd his father
becomes core to his identity; but his mother – all but shunned by
her parents and the local community, keeps this secret. Narrated
through Occi’s wayward world view, his story unfolds as a series of
chaotic encounters, tempered by moments of tenderness and
longing.
The timely Swansong puts on central stage a hero who, at every
step, is abused by the system: the church, the hospitals, the
community – this troubled soul never gives up his search for
History & background
My vision is to support amazing productions that seem to get one
opportunity then disappear. If I love something I see, then I love
supporting other people to see it.
Marketing selling points
Traditional Monologue Theatre powerfully performed by a Green
Room Award Winning Actor
The timely Swansong puts on central stage a hero who, at every
step, is abused by the system: the church, the hospitals, the
community – this troubled soul never gives up his search for peace.
Key audience and marketing notes
Key Audience and Marketing
This should be seen by all Australians, regardless of background,
politics, or class
Potential for secondary students in Drama, Theatre Studies and
Sociology
Scope for two performances in a day: a students’ matinee and
regular evening show
Themes of Mental Health, Men's Health, Addiction and the systems
that support suﬀerers make it connectable to social services
however anyone that loves theatre will absolutely love this
production.
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
Post show QA
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Download Now

Any
2
1

Lighting requirements
As long as people can see the performer on the stage we will use
what you have. Spot or circle of light is great

Audio requirements
Not required unless the performance space has sound issues
Staging requirements
Any stage is ﬁne
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 3
Depth: 3

Height: 3
Wing space: 0

Crew notes
Can travel with just stage manager if required
Transport notes
None

Two Guys in a Box
Dogspoon and Cluster Arts Pty Ltd
Laurel & Hardy meets Samuel Beckett.

Genre:
Comedy
Written by:
Andrew Corey and Sue Rider

Contact : Andrew Corey
0401 246 048

info@dogspoon.com.au

QLD

http://dogspoon.com.au

Directed by:
Sean Mee

General information

Availability: 01/01/2019 31/12/2019
Duration (mins): 70 minutes
or ages: 14+

Short review
“Two Guys in a Box is both for quite a theatre literate audience…but
also because of the quality of its comedy and the quality of its
clowning I think it is an incredibly accessible show. It could play to a
genuinely wide audience. Really funny, really slick and really
moving.”
Sam Strong, Artistic Director, Queensland Theatre

Creative team
Andrew Corey - Performer, Leon Cain
- Performer
Touring party(4 peoples)
Andrew Corey | Performer
Leon Cain | Performer
Cameron Clark | Stage/Tour Manager
Ben Hughes | Tour Technician
Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Budget

Synopsis
Matthias and Benny are two ordinary guys who live inside a box in
the middle of a ﬁeld somewhere. Their domestic world is a
condensed comic cosmos. One day, for the ﬁrst time in living
memory, the phone on the wall rings. What ensues is the weirdest
day of their lives.
Featuring Andrew Cory and Leon Cain, two of Brisbane’s best
clowns, this new show uses a brilliant combination of clowning, dark
comedy and satire to present a contemporary dystopian fairy tale.
History & background
Dog Spoon is a performance company that creates theatre using
various permutations of clown, visual theatre and text to explore the

Remount cost $ 23,787.00
Weekly fee $ 10,540.00
Per perfomance $ 4,500.00
Royalties 18%
APRA Obligations
All music is original music and no
APRA is payable. This is covered in
the royalty package.

Industry Reference
David Berthold
Brisbane Festival
07 3833 5427
David@brisbanefestival.com.au

human story. Founded by Andrew Cory, Dog Spoon is the
culmination of Andrew’s theatre practice spanning over 25 years.
Two Guys in a Box is a box that needs to be opened to see the box!
Country and city audiences alike will love - the story, the presence,
the heart, the will, the ﬁght, the moment, the now, the mind, the
blood, the sweat, the sex, the stench, the hero, the lost, the found,
the home, the dance, the song, the ecstasy are all dealt with in a
way audiences
Marketing selling points
Unique - nothing else like this in the market at the moment.
Dream-team of clown and slapstick, Andrew Cory and Leon Cain.
Really funny, really slick and really moving
Key audience and marketing notes
A General audience
A theatre literate audience
Senior school students
Very accessible audience - high quality clowning, slapstick,
absurdism
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Theatre of the Absurd is included in the senior drama curriculum
across states, but with few opportunities to see absurdist work. This
production oﬀers a unique opportunity to engage students in
contemporary Australian absurdist theatre that directly delivers on
curriculum outcomes. Both performers are also experienced
teachers of clown and comedy and can facilitate workshops
addressing curriculum for years 7 to 10. We can work with
presenters and schools to create a tailored engagement package to
suit the needs of individual schools, all of which can be
complemented by our teacher pack.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

A or B

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
Proscenium Arch, Black Box, Thrust, Flat
Theatre formats
Floor,
Bump in (hours)
6
Bump out (hours)
1
Lighting requirements
Lighting for the production is heavily dependent on venue. Overall
however, the rig required will include:
• 1 x Full Stage FOH wash
• 2 x Full Stage High Side Wash (one from each side)
• 1 x Full stage colour changing Backlight – LED wash units or
similar. If colour changing ﬁxtures are not
available a minimum of two backlight washes required.
• Multiple specials front and back. A low FOH position is

advantageous for some specials.
An adapted LX plan will be provided to use in-house lighting ﬁxtures
where available.
Company to Supply
• 2GiaB travels with a ETC Nomad Lighting Control System, with 2 x
DMX512 outputs. Lighting is triggered
via MIDI/OSC from QLab sound playback system.
• Set electrics including LED strip tours with the production.
Venue to supply
• Venue to supply all lighting ﬁxtures as per adapted LX plan. All
eﬀorts will be made to use in-house available
lighting stock where possible.
• 240V power and DMX512 required upstage centre to power and
control set electrics.
Audio requirements
Company to supply
• QLAB 3 with Pro Audio license running on a MacBook laptop
• 1 x Meyer Sound MM-4XP speaker used as spot speaker integrated
into set
• 1 x UE Boom Portable Speaker used as spot speaker integrated
into set
• 1 x iPod Shuﬄe for playback on UE Boom spot speaker
• 1 x Minijack - Minijack cable
Venue to supply
• 2 x Direct Input boxes
• Minijack to 2 x TRS cable (Mac to DI’s)
• 2 x XLR patch cables. (DI’s to mixer)
• Standard FOH speakers (Left & Right positions)
• Standard audio mixer (Show utilises 2 x input channels (Mac),
Stereo Main outputs (patched to FOH
speakers), and 1 x mono AUX output (patched to Meyer Sound
MM-4XP spot speaker)
• Long XLR cable patched to AUX 1 output of audio mixer, run to
rear of set
• Powered by 240v extension cable run to rear of set.
Staging requirements
An ideal stage width would be 8-10 metres. Seating banks wider
than this may create restricted views for small parts of the
performance.
This is possible to mitigate with placing the box further upstage on
deep stages and therefore venues are encouraged to speak to us
about their particular specs to ascertain any foreseeable issues and
solutions.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 8m
Depth: 9m

Height: 4000mm
Wing space: 2m

Crew notes
The set is minimal and is not screwed down. Upstage or sidestage
wingspace is needed for the set to be removed to as part of the
performance.

Transport notes
The set, costumes, props and technical requirements will ﬁt in a
LWB van (Toyota Hiace or similar). Access to a loading dock that
feeds into the stage space is required.
The set/production can travel by plane.

Romeo Is Not The Only Fruit
Jean Tong
It’s the satirical electro-pop lesbian musical Australia needs right now.

Genre:
Music Theatre
Written by:
Jean Tong

Contact : Jean Tong
+61410108128

jeanette.tong@gmail.com

VIC

https://www.jeantong.com/

Directed by:
Jean Tong

General information

Availability: 01/07/2018 31/12/2020
Duration (mins): 75
or ages: 16+

Short review
“Romeo Is Not The Only Fruit’s world premiere […] is quite possibly
the most fun musical theatre show of the year […] Guarantees
laughs for everybody […] We all should see more of this kind of
theatre. It’s one of the best kinds there is.” - ArtsHub(4.5 stars)

Creative team
Director/Writer/Co-Producer: Jeanette
Tong, Composer/Sound Designer:
James Gales, Co-Producer/Publicist:
Stephanie-Bowie Liew,
Stage/Production Manager: Christa
Jonathan, Production Design (Set,
Props, Costume): James Lew, Lighting
Designer: Rachel Lee, Cast: Sasha
Chong, Nisha Joseph, Margot
Tanjutco, Pallavi Waghmode and
Louisa Wall
Touring party(6 peoples)
Christa Jonathan | Stage/Production
Manager, Sound and Lighting

Synopsis
Ask someone for their favourite epic romances and you might get
Titanic or The Notebook, but the real tragedy these epic romances
share is the invisibility of queer people-of-colour, in cast or
narrative.
In 2016, the ‘Bury Your Gays’ trope came under intense mainstream
scrutiny. The trope refers to queer characters constantly dying to
prevent audiences from contemplating that queer people could live
happy-ever-afters. The long history of this persistent trope leads us
to this statistic from American television (1976-2016): 7% of queer
female characters got to live out their ﬁctional lives happily.
Which brings us to: Romeo Is Not The Only Fruit. Through an
irreverent, Asian-Australian lens, we force our way into the canon,

Operator
Margot Tanjutco | Cast
Louisa Wall | Cast
Pallavi Waghmode | Cast
Nisha Joseph | Cast
Sasha Chong | Cast
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 10,119.50
Weekly fee $ 9,549.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00
Royalties 10
APRA Obligations
N/A

Industry Reference
Siobhan Connors
Poppy Seed Theatre Festival
0402024719
siobhan@poppyseed.net.au

urgently disrupting the mainstream’s inadequate representation of
queer women by dissecting and subverting traditional romantic
narratives.
We’ve taken the star-crossed lovers audiences know and love, and
made them better as star-crossed lesbians. Featuring an
Incompetent Dead Lesbian Chorus trying to stop Juliet and Darcy
from falling in love and succumbing to an inevitably tragic end, this
is fun, campy, and politically irreverent takedown of the status quo.
History & background
Original satirical musical Romeo Is Not The Only Fruit takes the starcrossed lovers audiences love, and makes them better as starcrossed lesbians.
Premiering at Poppy Seed Theatre Festival 2017 to rapturous, soldout audiences, this uplifting romp subverts mainstream media’s
representation of queer women, oﬀering relief against the divisive
rhetoric currently rampaging Australia.
With a proven ability to delight both inner-city geeks and regional
nerds, Romeo aims to spread their quirky brand of inclusivity across
Australia, starting with their next step at MICF 2018 in The Coopers
Malthouse.
Marketing selling points
Romeo oﬀers audiences a once-in-a-lifetime chance to attend a
lesbian musical starring women-of-colour that is meaningful,
entertaining and well-made. The show is a unique contribution to
the Australian arts scene, and a rare take on the canonical tale of
Romeo and Juliet.
It’s a joyful, inclusive, queer romp that welcomes both seasoned
theatre-goers and those who seldom attend the theatre.
Venues can emphasise the show as a safe, relaxed environment for
diverse audiences (who may rarely ﬁnd places in which to publicly
and proudly express themselves) to gather and ﬁnd joy in their
community.
Key audience and marketing notes
Made by and for the queer community and its allies, Romeo was
received as “heartwarming, liberating, unifying and relatable”
(Farrago Magazine) and “a riotous but tender coming-out story”
(The Age). We appeal to queer young folk who feel isolated, oﬀering
them better representation, opportunity and community. An
enthusiastic audience base found us online and through communitybased, word-of-mouth approval. Our production aesthetic—queer,
fun, ironic, irreverent—oﬀered fun, shareable, inclusive media
content that our target demographic felt spoke directly to them.
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
We can provide the option of a Relaxed Performance aimed at

Autistic audiences that may require a more relaxed sensory
experience and casual environment which welcomes Autistic
comfort behaviours such as stiming, pacing, and making noise.
We can facilitate a reduction in the intensity of light and sound,
access to a de-stress break area, the house lights staying up, and a
relaxed attitude to noise and movement from the audience during
the show. A detailed electronic pre-show resource pack with
information on the production and venue will be collated and made
available by the producer.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

C
Download Now

Black Box
8
2.5

Lighting requirements
A venue speciﬁc lighting plan will be supplied at least two weeks
before bump-in. However, a generic rig indicating what the rig
should consist of including ﬁxtures has been attached (LX APPENDIX
1).
Stage Manager will operate from an appropriate position with clear
sight lines of stage, ideally from the bio box or side stage.
Audio requirements
- 5x headworn radio microphones (if venue is unable to provide, this
can be sourced at
an additional cost)
- Mixing desk with minimum 6 channels available
- Audience-facing L and R speakers for audio playback
- At least one foldback speaker for the stage, centred
Staging requirements
Romeo Is Not The Only Fruit will be staged in an end stage
conﬁguration.The minimum stage size required is 6000 x 4000 x
3000mm (L x D x H), however as the set is comprised of several
drapes which frame the performance space, there is ﬂexibility in the
set to accommodate larger theatres. A ﬂoor plan of this production
for a 10m x 10m black box theatre is included as SET APPENDIX 1.
The set includes six rigged drapes which frame the space, and ﬂat
cutouts which actors puppeteer during the show. The drapes in the
set are ungathered, ﬁxed, and rigged to available bars. Four of the
drapes are positioned as legs, two downstage and two midstage,
which allow for entrances and exits from either side of the stage.
The remaining two drapes are hung upstage as a backdrop, with a
central partition for entrances and exits to a backstage area. Further
details are included in the full technical plan in the Dropbox folder.

Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 6
Depth: 4

Height: 3
Wing space: 1

Crew notes
1x Venue tech and 1x Lighting Technician will be required for bumpin and bump-out. 1x Sound Engineer will be required for tech
rehearsals and the duration of the show for mixing live vocals.
Transport notes
A single van will be required for transportation of set/props on tour,
and a 7-seater for personnel. The set

Chasing Smoke
Natano Fa'anana & Cluster Arts
The spark that ignites the question “Who am I?” ﬂickers inside us all!

Genre:
Circus
Written by:
Natano Fa'anana and the Chasing
Smoke Ensemble
Directed by:
Natano Fa'anana
Availability: 01/05/2018 31/12/2020
Duration (mins): 70
or ages: 8+
Creative team
Lara Croydon, Ally Humphries, Pearl
Thompson, Dyllan Sing, Harley Mann,
Jack Shepherd
Touring party(8 peoples)
Natano Fa'anana | Director
Lara Croydon | Ensemble Member
Ally Humphries | Ensemble Member
Pearl Thompson | Ensemble Member
Dyllan Sing | Ensemble Member
Harley Mann | Ensemble Member
Jack Shepherd | Ensemble Member
Rockie Stone | Rigger/Assistant
Director (If Natano unavailable)

Contact : Kate Malone
0448115698
QLD

kate@clusterarts.com
http://www.clusterarts.com/portfolio/chasing-smoke/

General information
Short review
Literally seconds into the opening scene, Chasing Smoke had their
audience hooked. “Hey! Look out!,” exclaimed an audience member
before he burst into raucous laughter. Ridiculing long-held and
common stereotypes of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples, the opening of Chasing Smoke brilliantly set the scene for
the pending lessons about historical and contemporary Indigenous
Australia.
Synopsis
The spark that ignites the question “Who am I?” ﬂickers inside us,
but only some have the courage to pursue the answer. Chasing
Smoke is a glimpse into the world’s oldest living culture told through
the limitless art form of contemporary circus. Tumbling through life
while juggling our responsibilities in an age where culture, tradition,
land and identity are under threat. Chasing Smoke performers ignite
the imagination and paint the world that was, that is, and that could
be.
Directed by Samoan-Australian director Natano Fa’anana (Polytoxic,

TBC | Technical Manager
Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 15,000.00
Weekly fee $ 16,000.00
Per perfomance $ 3,200.00
Royalties 12%
APRA Obligations
A Full list of songs is available.

Industry Reference
Joshua Bond
Bond Creatives
+61 (0) 438 861 518
josh@bondcreatives.com

Briefs, Casus Circus) an unconventional storyteller who chooses to
learn from individuals rather than institutions, the premier of
Chasing Smoke showcases the next generation of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander circus legends in a performance that
challenges, amazes and entertains.
History & background
Chasing Smoke was born out of Circus Oz’s BLAKﬂip, a program that
nurtures and actively increases the number of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander circus artists on stages in Australia and across the
globe. Directed by Samoan-Australian director Natano Fa’anana
(Polytoxic, Briefs, Casus Circus) an unconventional storyteller who
chooses to learn from individuals rather than institutions, Chasing
Smoke showcases the next generation of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander circus legends in a performance that challenges,
amazes, educates and entertain.
Marketing selling points
Chasing Smoke oﬀers an incredible personal sharing of stories
through circus, comedy and physical theatre and also fearlessly
starts a conversation about the Stolen Generations in a unique way,
appealing to audiences through comedy, physical theatre and
personal stories.
Great appeal for school audiences Key audience and marketing notes
Chasing Smoke is the result of Circus Oz' BLAKﬂip Masterclass
program and features an cast made up entirely of Aboriginal artists.
The show examines the human impact of government policy, and
how its eﬀects roll on for multiple generations.
However, it is fresh, funny and contemporary whilst addressing
serious issues.
Audiences of all ages will be given a unique ﬁrst contact experience,
and education about the resilience and humour of these incredible
artists.
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
Chasing Smoke oﬀers an opportunity for mainstream Australia to
hear how these polices and actions have impacted an entire
continent ﬁlled with a rich, diverse culture older than any other on
the planet. It's a chance for conversation between two communities
that have been forced apart for too long. We live in a country who's
government, within living memory, imposed the forced removal of
children from their parents based on their lineage.
Q and A available for schools
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

C

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

Proscenium Arch, Black Box, tent, ﬂat
ﬂoor, hall
6
3

Lighting requirements
See full technical rider
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/pjitb5mksi4ocdh/AACi_27-ATIq9BwLE6
n9qt29a?dl=0
Audio requirements
See full technical rider
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/pjitb5mksi4ocdh/AACi_27-ATIq9BwLE6
n9qt29a?dl=0
Staging requirements
See full technical rider
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/pjitb5mksi4ocdh/AACi_27-ATIq9BwLE6
n9qt29a?dl=0
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 5
Depth: 5

Height: 6
Wing space:

Crew notes
*PLEASE NOTE: Chasing Smoke is in the process of transitioning
from a Circus Oz production to a 'Natano Fa'anana production'
produced by Cluster Arts. Full marketing and technical material will
be provided asap.
Transport notes
The set and equipment can travel by plane.
Vehicles required a 8 seater people mover with trailer.

Deep Soulful Sweats
Deep Soulful Sweats
Excorise through exercise, a ritual meets dance party.

Genre:
Dance
Written by:
Sarah Aiken and Rebecca Jensen

Contact : Sarah AIken
0413976765

becandsarah@gmail.com

VIC

https://www.sarahaiken.net/deep-soulful-sweats

Directed by:
Sarah Aiken and Rebecca Jensen

General information

Availability: 01/02/2018 22/12/2018
Duration (mins): 90
or ages: 3-80

Short review
Bold & frankly very unusual, the whole evening was magniﬁcent[…]
a room of joyful strangers standing & violently sweating touching
heads with people they had never spoken two words to. It was
ritualistic & strangely meditative, and completely weird &
wonderful. A perfect evening out for the adventurous, or those who
want to be completely thrown out of their comfort zones. Freya
Parr.Rotunda Media

Creative team
Director/performer: Sarah Aiken,
Rebecca Jensen, Natalie Abbott
Performer: Milo Hyde DJ: Various
Touring party(5 peoples)
Sarah Aiken/ Air leader | performer,
director
Rebecca Jensen/ Water leader |
performer ,director
Natalie Abbott/ Fire leader |
performer, director
Milo Hyde/ Earth leader | performer
DJ/ Local DJ | DJ
Media

Synopsis
Deep Soulful Sweats is a participatory performance experience with
no spectators. It facilitates physical activity, community building and
engagement with rigorous artistic practise. Framed by a tongue-incheek approach to the zodiac and drawing references from dance,
pop-culture and environmentalism, DSS creates a meaningful and
relatable experience for each individual. DSS provides a platform for
everyone to indulge in play, lose themselves in movement, let go of
inhibitions and commit whole-heartedly to the absurd and ecstatic.
Divided into four elemental groups, (Earth, Air, Fire, Water-based on
each star-sign) participants are led 'follow the leader’ style creating
spontaneous choreography on an energetic and imaginative dance

Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 2,000.00
Weekly fee $ 5,000.00
Per perfomance $ 2,000.00

Notes
At minimum each DSS requires a
performance fee for each leader and
DJ. 5 x personalle @ $250 each
Additional costs include:
-Extra rehearsal time to rework,
rehearse and train new leaders for
the show
-Working with a designer for large
scale events
-External audio and LX hires
-Costume
-Additional performers
Industry Reference
Josh Wright
Arts House
0403559325
Josh.Wright@melbourne.vic.gov.au

journey, Participants are encouraged to ﬁnd their own way through
movement, embracing diﬀerence in this judgment free space,
ﬁnding a profound sense of togetherness.
Formed in 2013, each DSS is a ﬂexible framework tailored for
context and capacity, speciﬁcally related to the time of year,
drawing themes from astrology, and crafted to respond to site and
audience, ensuring that no two events are the same.
History & background
DSS was founded on the winter solstice 2013 By Sarah Aiken and
Rebecca Jensen. Together with Natalie Abbott and a range of DJ’s,
dancers and designers as well as a rotating cast of Elemental
Leaders and special guest performers, we have grown a loyal
following in Melbourne and interstate. We have honed the event to
create something unique and unquestionably successful.
Deep Soulful Sweats has presented larger specialized events for
festivals and parties including Brisbane Festival PICA, Next Wave
Festival, Tiny Stadiums, Dark MOFO, Strawberry Fields Festival,
Artplay and Inner Varnika.
Marketing selling points
-DSS divides people into their elemental groupings based on their
star signs, suited to people who really believe in astrology as well as
those who take it with a grain of salt.
-It is opportunity to experience a taste of yoga, learn about your
body and let go in a deeply considered experiential and creative
contemporary dance practise.
-All participants are essential in contributing to DSS's success, noone is watching, everyone is dancing. You can pace yourself and
modify movement to suit your ability, dress up or dress down.
-We collaborate with great DJ's
-Great sober, silly and explorative fun
Key audience and marketing notes
Deep Soulful Sweats has access and participation at its heart. We
aim to provide a platform for people from all backgrounds and levels
of physical engagement to have a challenging and satisfying
physical and creative experience. Events can be aimed at speciﬁc
demographics such as kids, elderly, women or all inclusive events
for all. Everyone regardless of ﬁtness or ability can join.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Deep Soulful Sweats is in its nature community building in the way it
engages a wide range of people and brings them together. We have
facilitated workshops where we share conceptual and physical
movement exercises to give insight into the ideas behind our work.
Workshops are catered to the attendees level of experience and
ability.
For tours with a stronger focus on engagement with local artists,
DSS's tour party can be reduced to core members Sarah & Rebecca.
They can rehearse with local dancers to train them up to lead the
two other elemental groups as well as local DJ and designers/artists

Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
DSS requires a large indoor or outdoor
space with even ﬂooring
2
2

Lighting requirements
Rig with general wash and a few specials i.e. coloured lights/ smoke
machine
Each event is designed to suit its theme
Lights can be controlled by DJ at sound desk or an operator
anywhere in the space.
Audio requirements
Turntables/ CDJ's/ Auxiliary input for DJ laptop (dependant on DJ's
preference)
Wireless microphones x 4 (optional)
Mixing Desk
Staging requirements
DSS requires a clear open space with even ﬂooring and no raised
staging.
For each event we design one scene which incorporates props i.e.
parachute, bubble machine and fans etc. For large scale events this
moment can be more of a spectacle.
We aim to leave as little of a footprint as possible, recycling and
souring locally where we can.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 14m approx
Depth: 14m approx

Height: ﬂat surface required
Wing space: N/A

Transport notes
DSS requires ground transfers for 5pax to and from the venue.
Cast travels lightly with no additional luggage (can ﬁt into one car)

By a Thread
One Fell Swoop Circus
Seven acrobats and 30 metres of rope…

Genre:
Circus
Written by:
Charice Rust and Jonathan Morgan

Contact : Charice Rust
0425760406

charice@onefellswoopcircus.com

VIC

http://www.onefellswoopcircus.com

Directed by:
Charice Rust and Jonathan Morgan

General information

Availability: 01/06/2018 01/12/2020
Duration (mins): 55
or ages: 35-50

Short review
“It’s a bonnie, wee show, full of spectacle and heart. It reaﬃrms the
idea that any rewarding endeavour between two or more people –
whether romantic, in friendship, or acrobatic – begins and ends with
true eye contact. Beautiful.” – Aus Arts Review

Creative team
Performers: Charice Rust, Jonathan
Morgan, Ryan Darwin, Piri Goodman,
Sarah Berrell, Ela Bartilomo, Luke
Thomas Dramaturg: Zebastian
Hunter Lighting design: AfterDark
Theatre Costume design: Emily
Barrie Sound design: Lee Stout
Touring party(8 peoples)
Charice Rust | Performer
Jonathan Morgan | Performer
Ryan Darwin | Performer
Ela Bartilomo | Performer
Piri Goodman | Performer
Luke Thomas | Performer

Synopsis
By a Thread is a new ensemble circus creation exploring the
relationship between trust and play on an innovative aerial
apparatus. Long spools of white rope run through pulley sheaves
and wrap around bodies, explicitly connecting the artists’
movements above and oﬀ the ground. The actions of one acrobat
aﬀect and implicate the movements of others in a precise
negotiation of cause and eﬀect. The performers use this metaphor
for connectedness to explore the give and take, balance, and
dynamics of relating to one another. Leaving the realm of the solo
act where the performer relies on their individual strength; our
acrobats rely on the strength of the group to hold the end of the
rope, keeping them aloft. By a Thread oﬀers rich visuals of inventive
aerial acrobatics and spectacular skills from some of Australia’s best
emerging circus artists. With intense training in a breadth of

Sarah Berrell | Performer
TBC | Rigger/Operator
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 9,800.00
Per perfomance $ 5,000.00
Royalties 2.5%
APRA Obligations
We use a Special Purpose License
from APRA with a fee of 2.2% Gross
Box Oﬃce

Industry Reference
Dianne Toulson
Theatre Works, General Manager
0437278886
hotredproductions@gmail.com

contemporary circus disciplines, the performers have pooled their
knowledge and skills, and then exploded the traditional boundaries
of these disciplines to create a show where classic techniques are
used in expansive ways and new skills are made possible.
History & background
One Fell Swoop is a contemporary circus company that aims to reexamine the dynamics of acrobatic ensemble work and the
relationships within it. Our practice focuses on bringing group
acrobatics into an aerial context, and delivering a new perspective
to the trust and risk implicit in all relationships, acrobatic or
otherwise. We tour our show to put our brand of circus before a
diverse range of audiences. Our ensemble aerial work is innovative
and unique, and expands audiences’ appreciation of contemporary
circus. Touring is also essential in helping us maintain a sustainable
practice.
Marketing selling points
Hooks and selling points:
• High level acrobatics from elite trained Australian performers
• The show uses a single apparatus; innovating circus conventions –
“You haven’t seen circus like this before”
• The action takes place from ground level to 8 metres up in the air
• The apparatus is a 30m rope from a sailing supplier and two
industrial pulleys from construction
• Exceptional and striking imagery: stills, promo shots, footage, and
trailers
• 4.5 star reviews from ArtsHub, Aus Arts Review, The West
Australian, The Music
• Dynamic, vibrant soundtrack
Key audience and marketing notes
By A Thread audience segment is diverse and not limited by age or
cultural exposure. By a Thread’s crisp, minimalist aesthetic will
engage any audience that are adventurous, attracted by the idea of
circus; and love the rich dramatic perspectives we bring to our
technique and the sheer physical power we bring to the stage. The
moments of friendship, fear, confusion, hilarity, and romance attract
and delight all members of a family. The show is appropriate for all
ages and accessible for CALD audiences.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
We oﬀer workshops for all ages in circus and acrobatics. The entire
ensemble are experienced trainers and hold WWC checks. We can
provide basic equipment, i.e. juggling balls and other props.
We also oﬀer masterclasses in a range of aerial disciplines that
could tie into local circus spaces for existing circus students.
We also have a school worksheet tailored to year 11/12 physics that
breaks down some of the problems in dynamics, circular motion and
statics highlighted by the way we use the apparatus. This is an
engaging and curriculum appropriate example of science as a
human endeavour.

Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

C

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
Proscenium Arch,Black Box,Flat Floor
Theatre formats
Hall,Outdoor Stage
Bump in (hours)
4
Bump out (hours)
2
Lighting requirements
Link to preferred lighting plan:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iFQLDcN-dDg8t31MJjG3KGDJ1rX
C98GX
We are very ﬂexible with lighting however require the full 'airspace'
of the stage to be lit (i.e. from the stage level to the rigging points.
Audio requirements
Playback from computer through QLab. We tour with a laptop.
Staging requirements
We require two rigging points 3.5m apart rated to 300kg – please
see tech spec document for more information and diagrams.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 8
Depth: 6

Height: 6
Wing space: 0

Crew notes
N/A
Transport notes
Production can travel by plane, 8 seater people mover is suﬃcient
for the entire show and crew. The company owns and operates a 10
seater touring vehicle.

Taking the Waters
Lemony S Puppet Theatre
Even at the end of life, the story continues.

Genre:
Puppetry & performance for adults
Written by:
Sarah Kriegler

Contact : Sarah Kriegler
0402853119

info@lemonys.net.au

VIC

http://www.lemonys.net.au/

Directed by:
Sarah Kriegler

General information

Availability: 30/06/2019 01/01/2021
Duration (mins): 70
or ages: 15 years and up

Short review
"We have previously worked with Lemony S on the presentation of
the incredible 'Picasso and His Dog.' The key creatives in Taking the
Waters are all widely regarded in their ﬁelds and produce work of
the highest calibre. We believe this project will have a strong appeal
and its examination of the role of the carer is very timely as the
implementation of the NDIS takes eﬀect." - Beau McCaﬀerty,

Creative team
Performers; Suzannah Espie, Tamara
Rewse, Jacob Williams. Shadow
Puppetry Design; Kyoko Imazu.
Lighting Design; Rachel Burke. Sound
Design; Jethro Woodward.
Touring party(4 peoples)
Suzannah Espie |
Performer/Composer
Tamara Rewse | Performer/Puppet
maker
Jacob Williams | Performer/Designer
Sarah Kriegler | Writer/Director
Ben Grant | Dramaturg
Rachel Burke | Lighting Designer

Synopsis
INSPIRATION. During 2010, John Williams, a young man of 33 years,
was diagnosed with Motor Neurone Disease (MND). There is no
treatment or cure for MND. A diagnosis means an increasingly
debilitating journey towards death. Upon diagnosis, John’s family
rallied around him. Together after many years apart and existing in
the heightened reality of caring for a dying relative, deep cracks
between family members began to emerge that took many years to
heal. What the family uncategorically discovered during this time
was, being a carer brings out the very best and the very worst of a
person, simultaneously.
TAKING THE WATERS uses this story as a creative springboard to

Jethro Woodward | Sound Designer
Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Budget
Royalties 10%
APRA Obligations
n/a
Notes
n/a
Industry Reference
Beau McCaﬀerty
Creative Culture, Darebin Arts
8470 8531
Beau.McCaﬀerty@darebin.vic.gov.au

explore the complex and emotional experience of being a carer for
the dying. The work combines live performers, sung voice, shadow
puppets/techniques, bunraku puppets and object theatre and is
performed by performer/puppeteers Tamara Rewse, Jacob Williams
and by singer/songwriter Suzannah Espie with shadow puppets by
visual artist Kyoko Imazu. It is mostly non-verbal, relying on music
and images to tell its story.
PREMIERE SEASON. SpeakEasy (Darebin Arts) May 2019. (please see
quote below from Beau McCaﬀerty)
History & background
Lemony S Puppet Theatre is the coming together of two widely
respected and highly skilled puppet theatre makers, Sarah Kriegler
and Jacob Williams. With over 20 years theatre experience between
us, we have a commitment to extending the form beyond what is
expected and constantly re-invent our practise, developing new
styles and performance techniques. Lemony S Puppet Theatre have
worked with some of Australia’s most highly reputed artists and won
numerous industry awards. Based in Melbourne, our works has been
seen across the nation and the world.
Marketing selling points
This work has numerous marketing hooks. These include;
- visually beautiful work of Kyoko Imazu
- the stunning live music within the work performed by the awardwinning Suzannah Espie
- puppetry for adults is a rare but delighted-in form, especially for
regional audiences
- selling oﬀ the back of Lemony S Puppet Theatre's up-coming 2019
national tour of 'Picasso and His Dog'.
- the role of the Carer in all communities is unavoidable and
therefore incredibly topical and relevant.
Key audience and marketing notes
• Carers in the community
• Medical practitioners, in particular Palliative Care Workers
• General theatre-goers
• Puppet enthusiasts
• Fans of Suzannah Espie’s music
• Fans of Country and Western music
• Fans of Folk music
• Fans of Visual Arts
• Fans of Kyoko Imazu's work
• Fans of Lemony S Puppet Theatre’s work
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
Lemony S Puppet Theatre can tailor workshops and/or
masterclasses in;
- puppetry and performance
- writing for puppet theatre
- puppet making
- mould making

Workshops and master classes can be tailored to any age group and
skill level.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

C
Pros Arch, Black Box, Thrust
8
4

Lighting requirements
Presenter to provide.
• All lighting ﬁxtures (other than ﬂoor and set electrics) required to
realise the design • All gel colour required to realize the design.
• 2 x ﬂoor booms @ 1200mm height minimum
• Minimum lighting dimmers 60 -2.4K
• Control Protocol DMX
• Preferred Lighting Desk is ETC Ion for show ﬁle transfer as
originally plotted • Minimum 8 circuits ﬂoor electrics
Company to Provide
• All Set, ﬂoor and specialty electrics.
Audio requirements
resenter to provide
• Stereo Left + Right FOH Speakers suitable to cover the size of the
venue • + Subwoofer (suitable to cover the size of the venue)
• + 1 x Onstage foldback speaker
• 2 x Sure SM58 Microphone
4
Company to provide
• Laptop w/ Qlab 3 installed (Audio playback & MIC FX) • MOTU
ultralite ﬁrewire Audio Interface
Staging requirements
- Free-standing set pieces (kitchen bench, large shadow screen)
- 3 x chairs, 1 x table
- wide, free-standing shadow screen
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 8
Depth: 10

Height: 4
Wing space: n/a

Crew notes
This work requires a full black-out.
Transport notes
- Hiace van.

The Magnolia Tree
The Wolves Theatre Company
If you agree, then tonight the unthinkable will become thinkable.

Genre:
Drama
Written by:
Michael Griﬃth

Contact : Rohana Hayes
0425854942

rowork@optusnet.com.au

VIC

https://www.wolvestheatre.com/

Directed by:
Michael Griﬃth

General information

Availability: 01/03/2018 01/04/2020
Duration (mins): 70 minutes
or ages: 40 plus

Short review
"You write without fear and yet with a keen sense of both heart and
responsibility. You have a good nose for story and a sharp sense of
unrest and disquiet. There is enormous truth at the core of your
work and you are relentless in your pursuit of it. " Chris Mead
Chris Mead MTC Programmer

Creative team
Jack - Ezra Bix, Vicky - Ruth
Katerelos, Deborah - Rohana Hayes
Touring party(4/5 peoples)
Rohana Hayes | Performer/Producer
Michael Griﬃth | Writer/Director
Millie Levakis- Lucas | Tech/ Stage
Manager
Ezra Bix | Performer
Ruth Katerelos | Performer
Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Synopsis
3 siblings have come together to pick a nursing home for their
Mother. She has profound alzheimer's. But secretly Jack not only
wants to let her go but he has brought with him the means to do it.
Trouble is he doesn't have the courage to do it. A killer salesman he
will now try to talk his sisters into doing it. Is that even possible?
Well the twist is not only does he almost achieve it, but his success
depends on you, for at the end of act two you, the audience, via a
secret vote will choose the third act; Nursing home or?
This tense fast paced and compelling play is surprisingly funny. At
its premiere at La Mama in May 2017 it had critics and audiences
raving. Despite having no named actors and little, initial media
interest the ﬁrst season had 9 out of 11 sell out shows, the last
shows having long waiting lists all through word of mouth. In Feb

Budget
Remount cost $ 11,600.00
Weekly fee $ 12,510.00
Per perfomance $ 2,800.00
Royalties 10%
APRA Obligations
None required as using original music
Notes
We are open to discuss the cost for
one night depending on where the
location is. If travel and overnight is
involved this will have to be more.
Industry Reference
Miao
The MC Showroom
0422514636
themcshowroom@gmail.com

2018 we play Gasworks Theatre and then The Queanbeyan Theatre
Canberra who are thrilled to have us.
With themes of poverty among mature aged women, the
burgeoning cost of aged care and a subtext query as to whether our
morality is on the precipice of great change, this play is a full length
redraft of Michael's shorter play The Electric Bed.
History & background
We are a new company presenting contemporary & marketable
Australian plays aimed mostly at the 40+ demographic. As a
passionate group of mature artists we are on track to become a
vibrant theatre company who survives on word of mouth. This is
why our philosophy is, the audience is the most important person.
In 2017 we staged 2 new bold pieces both well received, and we
have 3 new plays ready to join them in 2018. One a brilliant comedy
to be staged in May. In order to be artistically & economically viable
we need to capitalize on each play's momentum which is why
touring is essential.
Marketing selling points
The voting aspect is secret. At la Mama the result was 3 -1 in favour
of letting Mum go. This result is a great discussion point for your
local radio & newspapers & your own social media pages.
What does it say about us as a society?
It was this aspect that saw the audiences hanging around and
chatting about the issues every night.
On top of this we have images & vids for your social media that we
can edit to market your theatre.
Also Vox pops that capture the audience's immediate & excited
response is an eﬀective tool when posted to facebook.
We also have several glowing reviews.
Key audience and marketing notes
The 1st season attracted a 40+ audience who told us they related to
it but we also had a healthy secondary audience of younger people
intrigued by the voting aspect of the play. An experience many told
us they found exhilarating. For while the play's 70 minutes ﬂash
breathlessly by, it is a bracing moment when it suddenly stops &
throws the entire moral dilemma and all of its tension into your lap.
Yet while the voting aspect sounds like the major draw card, the
thing that saw audiences enthusiastically spreading the word was
the quality of the writing and the authentic performances.
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
No we can't oﬀer any workshops or master classes but what we can
oﬀer is a play that gets people talking. We found that our audiences
hung around after the play really talking for a long time.
Technical Information

Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Black box, Flat ﬂoor, Hall, small or large
venue
2
2

Lighting requirements
We need basic lighting board with dimmers
Lights - general wash and a couple of spots. One on each side of the
stage.
Audio requirements
basic audio equipment for sound eﬀects of cicada and music for
each end of the show.
Staging requirements
The set is the family living room. It is fairly minimal. A couch in the
centre and coﬀee table. A rug in the centre. A bookcase or two at
the back with photos and family nick nacks and small ornaments.
Some other pieces of Mum's stuﬀ.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 8 metres
Depth: 5 metres

Height: n/a
Wing space: 1.5 metres

Transport notes
There are two ways of getting about. We either require a van for the
small set and the SM/ cast or we can travel by plane and pick up the
set in the location we are going to. We require a couch a rug and
two standing lamps

Congress
All the Queen's Men
Personal visions for our collective future. A series of ﬁrst speeches from citizens often unheard.

Genre:
Live Event
Written by:
n/a
Directed by:
All The Queen's Men (Tristan
Meecham & Bec Reid).
Availability: 01/01/2018 31/12/2020
Duration (mins): 60 minutes
or ages: All ages
Creative team
Creation / Direction: All The Queens
Men (Tristan Meecham and Bec
Reid). Lighting / Sound Design: Nick
Roux. Producer: Erin Milne (Bureau of
Works).
Touring party(3 peoples)
Tristan Meecham | Co-Creator /
Community Engagement
Bec Reid | Co-Creator / Community
Engagement
Nick Roux | Sound Design &
Operation

Contact : Erin Milne
0412853220

erin@bureauofworks.com.au

VIC

http://allthequeensmen.net/

General information
Short review
"It was a privilege to be in the gallery for Congress, a true people's
parliament, and to be addressed by Congress participants - their
unmediated stories will stay with me for life. I'm voting yes: bring it
on!"
Jane Crawley, Creative Victoria
Synopsis
Collaborating with a cross-section of our diverse community,
Congress is a citizens’ assembly provides a platform for people to
have their say and be heard. Congress connects the personal with
the political by match making citizens with professional wordsmiths.
Ten professional writers and ten community members will be invited
to meet, work together, write and deliver their own ﬁrst speech
(previously maiden speeches). These writers and speakers will be
curated by All The Queens Men, guided by principles of gender
diversity, culturally diversity, pan- demographics, geographic
diversity and inclusive of abilities. Together, they will create ﬁrst
speeches for those often unheard; public declarations that address
personal visions for our collective future.

Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Budget
APRA Obligations
None at present.
Notes
As this is a community engagement
work, it is tailored to the needs and
resources of the community. A period
of residency is required, working with
community members. We can
provide budget information from its
initial season, but the format of this
EOI isn't suitable for the information
we can provide - remount, weekly
and per performance fees do not
apply.
Industry Reference
Samantha Butterworth
Darebin Arts
0420452088
sammiebutterworth@gmail.com

Presented as the closing ceremony of the 2017 Melbourne Fringe
Festival in the Northcote Town Hall, CONGRESS took the form of a
ritualised performance experience; providing opportunity and
audience to those that may not be represented in the current
political system, showcasing how easy it is to parallel inclusivity and
diversity.
History & background
Led by Tristan Meecham and Bec Reid, All The Queens Men
champion social equality by providing creative opportunities for
diverse members of society, celebrating these ‘everyday experts’ in
exciting and technically proﬁcient art contexts. Tristan Meecham is
an artist who is passionate about social transformation; connecting
community, audience and artists together in events that transcend
the everyday. Bec Reid is a performer, producer, director,
choreographer and engagement specialist who encourages people
to see their world in new ways through highly physical, participatory
collaborations.
Marketing selling points
The engagement process within the project forges deep connection
with a range of community members, providing a personal 'hook'
into the culminating event. We can work with writers we have
worked with in previous iterations of Congress; local writers in your
area; or guest writers attending during your festival / event /
program. Congress can sit within a wider range of festival and event
contexts, or as a focused community project.
Key audience and marketing notes
The audience will be as diverse as the participants, who are
carefully chosen to represent a broad cross-section of the
community. Ten writers are paired with ten local participants
representing a range of often 'unheard voices'. We work closely with
the presenter to engage these local participants, and identify
writers. The work draws a range of audience members connected
with writers, participants, citizenship, talks & ideas, performance
and community. Congress is for everyone who believes in all voices
being heard.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
This is an integral part of the work, including a residency and
community engagement prior to the culminating event. Community
engagement and participation is at the core of the work, not an
additional add on.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Flexible
4
4

Lighting requirements
Lighting is ﬂexible to ﬁt the venue and presenter.
Audio requirements
Basic PA with single microphone/microphone stand set up
(minimum), ranging to a more substantial audio set-up depending
on presentation context.
Staging requirements
In the past, staging has been an oversized lecturn surrounded by a
performance area, with a circle of chairs at the perimeter. Actual
staging for each iteration of the work would be adjusted to meet the
needs of those speaking and listening.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 10
Depth: 10

Height: 0
Wing space: 0

Crew notes
N/A
Transport notes
Tours with one oversized lecturn that could ﬁt in a van.

Scott's BMX Trick Bike Show
Scott Hone
Forwards on the back wheel—Backwards on the front wheel. Frontwards. Backwards. Upside-down. Crikey!

Genre:
Childrens
Written by:
Scott Hone

Contact : Scott Hone
0402067356

bmxbandit@scotthone.com

VIC

http://scotthone.com

Directed by:
Scott Hone

General information

Availability: 01/06/2018 23/12/2019
Duration (mins): 50
or ages: 5-12

Short review
The show was fantastic and my kids loved it. They were captivated
the whole way through. And not only were my kids captivated, I was
too! — Rebecca Bode, Music Theatre Australia.

Creative team
Scott Hone, Performer/Devisor; Oliver
Hone, Performer; Ania Reynolds,
Composer/Musician

Synopsis
The show encourages kids to think outside the box. To try new
things. To ask, is there another way? This is achieved by Hone
telling the story of when he was given my ﬁrst BMX bike and then
asking: is there another way to ride it? Backwards? On one wheel?
On one wheel backwards? Frontwards on the front wheel backwards
upside-down? (And what does that even mean?) What follows is how
he joined the Circus and toured the world doing BMX tricks on stage.

Touring party(1-3 peoples)
Scott Hone | Performer/Devisor
Ania Reynolds | Musician/Composer
(When available and/or applicable)
Oliver Hone (9) | Performer (When
available and/or applicable)
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3

The show culminates with the best-trick-in-the-world. 5 kids are
selected from the audience to help. With an explanation of what to
do and a quick practice we successfully all ride the bike at once.
It is the simplicity of the show—the bike—and the gob-smacking
skills that kids love to watch. The adults are reminded of when they
were growing up and riding their bikes; trying to do tricks too. All

Marketing Materials

woven into a fun journey where you are reminded that you too can
do what you love, do amazing things and travel to amazing places.

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 5,500.00
Per perfomance $ 2,000.00
Royalties 6

History & background
Scotts BMX Trick Bike Show tells the story of Scott Hone being given
his ﬁrst BMX, and the journey that took him from being part of a
BMX freestyle team that performed around Coﬀs Harbour, to touring
the world with Australian circus company, Circus Oz.

APRA Obligations
NA

In this new work Hone—accompanied by beautiful virtuosic tunes
from Ania Reynolds (Musical Director, Circus Oz) and his 8-year-old
son, Oliver Hone—shares his story and love of BMX and aims to
inspire the next generation to think outside the box. Although
written for kids, Hone’s incredible skill is thrilling for adults and kids
alike.

Notes
All costs are + GST
Industry Reference
Marisa Cesario
Gasworks Arts Park
03 8606 420
marisa@gasworks.org.au

Marketing selling points
Scott’s BMX Trick Bike show is high energy entertainment that
appeals to young and old. The tricks will amaze, the story will
inspire, and behind the fun and excitement there is the message of
doing what you love—thinking outside the box—and asking, is there
another way?
Gobsmackingly cool BMX tricks; the best thing to see these
holidays!
Bikes are accessible and great.
Perfect for school holidays—engages kids of all ages.
Best circus BMX artist in Australia; you are watching the best of the
best.
The show encourages problem solving, thinking critically and trying
new things.
Key audience and marketing notes
The show is targeted to primary-aged school kids and their families
and is appreciated, enjoyed, and loved by audiences of all ages. The
content is engaging for younger children and older children will
delight in seeing a familiar object (bike) used in such an incredible
and unfamiliar way.
Both kids and families will come out from shows with huge smiles,
enthusiasm, and inspiration. They will want to challenge previous
concepts of what they thought was impossible, and most of all,
everyone will want to ride their bikes.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
1Hr BMX workshops (up to 30 participants dependant on space)
Fun Riding Challenges. Look at controlling our bikes. We do this by
riding slowly. Riding fast and stopping as quickly as possible
whilst maintaining control. Riding around and through obstacles. If
skill level permits, we look at riding with one hand. No hands. And
even attempting to ride backwards.

Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

C

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
Proscenium Arch, Flat Floor, Hall.
Theatre formats
Reasonably ﬂexible.
Bump in (hours)
4
Bump out (hours)
1
Lighting requirements
10x Par 64 LED 6x Fresnel
4x Proﬁle
6x Par 56
24 Dimmer channels 1x Moving light
Audio requirements
2 x Headset Radio Mic
1 x Handheld Mic + Stand
2 x Line Out (1x MIDI, 1 x keybaord)
6 channel analog sound desk
Staging requirements
Show is self contained. No ﬂy system required.
Performer(s) and musician are onstage the whole show.
Smoke machine and hazer are desirable but not essential.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 10
Depth: 8

Height: 3.5
Wing space: 0

Crew notes
Lighting Crew — 4 Hours
Transport notes
8 Seater van. Can travel by plane.

I See You Like This
Jessica Wilson
How does your child see you?

Genre:
Interactive childrens
Written by:
3 diﬀerent parents in feedback

Contact : Jessica Wilson
0403624231

jess@jessicawilson.com.au

VIC

http://jessicawilson.com.au/

Directed by:
Jessica Wilson

General information

Availability: 01/07/2018 01/07/2019
Duration (mins): 45 minute
appointments
or ages: 5 - 12 years old

Short review
"I realised that my daughter has never previously taken an interest
in who I really am."

Creative team
Jessica Wilson: concept and direction
/ Matilda Woodroofe: design
collaborator / Carla Gottgens:
photographer / Anna Tregloan: set
design /
Touring party(2 with one local
photographer required peoples)
Jessica Wilson | Director / facilitator /
producer
Matilda Woodroofe | Facilitator
Media
Promo Video 1

"It's strange, but I felt nervous when you asked my son to consider
what kind of person I am."
"I loved how she gazed at my eyes trying to capture the detail. The
experience has brought us closer together."
Synopsis
Look this way - look natural – smile. With our ever-growing desire to
document each moment of our lives, children often become the
(reluctant) subject of their parent’s camera. I See You Like This
turns the camera around, allowing your child to view you as the
subject through the lens of their own imagination.
In this unique hands on experience children will become the art
director of a creative portrait of their parent. Each unique portrait
will be captured by professional photographer Carla Gottgens - in a
celebration of the fascinating relationship between parent and child.

Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 10,000.00
Per perfomance $ 3,800.00
Royalties 0%
APRA Obligations
no APRA obligations
Notes
Performance fee includes a team of
3. ISYLT can be presented without
this cost, with a team of 2 only if a
local photographer can be sought.
Fee does not include per diems,
accomodation or travel but does
include local transport for studio. The
Company uses Auspicious Arts as
auspicing body and holds public
liability insurance.
Industry Reference
Ebony Bott
Executive Producer, Patch Theatre /
ex-Producer at Arts Centre Melbourne
0410 703 538
ebony@patchtheatre.org.au

The 45 minute experience begins with questions to the child artist
about what kind of person their parent is, they then choose a
suitable key object, before art directing a creative portrait directly
onto their 'subject's' face. The pair then enter the studio to direct
the photoshoot. Each pair get a copy of their portrait and the
portraits can be used for an exhibition, an online gallery or as giant
paste ups around the venue/town. A new pair begin every 15
minutes.
ISYLT was developed in the ARTPLAY New Ideas Lab and will play at
Arts Centre Melb in January 2018, before heading to Krokus Festival
in Belgium.
History & background
Jessica is an artistic entrepreneur with a strong practice in imagebased theatre and participative art. Whilst varying dramatically in
scale and process, her works are deﬁned as strong sensory
experiences. Jessica has built a proﬁle creating in-theatre and small
interactive works for children including STILL AWAKE STILL! (25
venue tour of Australia plus New Victory Theatre, NY), I SEE YOU
LIKE THIS and SILK (Artplay’s New Ideas Lab works also playing at
ACM) and HOW HIGH THE SKY (co-director for Polyglot). Jessica
loves the process of engaging with diﬀerent folk through touring.
Marketing selling points
"How does your child see you?" This is the key question at the
centre of this work. Marketing should entice parents to take the
challenge which gives permission to the child to lead an exploration
of their relationship. Whilst parents are passive during the 45
minute experience, this is a welcome place to be for most, and an
opportunity to reﬂect without leading, guiding or being responsible
for their child's agency.
The photographic outcome is of a high professional standard and
can be sold as an alternative family photo opportunity.
Key audience and marketing notes
I See You Like This is an enticing product for parents and children
seeking creative experiences that they can share. The work had
strong bookings in its season at Artplay and has attracted the
interest of many festival and venue programmers including from
programmers in Europe. The majority of children attending with
their parents will be between 6 and 11 years of age. For the price of
a normal theatre ticket, each pair get to take home an incredible
professional portrait.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
I See You Like This can be presented in a number of formats.
1. As a 45 minute parent and child experience involving a physical
studio structure and a photographer (either our photographer or a
local photographer).
2. As a 2 hour workshop for up to 20 children at one time, where the

parents are invited to be 'subjects' in the second hour.
3. As a festival style experience where children use parent's smart
phones to capture their quickly made portrait. In this version, more
than 100 parent/child pairs can be engaged in one day.
Technical Information
Technical Rating

D

What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

Download Now

any indoor space
4
3

Lighting requirements
No lighting required. LED continuous lights supplied by the Company
for photography.
Audio requirements
None
Staging requirements
ISYLT is made up a portable studio constructed of coloured MDF
panels and curtains. The front face it has 2 internal shelves
displaying objects, and inside a central doorway it has a set of
backdrops and is surrounded by black curtaining. This studio is 4m x
3m. Infront of the studio we set up a space with a single table and
stools (provided by the presenter). This space is an additional 3m x
3m. Presenters can opt for diﬀerent add-ons such as video screens
displaying the images as soon as they are ready, waiting rooms etc.
We look forward to working with you to invent the right project
shape for your venue and community.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 4
Depth: 7

Height: 2.5
Wing space: na

Crew notes
2 crew required to assist with bump in and out of studio.
Transport notes
van with 4m length capacity

Alice Skye in concert
Penney and Logan
Declared one of the "5 new indigenous artists you need to hear"

Genre:
Live Music

Contact : carolyn Logan

Written by:
Alice Skye

0400441025
VIC

Directed by:
Alice Skye
Availability: 01/06/2018 01/06/2020
Duration (mins): 60 - 70
or ages: 15 - 60
Creative team
Alice Skye / Sam King / Kane King
Touring party(3 peoples)
Alice Skye | singer /keyboardist
Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 8,800.00
Per perfomance $ 2,200.00

carolyn@penneyandlogan.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/PenneyLoganPrManagemen
t/

General information
Short review
"Love the way you're working that voice. Keep writing/singing
please...." - Richard Kingsmill
"Love that stripped back, reverb ﬁlled piano and voice. Very raw,
really beautiful." - Zan Rowe
“What a heartbreaker.” - Dom Alessio
Synopsis
22 year old singer-songwriter Alice Skye is an exciting emergence in
the Indigenous pop scene.
A Wergaia woman who grew up loving Missy Higgins and living aside
the majesty of the Grampians, Alice was not short of songwriting
inspiration. She kept her burgeoning musical talents hidden from
her family, surprising everyone when she was one of eight women
to win the nationwide Alukura Competition in 2015
Alice Skye’s songs sparkle with a sensitivity and maturity well
beyond her years, accompanied by the gentle and hauntingly sparse

Industry Reference
carolyn Logan
Hobsons Bay council
0410320797
bonnie@minnow.net.au

melodies of a piano score. Very like young British singer-songwriter
Birdy, Alice’s stripped back piano melodies elevate the gentle
moodiness of her songwriting,
Declared one of the "5 new indigenous artists you need to hear"
according to Triple J. Alice will release her much anticipated debut
album in February 2018.
History & background
Penney and Logan have been operating in the entertainment
industry for over thrity years as producers, publicist, marketing ,
management. Across this time period we have promoted hundreds
of shows and have a broad experience and understanding of how to
sell tickets and present shows. Management Clients recent and
current include - Mick THomas, My Friend The Chocolate Cake, Kylie
Auldist, Frank Yamma. Publicity clients include Port Fairy Folk
Festival, Queenscliﬀ Music Festival, Brunswick Music Festival,
National Celtic Festival, Sinead O Connor, Lloyd Cole, and many
local Australian artists .
Marketing selling points
Hailed by the Courier Mail as one of the Top 5 must-see acts prior to
her incredible performance at the 2017 BIGSOUND CAAMA Music
Showcase in September, Alice’s brand new single ‘60%’ has now
been added to rotation on Triple J Unearthed and reached #3 in the
national AMRAP Airit Regional Charts in its third week. The Music
premiered the single and described it as "an ethereal, sparse
framework built on Skye's eminently warm vocal tones and piano
accompaniment,
Key audience and marketing notes
young people and people of any age who love music.. Alice is on an
exciting trajectory as industry and public alike are quickly falling in
love with her and her music. Whilst she has only performed
publically in the past year or two those shows have highlighted her
as an exciting performer to watch.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
can oﬀer workshops on songwriting and also on dreamtime story
telling
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

C
Download Now

any format
1
0.5

Lighting requirements
basic stage lighting for three performers

Audio requirements
2 x vox mics / guitar input / keybord input / drums
Staging requirements
Basic three piece stage set up - drums at back , guitar and keys /vox
at front of stage
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 2
Depth: 2

Transport notes
station wagon

Height:
Wing space:

Sun Rising, The Songs That Made Memphis.
Sun Rising, The Songs That Made memphis.
A critically acclaimed and spectacular show that tells the incredible story of Sun Records.

Genre:
Cabaret
Written by:
Damon Smith and David Cosma

Contact : David Cosma
0434607790

sunrisingaustralia@gmail.com

VIC

http://www.sunrisingaustralia.com/

Directed by:
Damon Smith and David Cosma

General information

Availability: 01/02/2019 01/02/2020
Duration (mins): 100 minutes
or ages: 18-100

Short review
Sun Rising was programmed by Barry Humphries in the
2015, Adelaide Cabaret Festival and comfortably sold out 3
shows. Audience reaction to the show was amazing and was
a result of the outstanding content and storytelling,
delivered by performers who have mastered this genre.
JOHN GLENN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER - ADELAIDE FEST CENTRE.

Creative team
David
Cosma:Writer/Narrator/Performer,
Damon Smith: Writer/Performer,
Adrian Whyte: Performer, Adam
Coad: Performer, Trent Mckenzie:
Performer.
Touring party(6 peoples)
Damon Smith | Performer/Writer
David Cosma | Performer/Writer
Adrian Whyte | Performer
Holly Ball | Performer
Adam Coad | Performer
Trent McKenzie | Performer

Synopsis
Elvis, Johnny Cash, Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins, Roy Orbison, Rufus
Thomas Jnr, Howlin' Wolf and many more... all had one thing in
common. They all launched their careers at the famous Sun Record
Company in Memphis.
You're promised an unforgettable night as 'Sun Rising- The Songs
That Made Memphis', brilliantly relive the amazing music and classic
stories of Suns early years. Paying homage to both the artists and
Suns owner/producer, Sam Phillips, this critically acclaimed show
has been selling out across the country leaving audiences yelling for
more!
This show is not to be missed so break out the brylcreem, whack on
the dancing shoes, book now and discover "where rock n roll was

Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 0.00
Per perfomance $ 4,500.00
APRA Obligations
none

Industry Reference
Zac Tyler
Adelaide Festival Centre
+61 8 8216 8942/ +61 416 879 398
Zac.Tyler@adelaidefestivalcentre.com.
au

born"
History & background
Sun Rising was a dream gig for local musicians, Damon Smith and
David Cosma. Both obsessed with the legacy of the famed, Sun
Records in Memphis, they set out to create a show that took the
audience through a guided tour of Sun Records with a focus on
Sun's creator, Sam Philips. Now, 5 years into their dream, this
critically acclaimed show has amassed a national fan base and has
sold out theatres across Australia. Considering, every component of
the show has been handled by its two creators up until now, it
seems extending our team, budgets and the scope of the show is
the natural next step.
Marketing selling points
Sun Rising has a video endorsement from the son of Sun Record's
founder, Sam Phillips.
Sun Records artist roster includes some of the biggest and most
popular names in pop culture. Elvis/Roy Orbison/Johny Cash/Jerry
Lee Lewis to name a few.
2017 and 2018 are big years for Sun Records with a television series
and Holywood movie coming out plus re-releases of music by some
of Sun Records artists.
Sun Rising don't 'dress up', wear wigs or do cheesy impersonations
of artists.
Sun Rising perform passionate and authentic renditions of songs
and have been praised by their fans for doing so
Key audience and marketing notes
Fans of 50's Rock and Roll.
Car Clubs.
Rock and Roll Dancing Clubs.
Elvis Fans. Johny Cash Fans. Jerry Lee
Lewis Fans and so on.
"Baby Boomers".
Retro and nostalgia fans.
Music fans in general.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Sun Rising's members, in particular Adam Coad (Drums) Damon
Smith (Piano) and Adrian Whyte (Guitar) can oﬀer workshops and
tutorial sessions at festivals and the like.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

d
Download Now

Flat Floor, Hall
2
1

Lighting requirements
Lighting req are minimal. Ambient lighting and possible spot lights
(for three across front of stage)
Audio requirements
5 vocal mics/piano mic/Guitar amp mic/2 x di/drums to be mic'd. 7
inputs from the desk max.
In-Brief Staging Requirements
Staging requirements
Piano
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 3
Depth: 3

Transport notes
8 seater Van.

Height: 1
Wing space:

American Song
Red Stitch and Critical Stages
If only you could ﬁnd the moment that started everything...

Genre:
Drama
Written by:
Joanna Murray-Smith

Contact : Chris Bendall, Critical Stages
02 9696 0001

chris@criticalstages.com.au

VIC

http://criticalstages.com.au

Directed by:
Tom Healey

General information

Availability: 01/09/2019 01/12/2020
Duration (mins): 85mins
or ages: 14+

Short review
“American Song is one of Joanna Murray-Smith’s most mature,
reﬁned and important works… interesting…individual and
universal…Petruzzi is such a good ﬁt for the role …powerful and so
well directed by Tom Healey.” – The Australian

Creative team
Cast: Joe Petruzzi; Set & Costume
Design: Darryl Cordell; Lighting
Design: Bronwyn Pringle;
Composition & Sound Design: Patrick
Cronin
Touring party(3 peoples)
Joe Petruzzi | Cast
TBA | Tour Manager/Mechanist
Alyssa Hall (tbc) | Stage Manager
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

Synopsis
Andy’s experience is common to many of us; the slow accumulation
of a good life: love, work, friendship, family. But unforeseen events
lead him to places he never imagined. As he heads oﬀ to work to
give the biggest presentation of his career, he wishes his teenage
son Robbie goodbye. Eight hours later, everything has changed.
The latest play from acclaimed Australian playwright Joanna MurraySmith (Honour, Switzerland), American Song tackles the confronting
and heartbreaking issue of gun violence, reaching beyond national
or cultural borders in an intimate exploration of love, forgiveness
and parental responsibility. With Murray-Smith’s characteristically
deft wit and compassion she makes a diﬃcult topic thoroughly
gripping, wryly humorous and deeply moving.

Budget
Remount cost $ 39,396.00
Weekly fee $ 11,908.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00
Royalties 14.5
APRA Obligations
Venue should have licence for preshow music, as there is a speciﬁc
playlist required as audience enters.
No other APRA requirements.

Industry Reference
Margaret Bourke
Geelong Performing Arts Centre
03 5225 1201
margaret@gpac.org.au

A profound tour-de-force for one actor, performed by Red Stitch
ensemble member Joe Petruzzi, American Song asks: What could I
have done diﬀerently? Can we ever know the moment when a good
life turns irredeemably wrong?
American Song was commissioned in the United States and ﬁrst
produced there in 2016 to great acclaim, with its acclaimed
Australian premiere at Red Stitch Theatre opening in October 2017.
History & background
Red Stitch Actors’ Theatre is Australia’s leading actors’ ensemble,
and maintains a unique organisational model which puts artists at
the centre of our practice.
We have been collaborating with regional venues since 2010, and
consider developing, producing and touring new work by Australian
writers to be pivotal to our mission. We want to ensure that new
Australian writing is widely accessible to Australian audiences, while
developing the canon of work by home-grown playwrights, and
extending the life of the works.
Marketing selling points
Opportunity to connect audiences who have previously seen a
Joanna Murray-Smith play
Excellent reviews, strong images and interviews from original
season
Potential to build interest and engagement in discussion around the
broader themes of the work: parenting and gun violence.
Presenters participating in the 2018 tour of Red Stitch’s awardwinning production Jurassica will be familiar with actor Joe Petruzzi,
and the high standard of work the company produces. This will be a
very logical follow-up to this 2018 tour
Strong team, including director Tom Healey, (Girls in Grey, The
Shape of Things)
Key audience and marketing notes
The topic of gun violence sadly never loses relevance. In this new
work, this topic is given universal relevance in a heartbreaking play
that brings this topic very close to him. With the hook of an
investigation of parenting & parental responsibility, the themes oﬀer
very broad interest.
Given Murray-Smith’s popularity & her recognition through
internationally acclaimed works such as Honour, Female of the
Species, Switzerland and Bombshells, the play has the potential to
have broad appeal to theatre-goers of all ages.
Red Stitch's 2017 best-seller, the play reached 92% capacity.
Content warning
Yes

Technical Information

Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

C
Suitable for all spaces, except raked
stage
6
2

Lighting requirements
Critical Stages will design lighting rig speciﬁcally for touring,
incorporating generic ﬁxtures, multiple coloured washes, and
specials. An ETC ION lighting desk or equivalent will tour with the
production.
Audio requirements
TOURING AUDIO GEAR
Travel with 1 x late model Mac laptop with ﬁrewire and USB ports
PLUS
o 1 x external HD drive.
o 1 x external sound card. USB 2 or 3. minimum 5 channels out. $
o 1 x 8 channel loom for 5 + channels.
Presenter to Provide:
• 1 x audio desk (digital or analogue) 8 channels or more running ...
o 2 x full range speakers for main FOH audio
o 1 x sub (if available)
o additional ﬁll speakers as/if required for the venue
o 1 x speaker located in the foyer - patchED to the audio desk for
direct control
Staging requirements
The set will be redesigned for touring.
The painted backdrop will be hung from a custom designed curved
rail, and held in place with portable push-up stands.
The wall, which will appear to be made of dry stone, will have a base
of toughed foam. The rocks handled by the performer during the
show (to create the top layer of the wall) will be real.
A wheelbarrow (also used for bump-in/bump-out) will be located on
stage, together with some other real rocks (as set dressing) and a
few small props/set pieces.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 5
Depth: 4

Height: 4
Wing space: 1

Crew notes
Bump in
Staging 1 crew x 4 hours
Lighting 2 crew x 8 hours
Lighting crew to bump in touring ﬁxtures and for focus
Sound 1 crew x 2 hours
SHOW CREW
Venue Crew 1 x 2 hours
Bump out

2 crew x 2 hours
Assist in de-rig, bump out and pack all touring equipment
Transport notes
Touring party and set can travel in 3 tonne truck plus small car.

Chores
Cluster Arts Pty Ltd and Hoopla Clique
A super-fun, high energy acrobatic circus show.

Genre:
Physical Theatre
Written by:
Julian Roberts

Contact : Deb Wilks
0433554801

debbie@clusterarts.com

QLD

http://www.clusterarts.com/portfolio/chores/

Directed by:
Julian Roberts and Derek Llewellin

General information

Availability: 01/08/2018 31/12/2019
Duration (mins): 60
or ages: 4+

Short review
“A brilliant rollercoaster of antics, humour and acrobatics ... a feel
good hour of brothers working
together - enjoyed as much by the parents as the children”.
Jeannie Merritt
Duty Oﬃce
Byron Theatre April 2017

Creative team
Julian Roberts and Derek Llewellin
Touring party(2 peoples)
Julian Roberts | Performer
Derek Llewllin | Performer
Derek Llewellin and Julian Roberts |
Technical
Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 3,750.00

Synopsis
Chores was developed in 2016 and began to do some touring in Qld
- however the Artslink collapse caused the show to stall.
In 2017 the show has toured to Byron Bay, Brisbane, Ipswich and
Sydney plus a small number of schools.
Chores is an action-packed 60 minute show, jam-packed with zany
antics as two brothers rush to
do their jobs before their Mum comes in. Using high-energy
acrobatics, audience participation and
interactive multimedia, families with kids up to 12 years old love
this wild comedy adventure.
Chores is the story of two brothers hanging out in their messy

Weekly fee $ 8,147.00
Per perfomance $ 3,000.00
Royalties 0%
APRA Obligations
Full track list of music available for
APRA

Industry Reference
Julian Ramundi
Kidtopia Festival Fairfax Events
02 9282 1059 | M: 0438 644 092
julian.ramundi@fairfaxmedia.com.au

bedroom, when they hear their
Mum approaching, and have to hustle to get their jobs done so they
can ride their bicycles! A
storyline we can all relate to, kids go crazy for the acrobatics,
juggling, major ﬂips, acrobalance and
cheeky humour.
History & background
Hoopla Clique is a team of passionate physical performance artists,
musicians and creative/events
producers.
Our reason for touring is extremely personal as both acrobats
became involved in the circus at a young age and without
performance and touring simply wouldn't have survived schooling
and education. We believe every child should have the experience
of an arts program at their school.
Performance taught us about resilience, trust, failure, success,
respect and fun! Touring taught us about opportunity, accepting
Marketing selling points
Strong education pack linked directly to the Australian curriculum
Funny and relatable to audience members
Getting kids to do their Chores - competitions/photos of kids doing
their Chores.
Key audience and marketing notes
General Audience
Families
Children aged 6+
Grandparents
School Groups
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Yes we can oﬀer workshops for both primary age and high school
students as well as adults and business people.
Up to 3 x 1 hour workshops • 40 students per workshop • 2 trainers
provided • Minimum of 2 engaged supervisors provided by venue •
Each workshop includes a fun warmup, rotation between activities
such as ball juggling, diabolo sticks, Tyre Trampolining and object
balance, 10 mins clowning around and cooling down • 6m x 6m
space needed as a minimum, i.e. a school hall. Can also be
performed outside.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

D

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
e. Proscenium Arch, Black Box, Thrust,
Theatre formats
Flat Floor, Hall
Bump in (hours)
3
Bump out (hours)
1

Lighting requirements
Non-speciﬁc lighting plot. A single wash is adequate.
Audio requirements
Sound System – music is run from an Iphone.
Speakers: Any house sound system is ﬁne. Chores can supply its
own PA in venues within driving distance of base.
Cabling: Audio Cable Supplied by Chores unless using house system.
Audio Notes: Chores sound is completely self-suﬃcient unless
travelling long distance or internationally in which case will use
house sound system. In case of using house system, a 3.5” audio
jack is needed.
Staging requirements
Flat stage with hard smooth ﬂoor surface
• Overhead obstructions: 5m clearance
• 1 x 240 electrical cable to stage
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 8m
Depth: 6m

Height: 5m
Wing space:

Transport notes
The set can be carried in a Landcruiser Troupi - All props and
equipment is easy carried for Chores however it is preferred the
truck be as close to the venue as possible to aid with the unloading.
If performance is indoor

Driftwood
Casus Circus
A sensational new circus show that will leave you on the edge of your seat.

Genre:
Circus
Written by:
The Stage
Directed by:
Natano Fa'anana, Jesse Scott,
Lachlan Mcaulay
Availability: 01/01/2019 31/08/2019
Duration (mins): 60
or ages: 6+
Creative team
Natano Fa'anana - Co-founder, Jesse
Scott - Co-founder, Lachlan Mcaulay Co-founder, Kali Retallack - Ensemble
Member, Phoebe Carlson - Ensemble
Member
Touring party(6 peoples)
Natano Fa'anana | Cofounder, Artist
Jesse Scott | Cofounder, Artist
Lachlan Mcaulay | Cofounder, Artist
Kali Retallack | Artist
Phoebe Carlson | Artist
TBC | Production Manager

Contact : Kate Malone
0448115698

admin@casus.com.au

QLD

http://casus.com.au

General information
Short review
★★★★★
“Dazzling…incredibly impressive…”
Synopsis
In this colourful and turbulent concoction of pure joy and intimacy,
watch Casus bring a blank canvas to life and reveal in our innate
need for human contact.
This is a circus show that does not let you forget that to feel is to be
human and in a moment of danger, a grasping hold is survival.
The unique acrobatic shapes signature to Casus abound in this
journey of explosive encounters, hidden looks, and humorous
discoveries.
Accompany Casus as we surge forward… Together
History & background
Casus is recognised as a leader in contemporary circus on the
international stage. The company is 100% independent and relies
on touring to sustain income. asus Circus performances are rich in
human connection, integrity, cultural diversity and precise,
intelligent choreography. Acrobats ﬁll the stage with momentum

Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

and stillness, with strength and fragility, and overwhelm audiences
with breathless emotion that often leads to a silent theatre
throughout the performance– followed by a standing ovation at the
end.

Budget
Remount cost $ 14,296.00
Weekly fee $ 18,996.00
Per perfomance $ 3,600.00

Marketing selling points
Oﬀ stage, Casus actively work to maintain their human connections
through community engagement, education, and collaboration
alongside their performance works.
Community engagement is encouraged - whether it be workshops,
Q&A's after shows or work experience, the company love to engage
with the local artists and community.

Industry Reference
Stefan Greder
Brisbane Festival
07 3833 5427
stefan.greder@brisbanefestival.com.au

Key audience and marketing notes
Packed with spellbinding movement and high physicality, their
extraordinary choreography explores the innate need for human
contact.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Yes - workshops and masterclasses for all ages.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

C-B
Proscenium Arch, Black Box, Tent
6
3

Lighting requirements
See technical rider
Audio requirements
See technical rider
Staging requirements
See technical rider
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 6
Depth: 4

Height: 5.5
Wing space:

Crew notes
Crew required
Transport notes
8 seater people mover. Can travel easy by plane.

The Hunter. The Hunted.
James Pratt Company 13
Desire can be wonderful, can drive you crazy and can even get you killed.

Genre:
Drama
Written by:
Company 13

Contact : James Pratt
0413014506

jamprat@aapt.net.au

VIC

https://company13.com.au/

Directed by:
James Pratt

General information

Availability: 01/02/2019 01/12/2019
Duration (mins): 60
or ages: 16+

Short review
The Hunter. The Hunted. is a beautiful blend of dark humour and a
classic love story. It will have you cackling with laughter one
moment and crying in the next, a testament to the thoughtfulness
of the piece and its creators. Allow yourself to let go for an hour,
and soak up the beauty of The Hunter. The Hunted. JOHANNA
GOGOS — AUGUST 25, 2016 www.theatrepeople.com.au

Creative team
Fiona Roake - Performer, Christian
Bagin - Performer, John Forman Performer, Aurora Kurth - Performer,
James Pratt - Director/Producer
Touring party(5 peoples)
James Pratt | Director/Producer
Fiona Roake | Performer
Christian Bagin | Performer
John Forman | Performer
Aurora Kurth | Performer
Richard Vabre | Lighting designer
Media
Promo Video 1

Synopsis
Three theatrical styles are interwoven to produce a work that
examines the ways that desire, love and infatuation creates havoc
with our rational sense of who we are.
The show blends an overblown gothic melodrama full of the passion
of the Romantic period, the Dadaist stupidity of a troupe of clowns
and the confessional realism of personal stories. The show is
accessible, joyful and dramatic. The personal contemporary storytelling and the absurdity of the clowning contrast with the
melodramatic style and allow the ensemble to rejoice, celebrate and
satirise our the tug of war between passion and pragmatism.
‘The Hunter. The Hunted’ was born from a creative development
supported by Arts Victoria 2012. This development culminated in a

Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 9,870.00
Weekly fee $ 8,875.00
Per perfomance $ 2,650.00

Industry Reference
Vanessa O'Neil
Malthouse Theatre
+61 3 9685 5164
voneill@malthousetheatre.com.au

peer showing. The company went on to self-fund a further
development which resulted in a public showcase of The Hunter.
The Hunted at The Substation, Newport Oct 2013. The show was
then premiered at La Mama in 2016 at the Tour
Original musical compositions played live by the ensemble, provide
depth to the emotional landscapes. The complicite of the
performers, and their combined authorship create a vital and unique
quality to the work.
History & background
Company 13’s makes theatre to enliven and provoke audiences. The
work is funny, grotesque and dramatic. We value work that is
accessible and enriching for the audience.
We trained in the European physical theatre forms - melodrama,
clown, commedia, mime, bouﬀon. Our style is a modern synthesis of
these forms.
We are working to be a viable sustainable theatre company making
devised original work in Australia. Our show ‘Macdeth’ will tour
regional Victoria in 2018 and our desire is to secure a tour in 2019
for ‘The Hunter.The Hunted’ to continue to develop our relationships
with regional presenters.
Marketing selling points
It’s a horror thriller, it’s ‘Frankenstein’ meets ‘Hound of the
Baskervilles’, full of passion and tragedy, It’s funny and dramatic.
This show speaks directly to the melodrama of love and desire, so
it’s perfect for teenagers and their parents. It’s not a ‘message’
show but explores universal themes that will connect generations
and get them talking.
It will suit high school students particularly those studying art and
drama. Venues may want to invest in group booking discounts for
schools and family groups. A discount could be oﬀered to adults who
bring a teenager. or the other way round.
Key audience and marketing notes
The show is designed to be accessible for a broad audience, a work
that is both comic and dramatic. The themes and are highly relevant
to teenagers and the theatrical style perfect for high school
students studying drama and theatre.
The show would be attractive to those venues who have already
booked our previous show Macdeth, providing those audiences with
a more adult themed follow up show.
The work is attractive in that it is a high quality original Australian
work that addresses humanistic themes.
‘…ensemble physical theatre at its best, go see for yourself.’ Claire
Bowditch ABC 774.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
The show is not speciﬁcally designed for community engagement.
The show is designed to bring diﬀerent generations together,
speciﬁcally parents and teenagers to talk about relationships and
the anguish our obsession can inﬂict upon us.
All members of the ensemble are skilled and experienced workshop

facilitators and speciﬁcally we would be able to oﬀer workshops for
high school drama students that would focus on Company 13’s
unique style of performance.
These workshops would be tailored to ﬁt in and augment the
students area of study.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

C
Download Now

Black box, ﬂat ﬂoor
4
1

Lighting requirements
This is a link to drop box ﬁle that contains a: Channel Schedule, a
Lighting Design Plan and a Lighting Tech Rider.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fyxqe59z9mquq5f/AACu_HCasxAUKJ1X
9i0iJRxEa?dl=0
Audio requirements
PA system with two DI's and a microphone and stand
Staging requirements
There are three ﬂats on wheels supplied by the company. All
musical instruments are supplied by the company. The show
requires wings either Tabs 2 metres in width or part of the stage
design
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 8m
Depth: 8m

Height: 4m
Wing space: 2m

Crew notes
One venue staﬀ would be required to help bump in and bump out.
One venue tech would operate lights and need basic sound skills
Transport notes
The show including props and costume and set and actors would be
able to travel in two vans.

ORCHA
ORCHA
violin + beats

Genre:
Live Music
Written by:
ORCHA

Contact : Brandon Le Gallez
0407362459

hello@brandonlegallez.com

VIC

http://orchamusic.com/

Directed by:
n/a

General information

Availability: 01/01/2018 30/06/2018
Duration (mins): 35 - 50
or ages: 18 - 25

Short review
★★★★
‘This rules. There’s deﬁnitely a space internationally for this forward
thinking electronic music.’- Tommy Faith, triple j Unearthed
‘He [ORCHA] has a voice that reminds me of Sigur Rós frontman
Jónsi… a real treat for the senses.’- Acid Stag
‘ORCHA is the product of experimentation gone oh-so-very well... a
world of soothing and evocative music.’ Speaker TV

Creative team
Matt Sheers (ORCHA) violin/vocals
Touring party(2 peoples)
Matt Sheers | Artist (violin/vocals)
Crispin Newmarch | Drums
Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 0.00
Per perfomance $ 500.00

Synopsis
ORCHA is the project of innovative brainchild and Melbourne
violinist/composer Matt Sheers. Combining the intricate sounds of
the violin with rich beats, soaring vocals and moody ambience, it’s a
constant exploration of harmonic possibilities into dreamlike,
textured compositions. Transcending the traditional boundaries of
the violin, its world of sound goes far beyond the constraints of a
single instrument. As an accomplished performer, ORCHA draws on
a wealth of experience in electronic, folk, jazz and classical genres
forming a pastiche of sound that stretches the violin into a new,
ethereal and evocative realm of sound. It crosses the planes of
acoustic and electronic with ease and simplicity, creating one of the

APRA Obligations
Artist is a full writer member of APRA

most honest expressions of pure music-making, unique songwriting
and brilliant musicianship.

Industry Reference

History & background
ORCHA is the project of innovative brainchild and Melbourne
violinist/composer Matt Sheers.

Kerstin Schulenburg
Melbourne Recital Centre
03 9207 2649
Kerstin.Schulenburg@melbournerecital
.com.au

Since independently releasing his debut EP Bodybound in May this
year, ORCHA has found himself spotting gigs for local acts such as
Tulalah, Rat & Co, Hemm, Fierce Mild, Luboku, Cool Explosions, Zol
Balint, WVRBVBY and Neeko - - ﬁlling some of Melbourne's ﬁnest
venues such as The Curtin, The Gasometer Hotel, The Toﬀ, Workers
Club and Northcote Social with his unique sound and setup.
Touring is the next stage in the ORCHA project, developing audience
reach beyond the Melbourne metro area.
Marketing selling points
The sounds of ORCHA goes beyond electronic, folk, jazz and
classical genres. A combination of intricate violin sounds mixed with
rich beats, soaring vocals and a moody ambience that constantly
explores the harmonic possibilities into dreamlike, textured
compositions.
Use press quotes (included in EPK), use embedded sound and video
links to showcase the sound of the work.
Talk about similar/related artists, ones he's supported at other gigs
(Hemm/Rat & Co/Fierce Mild/Luboku).
Key audience and marketing notes
Predominantly aged 18 - 25 evenly split to M/F - slightly skewed to
female
Digitally engaged (1) Instagram and secondary (2) Facebook
Listens to PBS FM / 3RRR / Triple J Unearthed
Is a fan of similar artists such as Nicholas Jaar, Memory Tapes,
Ratatat, Andrew Bird, Bonobo, Jonsi
Has most likely attended a community focused music festival such
as Paradise, Grampians Music Festival, Freedom Time, Pitch Music &
Arts, Innervarnika or Strawberry Fields
Identiﬁes with social causes (animal protections, environmentalism,
equality)
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
n/a
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Download Now

n/a
4
1

Audio requirements
Violin requirements:
Stereo DI for Violin Output
Stereo DI for Ableton Triggered Samples
Drum requirements:
Stereo DI for Sample Pad
One single DI for Electronic Kick Pedal
Mic’s for Snare + Cymbals
Staging requirements
Drums (Roland SPDSX Sample Pad / Roland KT10 Electronic Kick
Pedal / Highhat / Cymbal / Snare drum) + Table on keyboard stand
for APC40 / Ableton Controller / Laptop / Audio Interface + Mic for
vocals
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: n/a
Depth: n/a
Crew notes
n/a
Transport notes
n/a

Height: n/a
Wing space: n/a

Oil Babies
Lab Kelpie
As the extinction of the human race looms, three women cycle for our lives.

Genre:
Drama
Written by:
Petra Kalive

Contact : Adam Fawcett
0409 234 618

adam@labkelpie.com

VIC

http://www.labkelpie.com

Directed by:
Petra Kalive

General information

Availability: 01/01/2020 31/12/2021
Duration (mins): 60
or ages: 15+

Short review
"This show is what happens when a small group of brilliant and
creative people come together: they create something wonderful."
★★★★★ - Theatre People on A PRUDENT MAN (2016, Lab Kelpie)

Creative team
Petra Kalive – Writer & Director
Xanthe Beesley – Movement Director
Andrew Bailey – Set & Costume
Design Darius Kedros – Sound Design
& Compositions Andy Turner –
Lighting Design Lyall Brooks –
Assistant Director Christa Johnathan –
SM/PM Adam Fawcett – Producer

"This may very well be the birth of a future Australian classic."
★★★★★ - The Music on SPENCER (2017, Lab Kelpie)

Touring party(4 peoples)
TBC | Performer
TBC | Performer
TBC | Performer
TBC | Stage Manager/Mech

Synopsis
An exciting contemporary work blending narrative, durational
exertion, science and technology, Oil Babies explores the
complexities of our relationship to climate change.
Blending lyrical text, rapid-ﬁre twitter-like information, domestic
drama, and poetic-imagery, it will present audiences with a work
that speaks directly to the concerns they hold now.
Written and directed by Green Room-nominated Petra Kalive and
featuring a creative team known for pushing the boundaries of
theatre making, Oil Babies will feature an all-female cast that
reﬂects the diversity of Australia.

Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Women power this play, literally and ﬁguratively; riding bicycles that
generate the power to light the show; bearing children that bear the
promise of the next generation. Throughout this piece, the body –
particularly women’s bodies – are used as a metaphor to explore our
world: our need to control it, our desire to want it to look and be a
certain way, and our ultimate lack of respect for it.

Budget
Remount cost $ 16,368.00
Weekly fee $ 10,708.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00
Royalties 13.5

A dangerous, pithy and at times comedic work, Oil Babies
repositions our life as one on the precipice of a planet dramatically
changing - and perhaps the moment before our own extinction.

APRA Obligations
Lab Kelpie will be responsible for any
APRA approval and payment.
Notes
As Oil Babies is a work in
development, costs are yet to be
conﬁrmed.
Industry Reference
Marisa Cesario
Gasworks Arts Park
03 8606 4203
marisa@gasworks.org.au

History & background
Lab Kelpie is an award-winning not-for-proﬁt theatre company
dedicated to the production of new work by Australian playwrights.
We actively seek out works that engage audiences by interrogating
with intelligence and vigour how relationships, power, family, love
and politics function in the twenty ﬁrst century.
Touring allows us to maintain a sustainable arts practice where we
can support artists, remain strong advocates of new Australian
writing and deliver exciting contemporary stories to regional and
metropolitan audiences.
Marketing selling points
Oil Babies has two major hooks – the topical nature of CLIMATE
CHANGE and the obvious relevance this has for all types of
audiences, and a story that centres exclusively around the narrative
of WOMEN.
This opens up the work to a large audience base, and venues should
strive to highlight both of these hooks in their marketing to draw in
audiences, particularly female (who are the largest ticket buyers)
and youth audiences.
Lab Kelpie will provide venues with a professionally shot promo
video and marketing collateral branded to each venue to help
promote these hooks and reach your local audience base.
Key audience and marketing notes
The target audiences for Oil Babies will comprise of:
- 15-18 year old students who can explore a work that touches on
international issues
- 15 to 35 year olds who are particularly engaged around
social/environmental issues
- female audiences seeking work that puts them at the centre of the
narrative and can relate to the lived experiences of our three female
characters
- the 35+ market who enjoy intelligent theatre around ‘meatier’
themes
- lovers of independent theatre (all ages and demographics)
- audience advocates of new Australian writing
Content warning
No

Community Engagement activities
For this production we will have a range of engagement
opportunities available, from exploring the themes of the play itself
to sharing the artistic working methods of the writer, creatives
and/or performers.
Every show Lab Kelpie presents comes with a Community
Engagement and Education Menu, as well as comprehensive
Teachers’ Resources.
Oil Babies also presents an excellent opportunity for senior
secondary students in Drama (ie VCE Units 2 & 3) and Theatre
Studies (3 & 4), as well as Years 9-12 Sociology, Environmental
Studies, Geography and English.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

C
Download Now

Black box & proscenium arch
4
3

Lighting requirements
Venue to supply:
- Basic house stock
- 36-channel LX rig
- Memory console
- onstage dimmable circuits for toured set electrics
- light haze
Audio requirements
Venue to supply:
- Mixer with audio input
- Good quality FOH speakers
Staging requirements
The set will be designed to be tourable. Plans are currently in
development, and will be ﬁnalised in time for the Showcase Victoria
presentation menu.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 8
Depth: 6

Height: 4
Wing space: 0

Crew notes
1 x LX and 1 x general crew for bump in and out required.
Transport notes
Entire tech travels in three-tonne truck. Access to loading bay

preferable. Cast to travel by car.

The Travelling Sisters – Toupé
MILKE
This infectious trio conjure up characters and twists you won’t see coming.

Genre:
Comedy
Written by:
The Travelling Sisters

Contact : Laura Milke-Garner
0418343255

laura@milke.com.au

VIC

http://www.milke.com.au/

Directed by:
Kimberly Twiner

General information

Availability: 01/06/2018 01/12/2019
Duration (mins): 60
or ages: 25-40

Short review
★★★★★ ‘insane geniuses of sketch comedy’ - Great Scott
★★★★★ ‘like no act you have ever seen’ - TheatrePeople

Creative team
Lucy Fox, Laura Trenerry, Ell Sachs Writer/Performer, Kimberly Twiner Director, Laura Milke-Garner Producer
Touring party(3 peoples)
Laura Trenerrry | Performer
Lucy Fox | Performer
Ell Sachs | Performer
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

Synopsis
The Travelling Sisters are rapidly becoming one of Australia’s top
comedy acts, picking up awards between hitch hikers as they speed
round the festival circuit. Travelling and sometimes living out of
their Mazda named Kim, this comedy trio ﬁrmly placed themselves
as the ones to watch when nominated for Best Newcomer Award at
the 2017 Melbourne International Comedy Festival and winners of
the Best Comedy & the New Zealand Tour Ready Award at the 2017
Melbourne Fringe Festival.
True to their name, The Travelling Sisters played their ﬁrst gig in a
hair salon in Brisbane in 2013 and since then have clocked up
masses of miles touring to Edinburgh Fringe Festival and playing
shows in London, Berlin, Prague Fringe Festival, Bedford Fringe
Festival, Glastonbury Festival, Bath Comedy Festival and the
Clockenﬂap Festival in Hong Kong.
With a busting hour of oﬀbeat sketch comedy, these ‘damn ﬁne

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 0.00
Per perfomance $ 3,800.00
Royalties 8

belles of the sassy bizarre’ (Australian Arts Review) combine
hilarious characters, musical comedy with killer harmonies and a
touch of the absurd. With their suitcase full to the brim of ridiculous
wigs and costumes, this infectious trio conjure up twists and turns
you won't see coming.

APRA Obligations
N/A

History & background
MILKE is a producing company based in Melbourne. MILKE
represents a variety of performers and acts and the nature of our
business to focus on producing high-quality work. MILKE has
produced work for Sydney Opera House, The Arts Centre, Melbourne
International Comedy Festival, Melbourne Fringe Festival, Adelaide
Cabaret Festival, and Adelaide Fringe Festival. (www.milke.com.au)
Touring is one of our key factor of MILKE to ensure that the life of
our productions reach as many audience members as we can and in
turn make the show and aritsts more sustainable.

Notes
N/A
Industry Reference
Toby Sullivan
Malthouse
96855165
tsullivan@malthousetheatre.com.au

Marketing selling points
WINNER BEST COMEDY 2017 Melbourne Fringe Festival
WINNER New Zealand Tour Ready Award 2017 Melbourne Fringe
Festival
NOMINATED Best Newcomer 2017 Melbourne International Comedy
Festival
Great comedy
Award-winning creative team
Sold out season for their previous shows
Key audience and marketing notes
Comedy, Sketch Comedy & Theatre going audiences
Audiences who like something diﬀerent from their comedy but not
too out there
High quality show
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
Drama Fun (ages 10-16) We will explore the principles of drama and
performance as an ensemble through games and exercises. The
workshop will focus on building conﬁdence, developing techniques
for the stage and having fun in performing. Will do movement, voice
and engaging and inclusive theatre games and exercises in a
physical, fast paced and energetic workshop.
15 + Workshops (Play in Performance) also available.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Any of the above
3
0.5

Lighting requirements
The Travelling Sisters requires basic lighting design and rigging.
Audio requirements
The sound for The Travelling Sisters requires 3 microphones, an
auxiliary connection (for laptop), PA system and DI for acoustic
guitar.
Staging requirements
The Travelling Sisters uses a portable set 2m x 2m. It can be folded
down to 1m x 1m for storage purposes. This will also store the
costumes and props.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 4
Depth: 2.5

Height: 1
Wing space: 2

Crew notes
N/A
Transport notes
Tarago or similar - all cast/crew can drive

The Iron Maiden
Happy Haps Productions
Circus strong woman collides with 80s tribute act in an explosion of circus, strength and silliness.

Genre:
Circus
Written by:
Hannah Cryle

Contact : Hannah Cryle
0431022309

hannahcryle@gmail.com

VIC

https://www.happyhapsproductions.com/

Directed by:
Nicci Wilks

General information

Availability: 01/06/2018 01/01/2021
Duration (mins): 55
or ages: 10yrs+

Short review
"Behind the costume changes, hula hooping, lip syncing, head
banging and contemporary dance, Cryle has a very important
message about respecting female performers and supporting the
women around you in every day life....you’ll fall in love with her
charismatic energy and loveable charm." - Chloe Metcalfe (Adelaide
Advertiser)

Creative team
Hannah Cryle (Performer), Nicci Wilks
(Outside Eye Director), Frank Minitti
(Lighting Designer).
Touring party(2 peoples)
Hannah Cryle | Performer
Felicia Lannen | Sound Op
Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 600.00

Synopsis
Most people have heard of the traditional circus "Strong Man" but
have no idea what it's like to be a modern circus strong man, or a
circus strong woman for that matter. As society moves away from
archaic traditions, so does the circus. So who is the modern strong
woman? And what happens when we take her out of the circus and
put her on her own?
Going it alone is never an easy feat. A fact circus performer/strong
woman Hannah Cryle learns as she embarks on a neon technicolour
journey of circus, lip-synching, head banging and several costume
changes…alone. The Iron Maiden is a funny and heart-warming
show that sees Hannah exploring the notion of what it takes to be

Weekly fee $ 4,020.00
Per perfomance $ 1,500.00
Royalties 4.5
APRA Obligations
Venues will require a Casual Public
Performances License. Usually
$101.75
Notes
This show can tour in tandem with
"The Very Circusy Caterpillar" for a
drastically reduced weekly fee. All
venues who have previously
presented Pants Down Circus ROCK
can program 1 circus workshop
(appropriate for all ages) free of
additional fee.
Industry Reference
Tony Smith
City of Boroondara, Arts
Programming Oﬃcer Hawthorn Arts
Centre
0407 440 784
tony.smith@boroondara.vic.gov.au

strong and brave, especially for a woman. She’ll awe and delight
you with her feats of strength, aerial chains, skipping, hula-hoops
and band miming (who needs multiple people for a full band
anyway?) and leave you chuckling with her quick-witted stage
banter.
At the heart of this powerful show is a distinct message of
empowerment. Going it alone can be tough, but Hannah shows us
that we make more ground and demand more respect as an
ensemble.
History & background
Happy Haps Productions creates and tours entertaining and
accessible shows that all feature strong female characters and
promote gender equality. Founded by Hannah Cryle (manager and
producer of Pants Down Circus), Happy Haps currently has multiple
productions touring Australia and world wide. In 2017 Happy Haps
presented shows to over 6000 audience members in Australia, New
Zealand, Canada and the UK. After touring regionally, nationally and
internationally with Pants Down Circus, Hannah has decided to focus
on projects that best suit regional Australian venues.
Marketing selling points
The show takes an intriguing archetypal character (The Circus
Strong Woman) and puts her into an exciting and familiar world. It
pairs traditional circus stunts, with 80s glam rock, ridiculousness
and very big hair. This a solo performance by Hannah Cryle the
strong woman from Pants Down Circus ROCK, a show that
completed a tour of regional Victoria in 2015. Its a deeper look at an
artist the audience has already met.
Key audience and marketing notes
People who enjoyed Pants Down Circus ROCK will come to see this
show to experience what Hannah is capable of on her own. Families
with upper primary aged children and teens will enjoy the show
because it is fast paced, funny and touches on some hot button
topics for this age group around gender equality. Anyone who
remembers the 80s fondly will love the music, costumes, big hair
and glitter.
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
Violence against women happens in epidemic proportions in
Australia. Women in regional, rural and remote areas are more likely
than women in urban areas to experience domestic and family
violence.
Iron Maiden approaches the subject of respect in a completely
accessible and entertainment based format. The impact of
approaching such an important subject in this way has proven to be
overwhelmingly positive. Hannah will always maker herself available
to talk to the audience after every performance and readily provide
contact details in case anybody wants to remain in contact.

Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

D

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
Pros Arch, Black Box, Thrust, Flat Floor,
Theatre formats
Hall, Small Hall, Outdoors
Bump in (hours)
3
Bump out (hours)
1
Lighting requirements
For venue to supply,
• 1 colour front wash. 3 zones of lighting being op, c, ps
• 5x tri colour led parcan back light.
• 2x tri colour led parcan side light.
• Prerig of lighting except for the toured units.
• 6X Led tri colour or Quad colour Parcan
56 channels of 2.4kw dimming
12 channels of 2.kw distribution
Minimum Console requirement: LSC Clarity Pc. Operator who knows
how to use
it (the lighting designer is not the board operator.)
Audio requirements
Pre-recorded music played from CD/computer/iPad
1 x Wireless handheld mic
Staging requirements
This show includes aerial performance.
Risk assessment document is available on request.
There is a static aerial chains act in the show. The chains will rigged
by the performer during the show.
Chains is the ﬁnale act of the show, so once let in, they will not need
to be struck until re-setting the show. The performer (Hannah), who
is a trained aerialists and licensed rigger, will carry out all mid show
rigging. Hannah reserves the right to deem the rigging unsafe in
any venue and remove the chains act from the show as a result. She
has been performing aerials for over 20 years and has rigged aerial
equipment in more than 50 regional venues across Australia.
The chains are rigged from 1 point at a minimum height of 4.5m
FOR VENUES THAT CANNOT SUPPORT AERIALS, the company will be
touring with a freestanding tripod rig.
• Assembly of the rig requires one additional hour during bump in.
• Minimum space requirements are 5mx5m with 5m height
clearance
• Engineers certiﬁcate available
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 5
Depth: 5

Height: 5
Wing space: 1

Crew notes
One crew member will be required to operate lights during bump in
and performance.

Transport notes
1 tonne van.

Blood on the Dance Floor
ILBIJERRI Theatre Company
Jacob Boehme's award-winning blend of theatre, image, text and choreography.

Genre:
Physical Theatre, Dance
Written by:
Jacob Boehme

Contact : J-Maine Beezley
0393299097

jermaine@ilbijerri.com.au

VIC

http://ilbijerri.com.au/

Directed by:
Isaac Drandic

General information

Availability: 01/07/2018 31/12/2018
Duration (mins): 55 Minutes
or ages: 15+

Short review
THE AGE | Cameron Woodhead | 2 June 2016
“Theatre and dance don't usually achieve such compelling synergy
as they do under Isaac Drandic's direction. And Boehme is
marvelous: his charismatic presence and easy smile, graceful
movement and the emotional intelligence behind his storytelling
make this an entertaining, moving work that elicits as much
empathy as laughter. 4 ½ stars”

Creative team
Performer - Jacob Boehme,
Choreographer Mariaa Randall,
Sound designer James Henry,
Projection Designer Keith Deverell,
Special Designer Jenny Hector,
Costume Designer Kelsey Henderson,
Dramaturg Chris Mead, Movement
Consultant Rinske Ginsberg, Producer
ILBIJERRI Theatre Company
Touring party(2 peoples)
Jacob Boehme | Performer
TBC | Production/Stage Manager
Media

Synopsis
We hold memories in our blood.
It connects us. It deﬁnes us.
BLOOD ON THE DANCE FLOOR explores the legacies and memories
of our bloodlines, our need for community – and how this most
precious ﬂuid unites and divides us.
An Australian Indigenous choreographer, dancer and writer from the
Narangga and Kaurna nations of South Australia, Jacob Boehme was
diagnosed with HIV in 1998. In search of answers, he reached out to
his ancestors. Through a powerful blend of theatre, image, text and

Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Budget
Royalties 14%
APRA Obligations
Three existing songs are used with
APRA payable

Industry Reference
Narelle Lewis
Performing Lines
02 9319 0066
narelle@performinglines.org.au

choreography, Boehme pays homage to their ceremonies whilst
dissecting the politics of gay, Blak and poz identities.
BLOOD ON THE DANCE FLOOR is an unapologetic, passionate and
visceral narrative that traverses time, space and characters. A story
of our need to love and be loved, Boehme’s striking monologue
reveals our secret identities and our deepest fears, seeking to
invoke ancestral lineage in a contemporary quest for courage and
hope.
History & background
ILBIJERRI is one of Australia’s leading Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Theatre Company.
We create challenging and inspiring theatre creatively controlled by
Indigenous artists. Each year we travel to national, regional and
remote locations across Australia, and the world.
Our collaborative relationships with communities and artists are at
the heart of our creative process and all our work empowers and
enlightens our audiences.
Marketing selling points
-Based on Jacob’s own lived experience, this story highlights the
challenges and enduring spirit of someone living at the intersection
of the Aboriginal, queer and HIV-positive communities.
-Highly-accessible and engaging, this show allows audiences to
engage with aﬀecting subject matter through a humourous, warm
and completely open performance.
-Award-winning production from a well-renowned team, including
choreographer Mariaa Randall and director Isaac Drandic.
Key audience and marketing notes
-First Nation audiences. This is an urgent story from an Aboriginal
perspective highlighting important health and cultural issues.
-Queer audiences. This show tells a story of love and acceptance
common to the gay experience. It highlights an ongoing public
health issue (both HIV and mental health) faced by all members of
the queer community.
-Regular theatregoers. This is an accessible story for all
theatregoing audiences. It opens a window for straight & white
audiences, dealing with serious subject matter with humour and
sensitivity.
-Dance audiences, High School Students & new audiences
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
-Engagement activities aim to help facilitate urgent conversations
about inclusion, education and reducing stigma for all members of
the community – straight, queer, poz, black and white
-Jacob can meet with local artists and/or service providers pre-tour
to introduce you and your community to the work, run
workshops/discussions & attend fundraisers
-Partnerships being developed with sexual health orgs to provide
information and host conversations about services they oﬀer to
communities

-Storytelling Workshops working with a local artist around the theme
of ‘getting ready for a
date’
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

B
Download Now

Black box & proscenium arch spaces
9
2

Lighting requirements
BLOOD’s LX design utilises standard conventional ﬁxtures. Generic
plans can be provided; venue speciﬁc plans will be made available.
LX pre-rig to be completed by Presenter prior to Company arrival
with all ﬁxtures patched, coloured and ﬂashed.
All ﬁxtures should be fully operational and safety compliant.
Associated barn doors, gel frames safety chains etc will be made
available to Company.
The show contains a single followspot cue (potentially operated
from FOH control).
Audio requirements
Sound is a critical component. Show runs from a MacBook Pro
running Qlab3, with intensity varying throughout. Depending on
venue size, artist ampliﬁcation may be necessary.
The principal set element is a large rear projection screen to be
provided by the Presenter. In addition, 1 x Projector (min 7000 ansilumens) black sharkstooth gauze is also to be provided by
Presenter.
Staging requirements
Non-raked, matte black stage. BLOOD takes place on a black tarkett
min 8m x 4m.
A large rear projection screen with capacity to be freestanding
(8.5mw x 4.5mh) is set at rear of playing space. A black sharkstooth
gauze is stretched over the screen.
Access to auditorium from stage is required during performance.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 10m wide
Depth: 12m (to accomodate rear projection)

Transport notes
Freight
BLOOD consists of 6 cases
• RP Projector
• RP Screen
• Gauze

Height: 6m
Wing space:

• Show control
• LX control
• Costume/ Props/ Accessories

Sunset Strip
Critical Stages
A story about love, family dysfunction and making the best of shitty situations & prosthetic breasts

Genre:
Drama
Written by:
Suzie Miller

Contact : Chris Bendall
02 9252 6340

chris@criticalstages.com.au

NSW

http://criticalstages.com.au

Directed by:
Anthony Skuse

General information

Availability: 01/02/2019 30/11/2020
Duration (mins): 90
or ages: 14-65+

Short review
“Sunset Strip is a wonderful new Australian play that is presented
with a recognisable truth and honesty. Finding hope in darkness,
questioning whether habits can be changed and the importance of
love and family is examined with a humour in amongst the hurt with
a perfect balance that gives hope without sugar coating reality.”
Broadway World.

Creative team
Designer: Emma Vine; Lighting
Designer: Verity Hampson; Sound
Designer: Benjamin Freeman;
Original cast: Emma Jackson, Simon
Lyndon, Lex Marinos and Georgina
Symes
Touring party(6 peoples)
Emma Jackson | Cast
Simon Lyndon | Cast
Lex Marinos | Cast
Georgina Symes | Cast
tbc | Production/Technical Manager
tbc | Stage Manager

Synopsis
At Sunset Strip the only people left are those who couldn’t leave.
Arriving home after a bout of chemotherapy to this once thriving
summer hot spot, Caroline ﬁnds the lake completely dried up, the
holiday-makers long gone.
Yet her younger sister, the ever-optimistic Phoebe, remains
doggedly hopeful. Between a stint in rehab, caring for her father
whose dementia is only alleviated by training his goldish, and losing
her kids temporarily to DOCS, Phoebe has managed to ﬁnd love in
Teddy, a local fallen fella with a big heart. And now that Caroline is
back, Phoebe is determined to make life fabulous.

Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 39,955.00
Weekly fee $ 17,316.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00
Royalties 14.5
APRA Obligations
We will be applying for APRA for
tracks used in the original
production. The cost is included in
the royalties listed above.

Industry Reference
Karen Rodgers
Griﬃn Theatre Company
02 9332 1052
karen@griﬃntheatre.com.au

Suzie Miller examines all manners of love, family dysfunction and
making the best of shitty situations and prosthetic breasts.
Featuring an outstanding and deeply moving performance from
Australian icon Lex Marinos, Sunset Strip ﬁnds the humour in
tragedy and creates an unlikely path for humanity to triumph.
History & background
CRITICAL STAGES is one of Australia’s leading producers of touring
theatre. Its brief is to make outstanding independent theatre
accessible to audiences everywhere. The company has toured
productions by some of Australia’s leading theatre makers to
regional and remote audiences across Australia and New Zealand.
Marketing selling points
Sunset Strip tackles key health issues of breast cancer and
dementia, wrapped in an accessible, warm and uplifting domestic
drama. The themes of breast cancer and dementia are explored in
real situations, lovingly and authentically. There are laughs along
the way, tears and moments of sheer joy.
New work by award-winning acclaimed Australian playwright, Suzie
Miller.
Critical acclaimed performance by Australian icon Lex Marinos.
Other actors all well-known MTC, STC, Bell and Mainstage ﬁlm and
TV stars, including Emma Jackson (from Force Majeure's acclaimed
touring production FOOD).
Key audience and marketing notes
Sunset Strip is recommended for 14+. The original season
demonstrated that this production has wide appeal, receiving a
wonderful response from both adult audiences and school groups.
There are niche marketing opportunities with health professionals.
Many surgeons and doctors, nurses and carers attended on special
nights. The original season also had a strong engagement from
breast cancer survivors.
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
During the premiere season, the playwright and producers hosted a
number of functions and events before and after the show with
women who had survived breast cancer, including fundraisers for
NSW breast clinics, and an overall sponsorship by the McGrath
Foundation. We intend to work with these organisations again, as
well as other health organisations, to build broad engagement with
the community alongside the tour.
Post-show Q&As are available.
The production received an incredibly positive reaction from school
groups. An education kit will be developed for the tour.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

C

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

Download Now

Proscenium Arch, Black Box, Thrust, Hall
8
4

Lighting requirements
Critical Stages will design lighting rig speciﬁcally for touring,
incorporating generic ﬁxtures, multiple coloured washes, and
specials. An ETC ION lighting desk or equivalent will tour with the
production.
Audio requirements
Presenter to provide standard PA. Critical Stages will design sound
requirements for touring based on venues' standard stock and setup. We will provide a laptop with Qlab and an audio interface to
operate the sound. Qlab will be operated by the touring stage
manager.
Staging requirements
The Producer will supply set, props and costumes. Touring set
elements include a ﬁsh tank and a small boat.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 6
Depth: 4

Height: 3.5
Wing space: 1

Crew notes
BUMP IN
Lighting: 1 crew x 4 hours and 1 crew x 8 hours
Lighting crew to bump in touring ﬁxtures and for focus. 1 crew
member will also be show crew and will be required for plot/tech.
Sound 1 crew x 2 hours
SHOW CREW
Lighting (lx operator) 1 x 2.5 hours
Bump Out
2 crew x 4 hours
Assist in de-rig, bump out and pack all touring equipment
Transport notes
The production can travel in a 3 tonne truck

Le Petit Circus
Highwire Events and Entertainment
Le Petit Circus is a family circus extravanganza!

Genre:
Family
Written by:
Elena Kirschbaum and Jane Schoﬁeld

Contact : Elena Kirschbaum
0407267239

elena@highwire.com.au

VIC

http://www.highwire.com.au

Directed by:
Jane Schoﬁeld

General information

Availability: 04/06/2018 31/12/2020
Duration (mins): 45
or ages: Families with kids aged
3-14

Short review
Adelaide Advertiser 2016 4.5 stars
“delivered with ﬁnesse, ﬂair and, most importantly, a sense of joy…
A GREAT circus show adults will love that just happens to be
appropriate for children.”

Creative team
Jane Schoﬁeld - performer & director,
Josie Wardrope - performer, Tara
Silcock - performer, Chris Singer performer, Elena Kirschbaum - cocreator and producer.

Adelaide Advertiser 2017 4.5 stars
“fun and captivating and delivered with a youthful enthusiasm that
is impossible not to get swept up in… if you saw Le Petit Circus last
year, come back and see it again.

Touring party(4 peoples)
Jane Schoﬁeld | Performer, Tour
Manager
Josie Wardrope | Performer
Tara Silcock | Performer
Chris Singer | Performer

Synopsis
Le Petit Circus was ﬁrst created in 2008 and has been performing
since then. Designed as a modular and adaptable circus show aimed
at families, Le Petit Circus has taken many diﬀerent forms, however
in the past three years the show has solidiﬁed into an award winning
show that has received rave reviews in festivals around the country.
This show has existed solely in festival-land thus far, however we
think that it is the perfect show for regional touring. It is joyful,
exciting and has broad appeal, and extremely adaptable in a variety

Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 5,871.00
Weekly fee $ 5,952.00
Per perfomance $ 4,730.00
Royalties 7%
APRA Obligations
Backing tracks used during show.
Basic APRA license required, already
covered by general annual license
Notes
Show will be doing some touring in
2018 and 2019, remount not
required if tour can link with one of
the existing seasons.
Industry Reference
Marisa Cesario - Programming Coordinator
Gasworks Arts Park
03 8606 4203
marisa@gasworks.org.au

of spaces, making it perfect for small halls and non-traditional
theatre spaces.
The themes of the show are about joy, playfulness, exploration,
power, as well as not taking oneself too seriously. The show is
designed for children and families, however the feedback in reviews
is consistently that this show is a joy for everyone, adults and
children alike, and therefore needs not only to be marketed towards
families.
History & background
Highwire Events and Entertainment since 2006 has been creating
work that is playful and exciting, bringing a sense of wonder and
irreverence to the traditional theatre spaces and non- traditional
venues through contemporary physical theatre, circus arts and
theatre for children. Highwire oﬀers unique, joyful shows, a
presentation of the unexpected. Touring is important to Highwire
because we make work that we are really proud of, and touring
gives us the opportunity to to build new relationships with theatres
and their communities, it gives new life to work by bringing it to new
audiences.
Marketing selling points
This show is easy to get excited about. It is colourful, energetic, and
delivers what it promises. It's easy to engage with local schools for
the show. We have colouring in sheets of the performers that can be
distributed to schools, through the library, doctors oﬃce and local
shops. It can be sold with a very 'circus is coming to town' type
strategy.
Key audience and marketing notes
Le Petit Circus is primarily marketed at primary school age children
and their families, however this show is a well rounded show that
will be enjoyed by everyone, so this is a great option for an all ages
show that is primarily aimed at families.
Audiences come to see the show because it is bright, colourful,
joyful and fun. It is unchallenging, while at the same time being
empowering with positive messages around body conﬁdence,
imaginative play and physical health. The show promises a fun
experience - circus at the theatre, and that is exactly what it
delivers.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Kids circus workshops, colouring in sheets of the show
Technical Information
D except that the show will require one
venue technician
Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
Theatre formats
Show is adaptable to any theatre format
Technical Rating
What is this?

Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

1
1

Lighting requirements
Face Light
warm, centre, prompt and OP down and upstage positions
Back Line
3 x colour back wash RGB or RBA
Side
general open white side light from both sides
Ground
warm face light from front (optional)
Audio requirements
One handheld mic on stand, input for computer to operate backing
tracks at desk
Staging requirements
No set, stage is dressed with props from the show rather than a 'set'
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 5
Depth: 4

Height: 3.5
Wing space: 2

Transport notes
8 seater people mover OR station wagon with trailer OR two station
wagons

Rouge
Highwire Events and Entertainment
A sexy circus cabaret - circus for grown ups

Genre:
Circus
Written by:
Elena Kirschbaum

Contact : Elena Kirschbaum
0407267239

elena@highwire.com.au

VIC

http://www.highwire.com.au

Directed by:
Elena Kirschbaum

General information

Availability: 01/10/2018 22/12/2020
Duration (mins): 75
or ages: 18+ (more speciﬁcally
25-55)

Short review
"what you're seeing is the human body at its most perfect;
challenging what we think it's capable of… it's about being left
breathless by what these incredibly artists can achieve using only
their bodies” - Sam Jones (www.smutbuttons.com)

Creative team
Paul Baker, Tara Silcock, Chris Carlos,
Andre Augustus, Annalise Moore,
Isabel Hertaeg - cast. April Dawson costumes and prop design. Tim Elliott
and Hamish Fletcher - set deisgn.
Frank Minniti - lighting design.

Synopsis
A decadent blend of sensational acrobatics, operatic cabaret and
tongue in cheek burlesque. A non-stop celebration of the
astonishing, the surprising and the downright sexy, Rouge is circus
for grown ups.

Touring party(6 peoples)
Chris Carlos | Performer, Tour
Manager
Paul Baker | Performer
Annalise Moore | Performer
Andre Augustus | Performer
Tara Silcock | Performer

Rouge has been described as a party show. It is fun, upbeat,
beautiful, truly spectacular and extremely sexy. It is also delicately
political; in Rouge the performers subtly subvert gender and
sexuality throughout the piece, but in a way that is fun and easy to
love for all audiences. It walks a line between entertainment and art
that is not easily achieved.
Rouge is outrageously fun, shocking, exciting and breathtaking. It is
subtly subversive, but speciﬁcally designed to appeal to a

Isabel Herteag | Performer
Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 9,286.00
Weekly fee $ 9,520.00
Per perfomance $ 6,540.00
Royalties 9%
APRA Obligations
Backing tracks used during show.
Basic APRA license required, already
covered by general annual license
Notes
Show already has tours booked for
2018 and some tentative bookings
for 2019. If a regional tour coincided
with the beginning or end of one of
these existing bookings then no
remount would be required.
Industry Reference
Marisa Cesario - Programming Coordinator
Gasworks Arts Park
03 8606 4203
marisa@gasworks.org.au

mainstream audience, not to be type cast as a political piece of art.
It is high quality entertainment and an unforgettable night out, that
just so happens to show them that men and women can be
gorgeous even if they don’t ﬁt a gender stereotype.
It is a show that is bold, unapologetically outrageous and will be
truly memorable for your audiences. Combined with a night out it
has the ability to be the talk of the town in the lead up to a season.
History & background
Highwire Events and Entertainment since 2006 has been creating
work that is playful and exciting, bringing a sense of wonder and
irreverence to the traditional theatre spaces and non- traditional
venues through contemporary physical theatre, circus arts and
theatre for children. Highwire oﬀers unique, joyful shows, a
presentation of the unexpected. Touring is important to Highwire
because we make work that we are really proud of, and touring
gives us the opportunity to to build new relationships with theatres
and their communities, it gives new life to work by bringing it to new
audiences.
Marketing selling points
"Circus for grown ups"
"Opera meets circus"
"Risque party show"
"Unlike anything you've seen before"
Targeting adults who want a night out is the key - selling the
experience of something diﬀerent, something exciting, something
fun! This show is perfect for people who are active - who go to the
movies or out for drinks with friends, not necessarily just for regular
theatre go-ers. We suggest that the venue sell it as a whole
experience by oﬀering a deal with a local restaurant or bar, and
having themed cocktails or drinks at the theatre (where possible). In
this way you are selling a whole night out.
Key audience and marketing notes
Designed to appeal predominantly to 30-55 year old women - a
cabaret audience, or a fun-loving (rather than serious) theatre
audience. Regular theatre goers will come and see this show, but it
will also attract new audiences to the venue. The show is risque,
fun, exciting and spectacular and will spread well with word of
mouth for bigger towns that have the capacity for more than one
performance. Audiences will come to see Rouge because it's
diﬀerent - it's designed to be commercial while also oﬀering
something that audiences have never seen before.
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
Rouge can oﬀer women's only workshops in dance or circus. The
show is empowering and positive for women, and a workshop
speciﬁcally for women in the community will build conﬁdence and
positivity, no previous experience needed.

Rouge can also oﬀer general workshops or master classes in circus,
dancing, acting, singing. This is a nice tie in if there are already
circus, music, gymnastics or hip hop dance groups for young people
in the community.
The show has a strong LGBTI connection, if there is a queer
community group then we can also run a workshop speciﬁcally for
that community.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

C

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
Adaptable. Show was originally built for
a small thrust stage but can be
adaptable for just about anything. A
Theatre formats
stage with a signiﬁcant rake would
require some substitutions of elements
of the show.
Bump in (hours)
2
Bump out (hours)
1
Lighting requirements
Face Light
warm, centre, prompt and OP down and upstage positions
Specials
2 x specials above upstage centre
2 x special above centre stage (over rigging point if venue is rigable)
Back Line
3 x colour back wash RGB or RBA
3 x 2 cell molefays across the back (optional)
Side
general open white side light from both sides
Ground
warm face light from front,
4 x ground based lights with generic break up gobos along the back
curtain (optional)
Special Eﬀects
1 x eﬀects machines rigged over audience just in front of stage
(supplied, DMX controlled)
2 x hazer (optional)
Audio requirements
- Input for computer operated backing tracks (qlab).
- Headset microphone
Staging requirements
Freestanding set piece sits at back of stage. Ideal staging has

entrance through centre of curtain, set piece in front of that split in
curtain, however show can be adapted with entrances on one or
both sides of stage if required.
Masking across back of stage with split in centre preferred. Masking
on both sides to create wings with entrances either side of stage.
Masking to reduce the size of stage if working with a large stage
space (preference is for no more than 7m depth where possible).
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 5m
Depth: 4m

Height: 5m
Wing space: 2m

Crew notes
Preferred operation is three venue staﬀ - one SM, one LX, one SX,
however show can be operated by one general technician if
required. For bump in three venue staﬀ is preferred for fasted bump
in, however once again can make do with a single crew member.
Bump out one crew member is required.
Transport notes
Ideal vehicle for tour is a small van and a station wagon, or an 8
seater with a large trailer.
The show can travel by plane if required.

Sista Girl
Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company
A raucous and powerful look at our search for identity

Genre:
Drama
Written by:
Elena Carapetis & Alexis West

Contact : Elinor King
08 9380 3048

producer@yirrayaakin.com.au

WA

https://yirrayaakin.com.au/

Directed by:
Kyle J Morrison

General information

Availability: 01/04/2019 01/12/2019
Duration (mins): 70
or ages: 15-65

Short review
The West Australian - 4 stars (August 2017)
'You’ll have to see this wonderful piece of theatre which tackles
issues, as alive and important as they’ve ever been, in a brilliantly
entertaining way.'

Creative team
Sharni McDermott & Nadia Rossi
Touring party(4 peoples)
Kyle J Morrison | Director
Sharni Mcdermott | Nakisha
Nadia Rossi | Georgie
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Budget

Synopsis
Two young women meet face to face for the ﬁrst time across the
bed of a dying man. Strangers to each other but bonded by blood
and grief. Sisters. They break the cold silence of the hospital room
to start a diﬃcult conversation. About the past and secrets. About
the women who were their mothers. And about why this man, their
father, abandoned one family to make another. When the past is
dying and can’t say sorry, how do you move on?
Sista Girl is an exploration of the relationship between Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal Australians, via the story of two women who
share a white father. Co-written by Elena Carapetis (Gorgon) and
Alexis West (Echoes …. of Knowing Home) especially for the brilliant
Natasha Wanganeen (Rabbit Proof Fence, The Shadow King) and
Nadia Rossi, the play will speak directly to audiences about

Remount cost $ 42,200.00
Weekly fee $ 7,000.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00
Royalties 15%
APRA Obligations
APRA royalties payable - amount TBC
Notes
Please note: recasting may be
required.
Industry Reference
Kate Bell
Subiaco Arts Centre
+61 8 9380 3000
Kate.Bell@ptt.wa.gov.au

questions of identity, grief and the complex nature of family.
History & background
Yirra Yaakin is one of Australia’s leading Aboriginal theatre
companies. Over the past 25 years, we have evolved into a
respected cultural leader and artistic hub for Aboriginal people. Yirra
Yaakin has toured regionally and nationally, and prioritises bringing
contemporary Aboriginal stories to a wide range of audiences.
State Theatre Company South Australia performs an annual season
of classic and contemporary Australian and international theatre
works. We also play an important role in the bigger picture of the
Australian theatre scene, including contributing to touring
productions.
Marketing selling points
- This play is written by women about women.
- A funny, insightful look at contemporary Australia.
- This play shows point of views that are rarely reﬂected on the
Australian stage.
- Community engagement events include 'Girls Nights'
performances.
Key audience and marketing notes
Women aged 16-60; migrant communities (particularly those from
Italian and Greek backgrounds); Indigenous communities. This play
looks at issues that aﬀects these particular communities, and
represents them in a fresh, contemporary and realistic way.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
We have an Education Kit suitable for secondary students.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

C
Suits most theatres
4.5
2

Audio requirements
Sound Operation will be from Front of House Position by the Touring
Technician. Venue to provide Front of House PA L&R. Sound
equipment as follows:
YIRRA YAAKIN TO PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS
¥ 1 x Motu Ultralite AVB (with cables to suit)
¥ 1 x Yamaha mg06x sound console
¥ 1 x Mac Pro Computer (operates Sound)
¥ 1 x QSC KW181 18’’ 1000w Active Subwoofer
VENUE TO SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING ITEMS
¥ House PA L&R and Sub
¥ FOH Sound Console

¥ All cables to patched into House Rig
¥ 3 sets of wired comms (1x SM Positioned FOH 1 x Technician
positioned FOH 1x Backstage for Crew)
Staging requirements
- Flat stage area (no rake)
• Black Woollen House Legs and borders will be used
where available (Flat, No fullness)
• Black Smother to hang upstage of the set (pro arch
venues)
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 9
Depth: 6

Height: N/A
Wing space: N/A

Transport notes
Set will be freighted from WA to Victoria by plane.
Company (inc set) will tour by road within Victoria.

So Long Suckers
Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company
The Three Wise Men try to remember who they are

Genre:
Drama
Written by:
Peter Docker, Emmanuel James
Brown, Ian Wilkes & Kyle J Morrison
Directed by:
Kyle J Morrison
Availability: 01/04/2019 01/12/2019
Duration (mins): 88
or ages: 15-60
Creative team
Performers: Peter Docker, Emmanuel
James Brown, Ian Wilkes;
Choreographer: Dalisa Pigram; Set &
costume designer: India Mehta;
Lighting designer: Chris Donnelly;
Music & sound: Darren Reutens;
Stage manager: Sue Fenty
Touring party(6 peoples)
Ian Wilkes | Performer
Peter Docker | Performer
Emmanuel James Brown | Performer
Darren Reutens | Musician
TBC | Stage Manager

Contact : Elinor King
0428 718 378

producer@yirrayaakin.com.au

WA

https://yirrayaakin.com.au/

General information
Short review
'Just when you thought satire was in short supply in new Australian
theatre, So Long Suckers restores your faith that someone is looking
around, thinking deeply and sharpening the pen'. The Australian
Synopsis
What would happen if The Three Wise Men arrived drunk, lost,
handcuﬀed and as strangers to each other?
The Three Wise Men try to remember who they are but each time
they remember it is a grog-police-jail memory. They are prisoners
haunted by memories of freedom ﬁghters – Yagan, Ned Kelly &
Jandamarra. They each chase down their identities and their
purpose, all the while sorting through their memories of oppression
and of ﬁghting back. As they go through this process they become
closer to themselves, to this reality. What is their wisdom? Will they
get to the birth on time? Will their gifts be appropriate?
Scripted and collaborated by performers Peter Docker, Emmanuel
James Brown, Ian Wilkes with Director Kyle J Morrison, So Long
Suckers is a ﬁrst time cross- cultural, cross art form collaboration

TBC | Production Manager/ Sound
operator
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 25,000.00
Weekly fee $ 12,500.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00
Royalties 12%
APRA Obligations
N/A
Notes
Weekly sell-oﬀ fee does not include
ﬂights, accommodation and per
diems for creatives.
Industry Reference
Kate Bell
Subiaco Arts Centre
08 9380 3000
Kate.Bell@ptt.wa.gov.au

between Yirra Yaakin & Bunuba Cultural Enterprises (Jandamarra).
Incorporating original live music, movement and storytelling, this
world premiere promises to be provocative and powerful, as it
explores the destructive eﬀects of alcohol within our communities.
History & background
Yirra Yaakin (Yir-raarh Yaarh-kin] which means “Stand Tall” in
Noongar language, is one of Australia’s leading Aboriginal
performing arts organisations producing award-winning, world-class
theatre that is exciting, entertaining, educational, authentic and
culturally appropriate. Our stories have reached 13 countries in ﬁve
continents and we have won awards for our theatre, governance
and our partnerships, including a prestigious Sidney Myer Award for
our record of facilitating Indigenous artistic programs. We pride
ourselves on showing Noongar stories to varied communities
through touring.
Marketing selling points
- A ﬁrst time collaboration between Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company
and Bunuba Enterprises.
- This work has been devised and scripted by the three performers
and director, with all original music written by onstage musician
Darren Reutens (from Perth hip-hop act Downsyde).
- This is a cross-art form collaboration.
- Uses humour, movement and live music to explore the destructive
eﬀects of alcohol within our communities.
- This play tells the story of three freedom ﬁghters (Yagan,
Jandamarra and Ned Kelly), who are played by actors from their
respective nations.
Key audience and marketing notes
- Theatre goers who are also interested in dance and movement.
- Communities who have been aﬀected by alcohol consumption.
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
An education kit is available for secondary students.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

B
Black Box preferred
22
4

Lighting requirements
Paciﬁc 23-50 - 2
Paciﬁc 45 - 75 - 6
Paciﬁc 90 - 2
Source 4 Junior 25 - 50 - 10
Rama fresnel (or similar) - 48
LED RGB panels - 6 (or similar cyc lights for 3 colour)

RGBAW Can 45 degree - 10 (or 3 colour top lx stage wash)
Birdies MR16-40 degree - 14
Audio requirements
Front of House - Full range Stereo system. Subs to suit
On Stage - 2 x onstage monitors; Audio is live from onstage DJ
booth; Stereo feed required to USC DJ
FOH anouncements and house music to be run from Qlab by Stage
Manager - (we will supply Laptop with Qlab)
Staging requirements
Black Box space preferred
Black Masonite or similar Flooring (sprung preferred)
Entrances required USL and USR
Full black masking of all walls, ﬂy system and lighting rig
The set consists of Chain Drop Mechanism (with electro magnets) 7 wooden frames 1800mm x 1200mm .
3 wooden battens (with electro magnets) 3.6mtrs each
1700 metres of black plastic chain
The conﬁguration will change depending on venue(see attached
plan for Corner Thrust)
1 x DJ Booth 1200 x 1200 x 1200
A number of small props
All Dj equipment
Laptop with Qlab installed
Chain frames to be installed onto Lighting Grid or Fly System at
approx 5000mm.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 7
Depth: 7

Height: 5
Wing space:

Crew notes
It takes a minimum 1 hour for 2 people to reset the chains for each
show
Transport notes
The show can tour in a 3 tonne truck

Melbourne Youth Orchestra
Melbourne Youth Orchestras
Melbourne Youth Orchestra and special guests present thrilling musical programs for all ages

Genre:
Live Music
Written by:
Melbourne Youth Orchestras,
Melbourne Recital Centre, Paul
Rissmann
Directed by:
Melbourne Youth Orchestras
Availability: 29/06/2019 14/07/2019
Duration (mins): 74
or ages: 3 to adult

Contact : Rhylla Mitchell
+61393768988

rhyllam@myo.org.au

VIC

http://www.myo.org.au

General information
Short review
To follow in January 2018

Touring party(79 peoples)
Rhylla Mitchell | Music Education
Program Manager
Dorian Jones | CEO

Synopsis
On their 2019 Regional Tour, Melbourne Youth Orchestra will
present a series of concerts for all ages. In the morning Children’s
Concerts, Melbourne Youth Orchestra and guests will entertain
children ages 3-8 years and their families with "Stan and Mabel: The
Greatest Animal Orchestra in the World". Paul Rissmann’s musical
adventure Stan & Mabel is a perfect introduction to classical music
for young audiences. Based on the book written and illustrated by
Jason Chapman, it tells the story of a music-loving dog and cat
whose mission is to perform in the greatest orchestra in the world.
This highly interactive concert will captivate young children with its
mix of music, illustrated projections, audience participation and
imaginative narration.

Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3

In the evening concerts Melbourne Youth Orchestra will present
thrilling masterworks from classical composers, including a work
commissioned from acclaimed Australian composer Natalie
Williams. These concerts will be designed for ages 10+ to adults,

Creative team
Melbourne Youth Orchestra, Brett
Kelly (conductor), Scott Edgar
(narrator)

Marketing Materials

Budget
Royalties TBC
APRA Obligations
TBC

Industry Reference
Marshall McGuire
Melbourne Recital Centre
03 9207 2622
marshall.mcguire@melbournerecital.co
m.au

classical music lovers and newcomers to classical music.
History & background
Since 1967, Melbourne Youth Orchestras (MYO) has been enriching
young lives through the power of music. We continue to grow our
community on a reputation of excellence, inspiring young people to
reach their potential, unleashing creativity and instilling a love of
music which motivates life-long learning and participation.
We have a commitment to improving both the quality and capacity
of music education in Victoria, playing a leadership role in
collaborating with education and music partners to ensure that a
high-quality music education is available for all students in Victoria.
Marketing selling points
The children’s concert is specially programmed for children aged 3-8
years and their families. This highly interactive concert will
captivate young children with its mix of music, illustrated
projections, audience participation and imaginative narration.
The evening concerts are designed for ages 10 + to adult, classical
music lovers and newcomers to classical music. The orchestra will
perform a concert of masterworks by well-known classical
composers, including works by Australian composers. This is an
exciting opportunity for Victoria’s regional communities to be
immersed in live orchestral music.
Key audience and marketing notes
Melbourne Youth Orchestra and guests will entertain ages children
3-8 years and their families with "Stan and Mabel: The Greatest
Animal Orchestra in the World". The musical adventure Stan &
Mabel is a perfect introduction to classical music for young
audiences, telling the story of a music-loving dog and cat whose
mission is to perform in the greatest orchestra in the world.
Experience thrilling masterworks from classical composers
performed by vibrant young musicians. These concerts will be
designed for ages 10+ to adults, classical music lovers and
newcomers to classical music.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Although the orchestra will be on a very tight travel schedule, the
children’s concert will be a high-level engagement activity for ages
2-7, and we are looking into opportunities for our conductor to work
with young local ensembles.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
ﬂat ﬂoor, hall
4
2

Lighting requirements
Standard orchestral wash that covers the full width of the orchestra.
Musicians and music should be well-lit, avoiding light shining
directly into eyes. Lights directly above or behind the performers
are appropriate.
Audio requirements
The children’s concert presenters will require 2 headset
microphones.
One hand-held microphone for evening concerts.
Staging requirements
• Matching chairs for all musicians with straight backs, ﬂat seats,
without arms (total: 60)
• Music stands, if available (total: 50)
• Risers for woodwind, brass and percussion
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 12m
Depth: 7m

Height: not required
Wing space: not required

Crew notes
Piano may be required.
Wardrobe requirements:
Separate dressing rooms for men and women, small dressing room
for conductor and guest presenters.
Changing facilities to include hanging rails and mirrors.
Green Room with hot water and fridge
Transport notes
Tour bus and 3 tonne truck

Music For Victoria
Melbourne Recital Centre
Concerts for all Victorians, no matter where they live.

Genre:
Live Music
Written by:
n/a

Contact : Sarah Wade
9207 2631

sarah.wade@melbournerecital.com.au

VIC

https://www.melbournerecital.com.au/

Directed by:
n/a

General information

Availability: 01/01/2019 31/12/2019
Duration (mins): typically 60-90
minutes
or ages: all

Short review
"Programs were excellent from all performers…some challenging
pieces, some new works and some popular composers. Everyone is
saying how much they are enjoying this regional opportunity to hear
this music. Again thanks." Meg from Benalla Music

Creative team
Melbourne Recital Centre curates
programs, selected from ensembles
that perform in the venue.

Synopsis
Melbourne Recital Centre teams up with regionally-based presenters
across Victoria to curate and deliver either one-oﬀ concerts or series
of concerts for local audiences. Through funding from Creative
Victoria and RACV, Melbourne Recital Centre is able to minimize the
economic risk involved for the presenter.

Touring party(typically 2-6
peoples)
artists of various ensembles |
instrumentalists or singers
Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

History & background
Melbourne Recital Centre is an acclaimed music destination
combining architectural innovation and acoustic perfection to
showcase the best music, artists and ensembles from around the
world. The Centre presents and hosts hundreds of concerts each
year, representing the pinnacle of the art form as practised by
Australian and international performers in a dazzlingly diverse array
of styles. The Centre’s learning and access activities beyond the

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 0.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00
APRA Obligations
local presenters are responsible for
APRA fees if applicable
Notes
Melbourne Recital Centre can cover
all artists fees and travel costs for
ﬁrst-time presenters and a signiﬁcant
percentage for subsequent years
Industry Reference
Marco van Pagee
Taradale Spring Music Society
marcovanpagee@gmail.com

Centre, which includes regional touring, provide opportunities for
Victorians of all ages and backgrounds to experience outstanding
performances.
Marketing selling points
Given Melbourne Recital Centre's curation of this program,
audiences can be guaranteed that each performance is a high
quality, professional experience.
Melbourne Recital Centre supplies all marketing assets to the
presenters and is able to provide guidance and ideas of how to
promote the artists and the programs to local audiences.
Key audience and marketing notes
Varying with the ensemble, the location, the day & time and the
presenter, these programs have been popular with local music
lovers through to those who would have never expected to ﬁnd
themselves at a live music concert! Concert programs can be
tailored towards certain groups of people within the community, or
for general public appeal.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Ensembles are able to oﬀer pre-concert talks, post-concert
engagement, and music workshops by arrangement.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Any. Some acoustic preferred.
0.5
0.5

Lighting requirements
At venue's discretion.
Audio requirements
Typically minimal, but depending on venue requirements.
Staging requirements
Piano TBC. Chairs & music stands for each artist (ie. typically 2-6)
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 3
Depth: 3

Height: 0
Wing space: 0

MCO Touring Season 2019
Melbourne Chamber Orchestra
An evening of classical music to touch the heart.

Genre:
Live Music
Written by:
Various

Contact : Richard Jackson
9650 3365

richard.jackson@mco.org.au

VIC

http://mco.org.au

Directed by:
William Hennessy

General information

Availability: 01/03/2019 30/11/2019
Duration (mins): 100
or ages: Generally, 8 to 100

Short review
“…pursued greatness with determination and conﬁdence…” The
Australian

Creative team
MCO Orchestral Musicians
Touring party(Between 4 and 25,
depending on the leg of the tour
peoples)
MCO Musicians | Musicians
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Budget

Synopsis
A performance by MCO conjures both the intimacy and detail of
chamber music and the grandeur and spectacle of orchestral music.
MCO reinvents itself as a string octet, a string orchestra and a minisymphony, curating an eclectic selection of music from the last half
millennium for the enjoyment of thousands of attendees each year.
The orchestra commissions signiﬁcant new work each year to take
our art into the future.
The orchestra will oﬀer up to four orchestral and two chamber
programs from its Melbourne season for the enjoyment of Victorian
audiences.
NB Orchestral concerts are two hours including a 20-minute interval.
Chamber music concerts may be shorter; around one hour no
interval.

Royalties not applicable
APRA Obligations
Some obligations may arise for works
still in copyright.

Industry Reference
Rob Robson
West Gippsland Arts Centre
5624 2456
rob.robson@wgac.org.au

History & background
Melbourne Chamber Orchestra creates powerful, local ﬁne music
experiences to inspire Victorians wherever they are. It gathers the
state’s most exciting chamber musicians to create music with
uncompromising artistic quality, impressive ﬁnesse and
extraordinary passion.
Touring is the heart of the orchestra’s work; each year MCO
ensembles bring joy to thousands of Victorians in cities and towns
across the state, with 24 touring performances in 2017. In
conjunction with its touring, the orchestra oﬀers education
programs to provide opportunities for young musicians to reach
their full potential.
Marketing selling points
• an evening of inspiring and beautiful music making
• a unique cultural experience to touch the heart
• opportunity to hear live orchestral music in your community, with
music by the most famous composers
• hear Victoria’s pre-eminent chamber musicians and one of
Australia’s most respected professional orchestras
• MCO’s unique, approachable style is enjoyable for both
newcomers and experienced concert-goers.
Key audience and marketing notes
Classical music lovers, classical music interested, newcomers,
schools, families. Broad age demographic, does particularly well
with baby boomers and older. Young people learning a musical
instrument.
The experience of seeing live classical music oﬀers the opportunity
to witness breathtaking skill and to be fully immersed in some of the
most beautiful music ever written. We are able to bring these
opportunities to centres around the state, bringing unforgettable
musical encounters in close proximity to communities state wide.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Community engagement activities are available by negotiation
between MCO and the venue. Activities may or may not be possible
due to the touring schedule. We have oﬀered engagement activities
including masterclasses, pre-concert talks, soloist talks, student
workshops, meet the artists, etc.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

D

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
most formats are possible. Steeply
Theatre formats
raked stages may pose some problems.
Bump in (hours)
4
Bump out (hours)
2

Lighting requirements
• Standard orchestral wash that covers full width of orchestra.
Musicians should be well-lit whilst avoiding light shining directly in
their eyes. Music should be suﬃciently well-lit for ease of reading
which may require lights above or behind the performers. See stage
plan as a guide to where players will be standing.
• The ability to provide some coloured lighting and specials is ideal
but not required.
Audio requirements
To be provided by the Presenter:
• Hand-held mike is usually required for
announcements/introductions from the stage
• Instruments required: Grand piano may be required, depending on
repertoire
Staging requirements
To be provided by the Presenter:
• Ideally the venue will provide at least 12 matching music stands,
although MCO players can bring their own if required. At least 4
matching chairs for cellists, without arms (straight back, ﬂat seat).
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 9
Depth: 6

Height: 0
Wing space: 0

Crew notes
Lighting:
• Performance Lighting Crew: 1 crew x 5 hrs
Notes: to cover seating call (rehearsal) and performance
Audio:
• Performance Audio Crew: 1 crew x 5 hrs
Notes: to cover seating call and performance, however may also be
covered by lighting operator
Staging:
• Bump-in Staging Crew: 1 crew x 1 hrs
Notes: Technical assistance required during bump-in and bump-out
for basic setup (in particular unloading and lifting of
harpsichord/chamber organ). As the orchestra only has one hour of
rehearsal on stage, it's important that a lighting operator is readily
available during this period.
• Bump-out Staging Crew: 1 crew x 1 hrs
• Performance Staging Crew: 1 crew x 5 hrs
Note: events with a piano, harpsichord or other instrument that
needs to be tuned in the space will extend the amount of time
required for bump in.
Transport notes
All instruments other than harpsichord/chamber organ, are freighted
by bus with the orchestra. Harpsichord/chamber organ, when used,
is freighted in a separate van/station wagon, which is organised by

Nancy Sinatra - You Only Live Twice
Winding Road Productions
A sexy, sassy tribute to an icon of 60’s pop - Miss Nancy Sinatra!

Genre:
Live Music
Written by:
Danielle O'Malley, Jeremy Stanford
and Mark Jones
Directed by:
Jeremy Stanford
Availability: 01/07/2018 31/12/2019
Duration (mins): 80
or ages: 45 - 80+
Creative team
Vocalist - Danielle O'Malley, Musical
Director/Pianist - Mark Jones, Bass
and Drums
Touring party(4 peoples)
Danielle O'Malley | Vocalist
Mark Jones | Musical Director/Pianist
| Bass
| Drums
Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Contact : Melissa Langton
0412 561 291

melissa@windingroadproductions.com.au

VIC

http://www.windingroadproductions.com.au

General information
Short review
Vito Mattarelli – Clocktower Centre
Melissa Langton and Winding Road Productions have supplied us
with several productions, and each one has been very well received.
Their marketing materials are great, the presentation and
performances of a high standard and we receive some lovely
feedback from our regulars.
Synopsis
Danielle O’Malley is back. Following her 2017 sell-out season of
You’re My World – The Cilla Black Story, it’s a sexy, sassy tribute to
another icon of 60’s pop - Miss Nancy Sinatra!
With swinging hits like Something Stupid, Up, Up and Away, Bang
Bang (My Baby Shot Me Down), You Only Live Twice and These
Boots are Made for Walkin’, plus a little gossip about dating Elvis
and taking Ol’ Blue Eyes to parent/teacher night - this one is
guaranteed to be a perfect night out for 60s music fans and
footwear-fetishists alike!
Written and Performed by Danielle O'Malley, Jeremy Stanford and

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 0.00
Per perfomance $ 3,300.00

Mark Jones.
Directed by Jeremy Stanford. Musical direction by Mark Jones with a
line-up of
piano, bass, and percussion.

APRA Obligations
NA

"Danielle is a formidable diva" - The Weekend Notes

Notes
Price does not include GST and/or
Touring Costs
Industry Reference
Vito Mattarellli
The Clocktower Centre
(03) 9243 9191
VMattarelli@mvcc.vic.gov.au

History & background
As performers, we’ve been touring Australia with cabaret shows,
musicals and plays for 25 years! Many of the venues who’ve hired
us over the years have asked “Great! What else do you have for us?
Are there other shows you can recommend?” The answer to that
question is deﬁnitely yes!
We have been working alongside fabulous performers for years, who
often have great shows and/or ideas, but are not sure how to get
them out to the venues. So we have started Winding Road
Productions, brimming with talented performers from music theatre,
cabaret, opera and comedy with product ready to tour!
Marketing selling points
Danielle is a seasoned cabaret and musical theatre performer and
plays the role of Nancy Sinatra, including costumes and wig. She
has excellent photo and video material to sell the show, which will
make it easy for potential ticket buyers to understand the concept
of the show. Her show includes a 3 piece band. For all marketing
material go to
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/5wdz0zfdsd1ez3q/AADtzFjtpiCWfr1LBu
U8OrBda?dl=0
Key audience and marketing notes
This show is ideal for either a morning or evening show, or both. The
demographic is quite wide for this style of music, with Nancy
Sinatra's songs spanning 20 years. Nancy Sinatra has not quite been
represented in this way yet. Danielle plays the role of Nancy Sinatra
and tells the story from Nancy Sinatra's perspective.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Danielle and her musical director Mark Jones can provide both
cabaret and musical theatre workshops and/or masterclasses. They
have both musical theatre audition masterclasses and cabaret
writing workshops they can oﬀer.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Download Now

All
2
1

Lighting requirements
Lighting Requirements are minimal. A cabaret lighting plot with
colours and 3 specials, and hazer. Follow Spot if available.
Audio requirements
Backline Sound for Bass and Drums, a grand piano, microphones for
2 vocalists, 4 foldback wedges and reverb on the sound desk.
Staging requirements
There is no set, no ﬂy, backstage or pit requirements.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 5
Depth: 4

Height: .2
Wing space: NA

Crew notes
Stage setup and tech requirements are available in the show
dropbox. A set list will be available on the day.
Transport notes
2 cars to ﬁr 4 people, bass, double bass and drums. Air travel is also
ﬁne. All performers are based in Melbourne.

Sidelined ( aka Suicide Row)
The Wolves Theatre Company
In all this silence is there something they are meant to do before they will be allowed to go home?

Genre:
Drama
Written by:
Michael Griﬃth

Contact : Rohana Hayes
0425854942

rowork@optusnet.com.au

VIC

https://www.wolvestheatre.com/

Directed by:
Michael Griﬃth

General information

Availability: 01/04/2018 01/02/2021
Duration (mins): 80 minutes
or ages: 18-70

Short review
It's diﬃcult to write about suicide in an entertaining way. It's diﬃcult
thing to write about men’s issues these days when nearly no one
else is doing it. It's diﬃcult to present a work that is engrossing and
captivating and yet devoid of any frills, relying simply on it’s own
elegant merits.
Michael and the four extraordinary actors playing have succeeded
beyond belief.
-Alf Albini

Creative team
Role 1620 - Alec Gilbert, Role 379
Christopher Grant, Role 768 Alex
Pinder, Role 134 Charlie Collopy
White. Producer Rohana Hayes
Touring party(5 peoples)
Alec Gilbert | 1620
Christopher Grant | 379
Charlie Collopy - White | 134
Alex Pinder | 768
Michael Griﬃth | Writer, Director
Rohana Hayes | Producer
Media
Promo Video 1

Synopsis
The souls of 4 men have been sidelined in a sub-layer of the after
life. They have been stuck here for ages & despite having all their
suicides registered as failed attempts they are confused &
frustrated. Are the Powers that Be ever going to send them back or
in all this silence is there some challenge they are expected to face
before being allowed to go home?
Sidelined, (AKA Suicide Row) is a revolutionary play aimed at men
that tackles one of society’s most diﬃcult issues from a fresh angle.
A comedy, though not black, it is dramatic but not heavy and while
it does convey a powerful anti-suicide message it never preaches

Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 14,000.00
Weekly fee $ 15,500.00
Per perfomance $ 3,500.00
Royalties 10%
APRA Obligations
None applicable
Notes
The one oﬀ cost could change
according to how close the venue
was and how long we would have to
travel.
Industry Reference
Miao
The MC Showroom
0422514636
themcshowroom@gmail.com

instead it celebrate the beauty of men. Many have applauded it as
beautiful even uplifting.
The catalyst for writing the play was the death of actor, Guy May.
After having it vetted it was staged in a new venue in Prahran.
Unable to attract any mainstream media we knew we would have to
rely on word of mouth and this is what happened. By the end of the
two week season we were pulling full houses. Thanks to men who
came to see it we are already taking bookings for men's group & are
in talks with a documentary producer who wants to ﬁlm any tour we
organize.
History & background
The Wolves are a new company presenting contemporary &
marketable Australian plays aimed mostly at the 40+ demographic.
As a passionate group of mature artists we are on track to become a
vibrant theatre company who survives on word of mouth. This is
why our philosophy is, the audience is the most important person. In
2017 we staged 2 new bold pieces both well received, and we have
3 new plays ready to join them in 2018. One a brilliant comedy to be
staged in May. In order to be artistically & economically viable we
need to capitalize on each play's momentum which is why touring is
essential.
Marketing selling points
Suicide is an ongoing problem therefor the ﬁght is also ongoing. This
play has already proven it could be a great new tool in the ﬁght to
save lives.
Check audience feedback in the Drop Box for evidence of this.
People, especially men, love this play.
The play's ultimate marketing tool is its unfolding story. See DP.
Another marketing angle is that a Doco producer is planning to
shoot a ﬂy on the wall style road trip doco. Details DP.
The 3rd tool is the growing audience feedback; Check DP .
The 4th tool is the social media video ads and images which we can
speciﬁcally tailor to suit
Key audience and marketing notes
Although a powerful anti suicide play it is a stand alone solid piece
of theatre. It has great dialogue, characters and conﬂict mixed with
mystery and comedy. This is why Andrew Thomson has booked it for
Sale as have Full House. The target audience is men and the
response of the men who came to see it was humbling. We had
many in tears but it was a good cry. They shook the hands of the
actors and writer while urging us to take it further. We also had both
survivors and people who had lost loved ones to suicide there who
spoke positively about the play. This we believe will help market it.
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
We are not set up to oﬀer workshops etc however if there is a group
in the area that wants to come and talk about their organisation we
are open to see how we can incorporate this with the show.

Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Black box, Flat ﬂoor, Hall
2
2

Lighting requirements
There are many blackouts throughout the play used to signify the
passing of time. We require either one main central light that is
used as a ﬁgure overhead. We can also use spots. Minimal amount
of these needed is 4.
Audio requirements
1 microphone, audio desk for sounds of atmosphere that runs
through the play and music for the end and start.
Staging requirements
The set is bare apart from a row of chairs. This can be a long bench
too. There are no technical warnings. There is talk of a very faint
smoke machine.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 8 metres
Depth: 5 metres

Height: n/a
Wing space: 1.5 metres

Transport notes
An 8 seater people mover or the like with a roof rack for 4 seats or a
bus. The production could travel by plane and pick up the seats on
location.

Madame Nightshade's Poison Garden
Anna Thomson
A putridly sweet absurdist comedy that digs deep in our own backyard.

Genre:
Performance (Comedy)
Written by:
Anna Thomson

Contact : Anna Thomson
0435033818

newheightscircus@gmail.com

VIC

http://www.annathomson.com.au/

Directed by:
Sarah Ward

General information

Availability: 15/02/2019 15/12/2019
Duration (mins): 60
or ages: 18-80

Short review
‘ …a stunning piece of theatrical comedy’ Artshub (4 Stars)

Creative team
Co-directed by Jaye Hayes and
Maude Davey. Lighting Design by
Megz Evans. Scenic Art and Design
by Lara Week. Sound Design and
Production by Jacky T. Co-devising
(2016) by Kimberley Twiner

‘…feminist, environmental, queer clowning that digs into rocky
ground’ The Age (4 Stars)

Touring party(2 peoples)
Anna Thomson | Performer/Producer
Unconﬁrmed | Stage Manager
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

‘Raucous ridiculousness done incredibly well’ Theatre Press (2017)

'...hard edges we all need to cut ourselves on...will have you howling
with laughter...' Samsara, Weekend Notes (4 Stars)
Synopsis
In the dystopic world of Madame Nightshade’s Poison Garden,
Beatrice (a devilish shape-shifter) lurks in the shadow of her alter
ego Madame Nightshade (a silent, princess-like assassin). A failed
fantasy of reﬁned beauty and good taste, Madame Nightshade
performs a series of absurd rituals in her gothic fairytale garden,
while Beatrice upends her compost bin to expose the rotting truth.
In this dark, visceral comedy vegetables are transformed into
semiautomatic weapons, Snow White becomes a spring-onion
wielding Samurai, and Mars Bars represent the ‘shit’ of the world.

Budget
Remount cost $ 7,808.75
Weekly fee $ 11,525.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00
Royalties 8%
APRA Obligations
The show uses copyrighted material
for approximately 43% of it's
duration (i.e. 25 mins of the 60 mins)

Industry Reference
Caitlin Dullard
La Mama Theatre
03 9347 6948
caitlin@lamama.com.au

This is physical comedy that uses grotesque, absurd and larger than
life characters and bizarre performance art to confront societal
norms and gender politics. Intersections of globalisation, capitalism,
the environment, class and gender are explored, dissected and torn
apart through a queer feminist lens. Rather than presenting a
didactic, dialogue-ﬁlled piece, the abstract and absurd images and
symbolism in Madame Nightshade’s Poison Garden give the
audience a chance to respond subjectively to the material, to
discover how it’s meaningful for them.
History & background
I delight in creating physical comedy that uses grotesque, bizarre,
larger than life characters to parody pop culture tropes and playfully
confront environmental and social politics through a queer, feminist
lens. In crafting a highly visceral and visual experience, I want the
audience to feel something; to oscillate between joy and revulsion,
delight and disgust, laughter and discomfort and leave with food
(pun intended!) for thought. MNPG is a show that sits outside the
box, and I believe that it's important for works like this to be toured
regionally, to reach and aﬀect new audiences.
Marketing selling points
* Highlighting the ‘weird and wonderful’ nature of the show,
including vegetable manipulation, food-based performance art and
clowning
* Taglines like ‘Outrageous, hilarious, provocative’ and an
outstanding hero image that clearly identiﬁes the Artist’s brand of
unique, dark comedy
* Venues should use the image heavily and the promotional videos
that the artist will create directly for regional audiences
* Artist will also be producing/marketing the show independently
Having come from regional Victoria myself, I understand the way
word of mouth operates and I will target speciﬁc groups and local
radio
Key audience and marketing notes
This is a queer, feminist, environmental performance that will
connect with those working in the arts, LGBTIQA+ communities, and
environmental sector. Due to the show’s innovative and
experimental form, I would also target students and academics, and
those interested in a more ‘unusual’ comedic/theatrical experience.
In previous seasons, nurses and teachers have attended well,
responding to the ‘unique theatre experience’ and ‘a night out like
no other’ style of marketing.
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
While Madame Nightshade’s Poison Garden is an adult’s show,
through my business New Heights Circus I facilitate children’s and
youth workshops in clown, comedy, physical theatre and maskwork. I am also an MC and a stilt-walker, and have a range of
colourful and interactive characters for festivals and events.

Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

C
Download Now

Black Box, Flat Floor
5
2.5

Lighting requirements
MNPG requires a frontwash in both cool (L502) and warm (L151)
that can be isolated to centre stage, stage left or stage right.
Proﬁle specials are also required on upstage centre, downstage
centre, stage left and stage right all with frost (R119).
Fresnel specials are required to be hung centre stage, one to be
focused to stage left, one to be focused stage right.
There are to be 2 pairs of wide ﬂood Par Cans hung as back light,
one pair to be coloured pink (L049) and the other to be green (L736)
so that there is a pink and a green on both stage left and stage
right.
MNPG requires 2 LED Par Cans (RGBW where possible) to be hung
as high sides.
Access to 2x 12ch dimmer racks and a lighting console with the
ability to control a minimum of 24 channels (48 channels preferred
as to accommodate venue supplied FOH and seating bank lighting).
All gels stated can be altered to availability – the lighting designer is
contactable via the artist.
All ﬁxtures are to be supplied by the venue where possible. No
special gobos or practicals are required.
MNPG requires a haze machine to be supplied by the venue.
Pre-rig of LX and audio instruments is required.
A venue technician is required to operate both LX and Audio for
each performance from FOH or from a bio box.
Audio requirements
For Audio Madame Nightshade’s Poison Garden requires a 2 channel
(L-R) speaker set up including access to a mixer with 2 channels in
for QLab. MNPG requires a Mac computer running QLab (version 3 or
later).
Staging requirements
Set sits ﬂat on the ﬂoor.
No ﬂy system required.
Haze machine and strobes used.
Do not require an orchestra pit or piano.
SET COMPRISED OF:
Foldable garden table and two chairs
2x free standing pole, which a washing line attaches between
2x shelves, ideally hanging from wall, if not, will sit on a high stool
1 large rubbish bin
Scenic ‘garden leaves’
Multiple props, including fresh vegetables
SEPARATE DOCUMENT WITH PHOTOS OF SET AND PROPS LIST IN
DROPBOX

Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 6.18
Depth: 4.5

Height: 4.5
Wing space: N/A

Crew notes
At the end of the show the stage (and possibly some walls) will be
covered in creamed rice (soy based, so it doesn’t smell), and
Twisties. This requires a post-show clean up by the LX, stage
manager and performer. Cleaning materials like
buckets/squeegie/mop/etc will be provided by the performer.
Large functional refrigerator required to store food and vegetable
items.
Kitchen access/access to water necessary.
Transport notes
The set and production can travel by plane.
For car based travel a 4 seater station wagon/Van/Ute is needed.

Amazing Travelling Comedy Tour
Bringing the best alternative comics to regional Australia

Genre:
Comedy
Written by:
Various

Contact : Emma Sharp
0437473087

emma@escommunications.com.au

VIC

http://amazing.portablecomedy.com/

Directed by:
NA

General information

Availability: 01/08/2018 15/12/2018
Duration (mins): 120
or ages: 25-55

Short review
“The Amazing Travelling Comedy Tour visit will not only entertain
audiences but inspire local comedians, directors and actors to
consider a career in stand-up comedy or theatre. Creative
associations with Melbourne companies such as these are essential
to keep enthusiasm for the arts within our isolated rural
community.” Gavin Roberts, Stratford Courthouse

Creative team
Rotating Line up: Matt Stewart
(comedian), Angus Gordon
(comedian), Nat Harris (comedian),
Suren Jayemanne (comedian), Laura
Dunemann (Comedian), Stu Daulman
(comedian), Dane Simpson
(comedian), Ben Russell (comedian),
Sonia Di Iorio (comedian)
Touring party(5 peoples)
Matt Stewart | Performer and on the
road producer
Jeremy Webb | Technical Producer
(lighting and sound)
Example only (rotating line up) :
Suren Jayemanne | Performer

Synopsis
The project is to tour a group of mid-career, critically-acclaimed
comedians to regional towns in Victoria, and oﬀer comedy
workshops to support the local arts and comedy scene.
Each show will include one local comedian and four touring
professional comedians on stage for approximately 2 hours. Each
performer will present a solo set of up to 20 minutes. Our vision is
for the shows will be presented in partnership with local theatres &
clubs.
Artistically, the show will explore notions of identity in the modern
world, challenging audiences to confront social norms and
conventional thinking through humour. We cover a wide range of

Natalie Harris | Performer
Sonia Di Iorio | Performer
Media
Promo Video 1
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 10,645.95
Per perfomance $ 0.00
APRA Obligations
NA

Industry Reference
Gavin Roberts
Stratford Courthouse
0419 32 32 19
Theatre@stratfordcourthouse.com.au

themes including masculinity and femininity, racism, mental illness,
nostalgia, marriage equality, pop culture, and the contradictions of
everyday life in modern Australia.
We work with a range of comedians who reﬂect the diversity of
modern Australian audiences, including women, LGBTQI, Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islanders and comedians from diverse cultural
backgrounds.
Our project builds on three, small scale regional tours in 2016/2017,
which received positive feedback but require more tangible support
from venues to reach its full potential.
History & background
The Amazing Traveling Comedy Tour aims to bring Australia’s best
new comedic artists to audiences outside major cities. We are the
only touring company wholly dedicated to touring comedy to
regional areas, and the only touring comedy line up show outside of
the Comedy Festival Roadshow.
Our vision is to bring live comedy to new audiences, who would
otherwise not have the opportunity to experience it. Through this,
we support the artistic development of comedians as well as
support & build local talent by providing local comics an opportunity
to perform or learn at the accompanying workshop.
Marketing selling points
1. See comedians from TV shows and popular podcasts in your
home town
2. Critically acclaimed comedians with solid credentials - these
performers could be the next big thing and you could get a chance
to see them in your town before they make it big
3. A line up of four comedians, + a local performer is an opportunity
to get a "taste" of a variety of comedy styles as well as see an up
and coming local as part of a great night out with friends, family or
colleagues.
Key audience and marketing notes
From our previous test shows we have found that our audience fall
into one of two categories:
1. Dedicated comedy fans. These people may already be aware of
the artists, the TV shows they have appeared in or they listen to
their podcasts. They come and see the show for a chance to see
comedians they admire in person, an opportunity that rarely
happens in their town.
2. A passing interest in comedy. They have seen the poster, or
heard from a friend that some comedians are coming to town. They
may not be fans of the individual comedians but they know you
can't go wrong with a night of comedy.
Content warning
No

Community Engagement activities
We can oﬀer a 90 minute workshop on stand up comedy for venues
that are interested. These are for novice comedians, or those with
very limited experience. These workshops are limited to 15 people
and are part comedy theory, part workshopping of ideas. They are
designed to give attendees some basic ground rules for writing
jokes for a stand up routine, with the aim for them to walk about
with 1-2 "bits" they can be conﬁdent will work on stage.
We have found that they can be appealing for youth or local
amateur theatre groups, or individuals with an interest in theatre or
comedy
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Download Now

Black box
1
1

Lighting requirements
Warm wash with spotlight (if available)
Audio requirements
Hand held mic
Laptop or phone input for music
Staging requirements
NA
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 3
Depth: 2
Crew notes
NA
Transport notes
NA

Height: 1
Wing space: 1

Nude
Citizen Theatre
The songs and stories of Marilyn Monroe

Genre:
Music Theatre
Written by:
Jayde Kirchert

Contact : Jayde Kirchert
0430963877

info@citizentheatre.com.au

VIC

http://www.citizentheatre.com.au

Directed by:
Jayde Kirchert

General information

Availability: 01/07/2018 01/12/2019
Duration (mins): 100 mins
or ages: 18-65

Short review
"Nude is a gripping and tantalising evening in an intimate theatre
that takes audience members into the past and into the intimacy of
the thoughts, dreams, and regrets of an avatar – an extension of our
own fantasies." - St Kilda News

Creative team
Performer Carina Waye, Lighting
Designer Peter Amesbury, Stage
Manager Vicki Heilbronn, Designer
Marc McIntyre
Touring party(6 peoples)
Carina Waye | Performer
Vicki Heilbronn | Stage Manager
Pete Amesbury | Tech Manager
Imogen Cygler | MD/Accompanist
TBC musician | Double Bass
TBC musician | Drum Kit
Media
Promo Video 1

Synopsis
Nude is “a gripping and tantilising evening” (St Kilda News) that
celebrates the songs and stories of the greatest sex symbol that
ever lived: Marilyn Monroe. After a successful ﬁrst season at the
2014 Melbourne Cabaret Festival, the infamous Hollywood legend
came to life once more in the intimate blackbox theatre at the Alex
Theatre St Kilda in August 2015 to rave reviews and national media
coverage.
Special event “Get Naked For Nude” – a nudist event where the
audience and performer alike went nude as part of the Alex Theatre
season, made media headlines, with Triple J’s Hack program doing a
special report on the one-oﬀ performance.
The return show features sweet and sexy tunes from Marilyn

Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

Monroe’s repertoire, accompanied by a 3 piece band. Songs include:
“Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best Friend”, “Bye Bye Baby” and "My Heart
Belongs to Daddy".

Budget
Remount cost $ 13,500.00
Weekly fee $ 0.00
Per perfomance $ 6,100.00
Royalties 9.8%

History & background
Citizen Theatre is an independent Melbourne-based theatre
company that has been producing and creating new work since
2013.

APRA Obligations
.017% GBO or $50 (whichever is
greater)

Industry Reference
Siobhan Connors
Poppy Seed Festival
+61 402 024 719
siobhan@poppyseed.net.au

Citizen Theatre aims to change the way people think by making
them feel. Their shows are committed to exploring the combinations
that music and theatre can oﬀer, to reimagine how music theatre is
perceived. Citizen Theatre is drawn to presenting social causes and
issues on stage and works with a feminist, access conscious
approach in mind.
Touring will enable us to connect with more Victorians, inspiring
conversations and new perspectives through entertainment.
Marketing selling points
-The show is critically acclaimed.
-Marilyn Monroe is a timeless ﬁgure popular among women and
men.
-Fans come to the show to see Marilyn Monroe appear before their
eyes and are not disappointed.
-A nudist event was held during the Alex Theatre season, which
attracted national media coverage. The hype generated from this
sort of event piques the interest of the community.
-The live 3 piece band accompanies the performer who sings all of
Marilyn's classic hits from her most popular ﬁlms.
-The show is entertaining and will make audiences cry - and laugh
out loud.
Key audience and marketing notes
-Marilyn Monroe fans young, old and in-between will ﬂock to this
show, to get a glimpse into the life of the iconic ﬁlm star. Even the
most dedicated Monroe fan will come away having learnt something
new about her.
-Women 30-60 are the most likely to book and attend, as Marilyn
Monroe is still a popular ﬁgure among this demographic.
-Fans of Hollywood musicals and Golden Age musicals will come to
hear some of their favourite tunes performed live.
Content warning
Yes

Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

C
Download Now

Proscenium Arch, Black Box Studio, Hall
5
1.5

Lighting requirements
This production requires a pre-rig. The show is programmed on Hog
4 and has a cuelist of 71 cues. It ﬁts on one universe.
We tour:
-8 x Robe Robin 300 LEDwashes
-2 x Mac700s
-1 x HedgeHog 4 S Console
-5 x 150w QI’s
-2 x Booms (3m, Truss or Pipe)
Venue supplies:
-Lighting as required per plan that includes various FOH and above
stage ﬁxes.
-Hazer
Please note, lighting requirements change venue to venue. Please
contact production management to conﬁrm requirements.
Audio requirements
We require:
-a FOH PA that can provide undistorted sound with EQ over Left and
Right and wedges.
-4x sends of monitors.
-Cat5 line from stage.
We tour:
-Yamaha QL1 with Stagebox
-Macbook with QLAB 3
-1 x Sennheiser EW-100 Handheld Microphone.
-1 x Sennheiser EW-100 Headset system.
-1 x Countryman B3 Headset or JAG IMX6
-1 x SM58 - Spare
-1 x Microphone Stand
-Mic Kit for band
Venue supplies:
-FOH PA (Nexo, DB Audio, Quest, Etc) with subs
-3 x Fold Back Sends (Band)
-Side Fill for Performer
-Cat5 line from stage to FOH audio ops position.
Staging requirements
The production tours in 1 x Truck. Set items include:
-4 x 1.2 x 2.4m Flats with bracing
-Dressing Table & stool
-Modesty Screen
-Side Table
-Chair
-Lamp
-2 x Rugs (Small and Large)
Hot power will be required onstage for 1 x Hairdryer (Stage Right)
A dimmer will be required for one practical lamp. (Stage Left)

We require a baby grand piano. If this is not possible, please contact
someone from the touring party as soon as possible.
Haze is used in the production.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 8.5
Depth: 6

Height: 3.5
Wing space: 1

Crew notes
3 crew requried for load in. (1x LX, 1x MX and 1x SX)
1 crew requried for show (followspot)
3 crew requried for load out.
If crew can not swing between unloading a truck, more MX will be
requried.
Transport notes
Truck and a people mover.
Production can not travel via plane.

Trinket the Robot
Little Wing Puppets
A little Robot who longs to become a "real" - but is he ready for what it means to be alive?

Genre:
Family
Written by:
Jenny Ellis and Anne Brooksbank

Contact : Jenny Ellis
0408808699

littlewingpuppets@gmail.com

NSW

http://www.littlewingpuppets.com

Directed by:
Jacob Williams and Clare Batholomew

General information

Availability: 01/03/2019 01/12/2020
Duration (mins): 40
or ages: 4 - 10 years

Short review
“It was good to see the Robot cry. Sometimes I cry too. It was good
when the Robot got sad and then got happy again. It makes me feel
like when I get sad, I can get happy again too.” – Charlie, 4 years
old, Seymour, VIC.

Creative team
Music by Thomas "Soup" Campbell,
Puppets and set by Jenny Ellis,
Jeremy Lavender, Lauren Redpath
and Dayna Morrissey
Touring party(2 peoples)
Jenny Ellis | Performer
Jeremy Lavender | Production support
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

Synopsis
Based on the story of Pinocchio, the story is about an inventor, Dr
Doovalacky. In his workshop with the help of his assistant,
Fitzgerald, a green caterpillar, he sets out to build a robot who will
have the ability to learn new things. Trinket the Robot comes to life
but he soon wants more. He wants to know what it is to be human,
he wants to become “real.” The audience help him to learn about
the world. But quickly it becomes more complicated. Dr Doovalacky
ﬁnds himself losing control of his own creation. Trinket learns that to
become human is to not only feel wonder and joy, but also to feel
other emotions like anger, fear and the sadness of saying goodbye
to someone when you are not ready to. The robot learns that having
all these feelings is not easy and to be alive means to make choices
for himself.

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 5,500.00
Per perfomance $ 750.00

Industry Reference
Marisa Cesario
Programming Co-ordinator, Gasworks
Arts Park
03 8606 4203
marisa@gasworks.org.au

Trinket the Robot is an interactive solo puppet show, based on the
tale of Pinocchio, which explores emotions and oﬀers strategies to
children to understand diﬀerent feelings.
History & background
Little Wing Puppets has a history of successful touring in regional
Australia, presenting shows in every state and territory, some
through Regional Arts networks and others independently. We use
puppets to tell big, heart-warming stories and the feedback we have
received conﬁrms that our performances are engaging, of a high
quality and reach both the children and their parents. Having a
single performer also makes the show aﬀordable for smaller venues.
All our productions are technically self-suﬃcient so they work well in
non-standard venues such as country halls as well as larger
theatres.
Marketing selling points
For a family audience appealing to both pre-school and primary
school aged children, so to families with kids of diﬀerent ages. It
works well for kindergartens, schools and holiday programs. It works
well for boys, who generally really like the Robot. It is interactive
and has an optional Q & A to demonstrate puppetry techniques and
to discuss the themes of emotions that are explored in the show.
Key audience and marketing notes
The key target audience is children aged from 4 - 10 years old, their
families and carers. The performance works well in conjunction with
workshops, and during school holidays.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
We oﬀer workshops in puppet making and puppetry performance
skills. Here's a link to the teaching page of our website for more
examples of our workshops:
http://www.jennyellis.com.au/content/teaching
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Flat Floor, Hall, Black Box, Proscenium
Arch
2
1

Lighting requirements
The show can be performed with a general wash without lightng
changes. However, if a lighting rig and technician is available, the
following lightng states can be used (See lighting cue sheet for more
detail):
1) Walk-in State – gobos and nice colours (whatever is available)
2) Daylight Amber Wash;
3) Spotlight on right pillar/presentation:

4) Dark Blue Wash;
5) Disco lights (changing coloured lights in sequence)
Audio requirements
Non-standard venues: The producer can provide all of the required
sound equipment and sound cues are operated by performer with
foot pedals. A sound operator is not required. Equipment provided
by producer:
• 1 x Yamaha Stage PAS 300 PA with sound desk
• 1 x radio mic, headset and receiver
• 1 x lap top computer with a mini-jack line out
• 1 x mini-jack to rca cable
• 1x quarter-inch jack cable to connect radio mic receiver to sound
desk
Theatres: If it is preferred to run the sound through the venue's
sound system. The following is required:
• 1x PA with left and right speakers
• 1 x sound desk with: 1 x quarter inch jack or XLR input for radio
mic
• A way of connecting the laptop at centre stage with mini-jack
output to the venue PA left and right speakers. The producer can
provide a DI and mini-jack to quarter-inch jack cables. The venue
would need to provide 2 x XLR cables to reach from sound desk to
centre stage.
Staging requirements
The set is a table and two pillars/wings. The set is free standing and
is 2.3 wide x 0.6m deep x 2.1m high. There are some coloured
string lights and an optional strobe light operated by a foot pedal by
the performer.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 3.5
Depth: 2.5

Height: 2.2
Wing space: 0

Transport notes
1 x Station wagon. The production can travel by plane with excess
baggage.

Inventi Plays Symphonies
Inventi Chamber Orchestra
Inventi chamber symphonies

Genre:
Live Music
Written by:
n/a
Directed by:
Ben Opie, Melissa Doecke, Peter
Clark
Availability: 01/01/2019 31/12/2019
Duration (mins): approx 75
minutes
or ages: all ages
Creative team
Ben Opie & Melissa Doecke (Artistic
Directors), Peter Clark
(Concertmaster), Jessica Oddie
(soloist)
Touring party(17 peoples)
Ben Opie | Artistic Director / oboe
Melissa Doecke | Artistic Director /
ﬂute
Peter Clark | Concertmaster / soloist
Jessica Oddie | soloist
Claire Higgins | Administration

Contact : Ben Opie
0435458400

info@inventiensemble.com

VIC

https://www.inventiensemble.com/

General information
Short review
"Opie and Doecke are something of a “dream team” with the lower
versions of their instruments making the most beautiful warm
rounded tone that melded into each other in the most beautifully
organic way." "Considerable virtuosity coupled with assured musical
intention on the part of all players made this imaginative
interpretation an immensely rewarding experience" Classic
Melbourne
Synopsis
Inventi Chamber Orchestra bring a 17-piece chamber orchestra
featuring world class talent from around the globe. Inventi Chamber
Orchestra perform some of the most iconic works of all time such as
Mozart's formidable Symphony No. 40, paired with little known
gems by Haydn. There is something for everyone in this
performance. Under the guidance of the vivacious Peter Clark
(soloist and concertmaster), the audience are lead on a musical
journey that will delight, invigorate and educate.
History & background
Inventi Ensemble is a team of highly talented and dedicated

Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Budget

Industry Reference
Marshall McGuire
Melbourne Recital Centre
0405139041
Marshall.McGuire@melbournerecital.co
m.au

musicians who are passionate about bringing music to as many
people as possible. We believe in creating world class performances
of classical music for all to enjoy. Touring is important to us, as it
enables us to bring music to more people in regional centres. We
believe in working ﬂexibly with venues and responding creatively to
their needs. No stage? no problem - we can work with any and all
situations. We have performed on the back of a truck, in caves,
shopping centres, amphitheatres, concert halls, art galleries and
more.
Marketing selling points
On top of the world class performance we produce, we can also oﬀer
private tuition, masterclasses, workshops, instrument making, kids
music sessions and more. The symphonies performance is the main
selling point. Bringing artists such as Lyndon Watts (bassoon with
Munich Philharmonic, Germany), Peter Clark (solo concert artist and
regular performer with Australian Chamber Orchestra), Alexander
Arai-Swale (multi award winning double bassist), Carla Blackwood
(solo French Horn from Innsbruck, Germany). All these players are
leaders on their instruments and bring a unique energy to our
performances.
Key audience and marketing notes
Classical music enthusiasts as well as a wider general audience
interested in seeing a high energy production of talented musicians
performing at their best. With our mix of both familiar and rarely
played classical works, as well as our promotion through community
interaction and engagement, we believe this production will be
appealing to everyone.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Yes, we have a wide variety that range from 'side-by-side' rehearsal
/ performance opportunities for community musicians, as well as
masterclasses for budding students, junk instrument making
worskshops, chamber music tutelage and our interactive kids
performances such as Carnival of the Animals and Peter and the
Wolf.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
All
1
1

Lighting requirements
simple stage lighting that doesn't interfere with players
Audio requirements
acoustic

Staging requirements
no requirements. A small stage is good if necessary for ﬂat seating,
but we also perform on the same level as the audience in venues
which works well. We aim to be as ﬂexible to the venue's needs as
possible.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 8
Depth: 6

Height: 0
Wing space: 0

Transport notes
We can either provide our own transport, or we have made this work
with 3 8 seater cars (to accommodate larger instruments). Yes the
production can travel by plane.

Urban Sea Shanties
Fred Smith Productions
A joyful celebration of ﬁne songwriting and masculine buﬀoonery

Genre:
Comedy
Written by:
Fred Smith

Contact : Fred Smith
0403 816 311

fredsmith100@yahoo.com

VIC

http://www.fredsmith.com.au/

Directed by:
Fred Smith

General information

Availability: 01/07/2018 30/12/2020
Duration (mins): 100
or ages: 12-92

Short review
“A delightful collaboration between two of the hottest acts on the
Australian Festival Scene. Switch oﬀ your ﬁner sensibilities and tune
into your base chakra”
Andy Copeman, Daily Planet Website

Creative team
Fred Smith, Liz Frencham, Carl
Pannuzzo, Vince Bradley, Men in
Suits

Synopsis
Fred Smith joins forces with Men in Suits to present Urban Sea
Shanties.

Touring party(16 peoples)
Fred Smith | Storyteller Singer Guitar
Carl Pannuzzo | piano, percussion
Liz Frencham | double bass
Vince Bradley | Trumpet
Men in Suits | Choir

The performance is based on the album Urban Sea Shanties,
originally recorded in league with the Spooky Men's Chorale. It's a
collection of thinking man's drinking songs really. There are
moments of beauty and delicacy, but on the whole, it’s a celebration
of misadventure - an exploration of the masculine psyche executed
with a restrained buﬀoonery beﬁtting the subject matter!

Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Marketing Materials

It's fun, it's beautiful, it's seriously silly.
Peruse the reviews:

Budget
Remount cost $ 0.00
Weekly fee $ 0.00
Per perfomance $ 3,000.00
APRA Obligations
Show includes 12 songs registered
with APRA
Notes
Best model for us is to play one, two
or three shows on Friday, Saturday or
Sundays. For example, we will be
playing a one of at the Kyneton Town
Hall on Friday 7 Sept 2018.
If your venue is over 200 km from
Melbourne, we will need some help
with accommodation. Band and choir
members can be billeted with people
in the local community, and that can
be fun and nice point of engagement.
Industry Reference
Luke Harriman
Artour
0405400997
luke@artour.com.au

“A delightful collaboration between two of the hottest acts on the
Australian Festival Scene. Switch oﬀ your ﬁner sensibilities and tune
into your base chakra” Andy Copeman, Daily Planet Website
“Urban Sea Shanties shanghaies the listener into a rich musical
journey from the bars of Birmingham to the ﬂooded streets of New
Orleans, from the Mosques of Karachi to the Dapto Dog
Track...painting a musical picture of adventurous travel exploring a
wide, colourful world…”
John Hogan, National Film and Sound Archives
History & background
Fred Smith Productions presents shows that combine song, story
and images to entertain, engage and explain the world we live in.
Over the last three years, we worked with RAV, CAWA, ArtbackNT
and Artour to present over 80 performances of the acclaimed Dust
of Uruzgan show in venues around Australia ranging from the
Princess Theatre in Launceston to the Tennant Creek RSL.
We maintain a proﬁle through concerts and performances on the
Australian music festival circuit.
Touring is the ﬁnancial and spiritual lifeblood of our organisation: we
connect with people and start conversations.
Marketing selling points
This is a fun, funny and visually interesting show built around a
great collection of songs.
Urban Sea Shanties CDs are available for radio, and we do great
interviews/live to air performances.
Fred Smith has a 2000 strong Victorian email list, and Men in Suits
an extensive network of their own.
Video footage is available for TVCs. We can link up with local
community choirs in your area.
Key audience and marketing notes
Key audience: music fans; people who came to see the Dust of
Uruzgan show.
We have developed a strong following in Victoria from the Dust of
Uruzgan tour in 2014/15 as well as performances at festivals in
Victoria and beyond. We have over 2000 email addresses on our
Victorian email list.
Fred Smith has a long track record of interviews and live to airs on
radio. He has been the subject of an Australian Story feature and a
session on ABC Conversations. His unique combination of substance
and song are well known to producers in Victoria and nationally.
Content warning
No
Community Engagement activities
Fred Smith - Songwriting Principles and Practice
Fred Smith explains what make great songs work, then takes you
through the process: how to start, how to keep going, and how to
ﬁnish a song!

“Smith is a superb songwriter…” Bruce Elder, Sydney Morning
Herald
Men is Suits with Carl Pannuzzo - Harmony singing
Whether for choirs, a cappella singing, duo or songwriting, this
workshop looks at ways to ﬁnd our natural sense of harmony by
simply playing with it.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

Technical speciﬁcations
Theatre formats
Bump in (hours)
Bump out (hours)

D
Download Now

All formats
2
1

Lighting requirements
Three spots and a general wash.
Audio requirements
A PA system with enough inputs for a four piece band and 6 inputs
for choir.
Staging requirements
A stage plus a screen and projector (which we can provide if
necessary)
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 5
Depth: 3

Height: 3
Wing space: 0

Transport notes
We'll use our own vehicles around Victoria.

Bread Crumbs
Liberty Gilbert
Once upon a time there was no happily ever after…

Genre:
Black Comedy
Written by:
Ruby Johnston and Benjamin Nichol

Contact : Liberty Gilbert
0438 470 138

libertyegilbert@gmail.com

VIC

https://www.facebook.com/BREADCRUMBSaus/

Directed by:
Ruby Johnston and Benjamin Nichol

General information

Availability: 01/02/2019 15/12/2019
Duration (mins): 65
or ages: 17+

Short review
‘This production is exquisite. It strikes the perfect balance between
humour and discomfort….[they] do a marvellous job in capturing the
innocence of fairytales and the transition into modern day Australian
society through their characters.
At a time where more and more women speak out about daily
harassment, this play really has its ﬁnger on the pulse of time’. The Plus Ones

Creative team
Joseph Noonan (set/costume design)
Sidney Miller (composer) Rachel Lee
(lighting design) Benjamin Nichol
(cast) Ruby Johsnston (cast)
Touring party(4 peoples)
Benjamin Nichol | Cast
Ruby Johnston | Cast
TBC | Stage/Production/ Tour
Manager
TBC | Lighting
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2

Synopsis
BREAD CRUMBS is a darkly comic, politically savvy retelling of the
well-known fable ‘Hansel and Gretel’ located in a world somewhere
between a Brother’s Grimm fairytale and the industrial landscape of
outer suburban Melbourne
Gretel is a distressed damsel with comprehensive girl guide training
while Hansel is an asthmatic mumma’s boy who just wants to be a
'top Aussie bloke'. As they lose themselves in the woods, the highly
stylised fairy tale gradually dissolves and it is revealed they are
escaping an abusive home. Gretel who pines to ﬁnd a better life
across the horizon, ultimately ﬁnds herself in the arms of a Fitzroy

Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

hipster Prince Charming. Here she ﬁnds herself falling prey to the
cycle of systematic control and emotional abuse she was trying so
hard to run from.

Budget
Remount cost $ 5,000.00
Weekly fee $ 1,300.00
Per perfomance $ 0.00

Dark, dangerous and uncomfortably real BREAD CRUMBS shows how
family violence ‘silently and insidiously becomes part of the norm’.
Today, with sexual assault allegations seeing the spotlight of media
attention after decades of repression, BREAD CRUMBS probes us to
reﬂect on our ingrained views of gender and questions how it is
possible for women to ﬁght against the systems so steadfastly put
in place.

APRA Obligations
N/A

Industry Reference
Scott Major
Poppy Seed Theatre Festival
0416225044
scott@poppyseed.net.au

History & background
Ruby Johnston and Benjamin Nichol have been described as ‘crucial
players in the next generation of theatre makers’. They revel in
creating heightened, crass and highly stylised performances that
are blackly comic in their examination of the Australian zeitgeist.
After graduating from VCA (Acting) in 2016 Johnston and Nichol
toured their self made show Three Blind Mice (nominated Best
performance of the Melbourne Fringe Award 2016) to Adelaide
Fringe Festival 2017. BREAD CRUMBS was selected as part of the
Poppy Seed Theatre Festival 2017.
Marketing selling points
Utilising our society's collective understanding of fairy stories
creates a wide appeal and resonance to young and old alike, but
this is a fairy story is not one you’ve seen before (unless it is... last
saturday at your family BBQ). The Australian vernacular, humour
and modern references appeal to a young adult audience (17-30).
BREAD CRUMBS encourages a moving and provocative conversation
post show and the unique performance style makes for an engaging
theatrical experience which could be marketed to older secondary
school students (year 12) provided it is followed by a healthy
discussion.
Key audience and marketing notes
Our premiere season was an invaluable opportunity to test the
appeal of our work. As the issues of family violence does not
discriminate based on class, race or age, our show welcomed an
audience with an age span ranging from 17 - 90. Described as
“accessible and provocative black comedy” the work oﬀers broad
appeal to young adults including older school groups, educators,
key players in the Melbourne independent theatre scene and
professionals in the area of family violence. The work was met with
praise by these professionals, many of them encouraging their
colleagues to attend the season.
Content warning
Yes
Community Engagement activities
Theatre Making workshops can be oﬀered alongside the work and
are an invaluable opportunity for any young performers wanting to
ﬁnd their feet begin to make their own art. Nichol and Johnston have
extensive training in theatre devising and can run a workshop on
how to translate topical issues onto the stage in a fun but

provocative way through the exploration of a variety of diﬀerent
generative techniques.
Discussion and a Q and A can also be oﬀered post show about the
themes and development of the work.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

C

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
Adaptable depending on the theatre
space - Performed with front facing
Theatre formats
audience and small wing space for fast
costume changes.
Bump in (hours)
5
Bump out (hours)
3
Lighting requirements
48 x Channels (4 Dimmers)
Venue and Hire stocks.
Assorted Gels
Change according to venue but ideally bio box or side stage.
Audio requirements
Standard in house SND system appropriate to venue size with input
for laptop with Qlab.
Staging requirements
The set is made up a ﬂoor covering sitting on top of the stage and a
frame that is self supported and spans the length of the
performance space. The framing will be assembled during Bump- In
and be manipulated throughout the performance.
Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 6.5
Depth: 3.5

Height: 4
Wing space: 1

Crew notes
The plan is to tour with a Production Stage Manager so one crew
supplied by the venue will be required. The main work will be to
focus, plot and operate the lighting and turning on the sound desk
for our tech. A maximum of ﬁve hours is predicted.
Transport notes
1 x 12 seater mini bus

The Whale's Tale
Born in a Taxi
Watch from the shore, or submerge yourself in this underwater playground full of surprises

Genre:
Childrens
Written by:
Nick Papas, Penny Baron, Carolyn
Hanna
Directed by:
Show is co-devised
Availability: 01/07/2019 30/09/2019
Duration (mins): Length of show 50
minutes. It is possible to perform 2 x
50 minute performances per day.
There should be a minimum of 1.5
hours between performances.
or ages: 0 - 100
Creative team
Penny Baron (Deviser/Performer),
Carolyn Hanna (Deviser/Performer),
Nick Papas (Deviser/Performer),
Touring party(5 peoples)
Carolyn Hanna | Performer
Nick Papas | Performer
Penny Baron | Performer
Michael Havir | Live Musician
Jon Clarke | Puppeteer/Stage

Contact : Alana Hoggart
0412751405

alana@borninataxi.com.au

VIC

http://www.borninataxi.com.au/

General information
Short review
“The ingenuity of this manifestation must be acknowledged. It
spurts water, ups a periscope; its eye – the one we can see – closes,
opens and rolls; its huge mouth opens, its tongue lifts; its pectoral
ﬁn moves, its tail lifts ... It is even able to poop out people! The
unseen puppeteer does a wonderful job of animating this creature
and making us believe.”
John Smythe 2011 NZ Arts Review
Synopsis
A whale is curiously beached in a park and discovered by a child.
The spirit of the Whale embodied as the Navigator emerges from
the mouth of her trusty friend to discover they are in the wrong
place and Manilayo the whale is deﬁnitely out of sorts. A desperate
call for a doctor, heralds the arrival of Dr Walrus, the oversized
doctor of questionable ability.
No stone is unturned as a series of diagnosis ensues. Slapstick
routines, dances, feeding the audience as krill, and a ridiculous
auction from the evil shark still bring them no closer to a solution.
Until a small child (from audience) tickles Manilayo in a desperate

Manager
Media
Promo Video 1
Promo Video 2
Promo Video 3
Marketing Materials

Budget
Remount cost $ 1,000.00
Weekly fee $ 17,000.00
Per perfomance $ 5,000.00
Royalties 5%
APRA Obligations
N/A all original music

Industry Reference
Karen Patterson
Colac Otways Performing Arts Centre
(03) 5232 9418
Karen.Patterson@colacotway.vic.gov.a
u

attempt to cheer him up and he coughs up a huge ball of plastic.
Metres of plastic are pulled from the whale's mouth to discover that
it is encasing his heart...actually only half his heart.
Time is running out, the other half must be found or all is lost. After
a desperate search it is found with the help of the audience in the
sand pit and both halves are brought together. The child from the
audience returns the heart to the whale and with a mighty blast of
water from his spout the whale is well enough to head back to sea.
Commissioned by Arts Centre Melb & Windmill
History & background
BORN IN A TAXI (BIAT) mix dance with humour, the profound with
the profane and the familiar with the unlikely. Established in 1989,
BIAT is recognised for producing highly original, physically driven
and participatory works. Combining diverse performance
backgrounds to create a cross disciplinary style that lives in
between the cracks of theatre and dance. Immediacy,
responsiveness and play are at the centre of everything they do.
Touring is an integral part of the company’s ﬁnancial and artistic
vision. Performing to diverse audience demographics is artistically
satisfying for these artists.
Marketing selling points
- The Whale itself. A giant 9 metre inﬂatable puppet whose eyes
move, ﬂippers ﬂip, tale lurches and it even has a water spout that
works!
-The content of the show . An environmental tale to warm the heart,
with reﬂections about the consequences of our actions. The Whale’s
Tale is a rollicking journey that will leave an audience and their
children wanting to make a diﬀerence.
- Contextual ﬁt around calendar events like school holiday programs
etc.. World Environment Day etc... Use as opportunity to evaluate
venues own recycling/rubbish output.
Key audience and marketing notes
Audiences
- parents with their children
- teachers and school groups
Why did they come?
- relate to the show’s content.
- want to see the Whale
- trusted company and commissioning partners
- great promo
- presented well contextually (aligned to school programs, holidays
or events ie World Whale Day) give’s the work greater meaning and
allow’s an audience to go deeper into the environmental themes of
the show
- visually intriguing free outdoor work to draw new young audiences
into venue
Content warning
No

Community Engagement activities
We can oﬀer workshops based both upon performance and/or
environmental issues.
We are currently working on material to accompany this show that
gives audiences places to go and activities to do that use the show
as a spring board into greater engagement with the themes of
minimising waste and keeping our oceans clean. We plan to do a
run of canvass tote bags to sell after the show as a practical
outcome to replace plastic shopping bags, with a web address
printed on the bag that leads to more information and simple ways
individuals can minimize waste.
Technical Information
Technical Rating
What is this?

C

Technical speciﬁcations Download Now
Flat ﬂoor, Hall, Studio without seating,
Theatre formats
Outdoors,
Bump in (hours)
3.5
Bump out (hours)
2.5
Lighting requirements
The show is mostly performed during the day. Any lighting (for night
shows etc) and associated power requirements for the performance
would be subject to the site and supplementary requirements.
Audio requirements
A Sound system large enough to project into and ﬁll the
performance space
An operator to set up three radio head mics and mix during the
performance
A mixing desk to accommodate 3 x radio head mics and a stereo
feed from the musician's laptop
Shaded trestle table with adjustable stool required for the musician
if outdoors.*
*The table needs to be set up away from the show and preferably
angled to see the area near the Whale’s mouth where most of the
action takes place.
Staging requirements
The set is a hybrid inﬂatable and rigid structure in the shape of a
humpback whale, with a mouth that opens to expose baleen
(bristles in the upper jaw) and allows performers and selected
audience members to push through into the ‘belly’. Once inside,
they will discover oarlocks row the ﬂippers; a handle is pulled to
make the tail ﬂip up and down; the eyes can be used as periscopes,
to swivel and peer through at the audience outside; and a blowhole
in the head allows for jets of water to be spouted. The whale’s vent
is a stretchy exit point. Performance will take place in and around
the Whale. A Stage Manager will be present inside the Whale
throughout the performance operating it as a giant puppet as well
as overseeing and instructing the audience members.

Stage dimensions (meters)
Width: 13
Depth: 4

Height: 3
Wing space: 0

Transport notes
Yes the set freight can travel by plane or road.
2 x vehicles and one purpose made trailer.
Freight
Crate 1 - 1.9m (W) x 1.9m (L) x 1.8m (H) Weight: 348 Kg,
Crate 2 - 1.25m (W) x 2.45m (L) x .87m (H) Weight: 322 Kg
Gross Weight: 670kg
Measurement: 9.24 Meters Cubed

